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CHAPTER I

PURPOSE OF STUDY

--Introduction

Broadly_speakingi_the. purpose of education is ta.change people in
ways-that enhance_their development and ith4t-Of,socillety-as_a
There is4m.iquestion. that_schools'and colleges do'Oarige children and

.

young4aeople._ Hundreds of-itudies have documented the outcomes 9f
formal ischooling and determined that'in:general the are substaptial
and enduring (see, for example; MymaniWright, and Reed,. 1975).. Of
tourse_thepurpose of formal schooling; at Whatever level; is to
.socializ,e the young in;preparationlor theroles and responsibilities
of odulthoOM. Outcomes or "effects" research; therefore; i has focused
on cognitive.arid.affectiVe development. rather.than. on the applications
or impact of education to functioning in everYday_life:

I

For adult education change of the latter type is of priMary
importance. For.most adults,knowledge; skills, insight or under=

.

standing are not ends in themseTveS, or .acquired for future apppli=
.cation;" instead,- they are-Meanslor adUltsto solve immediate problems
or improve their proficiencies or circumstances In the everyday world
of work, family, and community life' Oark0WaId Merriam,. 19$2)-."
Thus,.out6ome research.in adult education. Should focus_. primarily_ an
impact" as juit.described and not on the kinds of variables.eMployed

to gauge the effects.of formal schooling;

Unfortunately,"as discussed inthe next chapter, very few well=.
designed, large-scalp -studies have been conducted to determine the
impact of pOrticipation in any form of adult education. The need for
impact research on adult basic education fABE) is especially acute,
foe_the individual and societal needs addressed by these programs are
urgent; . For most participants, ABE is indeed a "last gamble on edu=
cation." And the stakes are extremely higi (Mezirow, Darkenwald, and
Knox, 1975).

4

Purpose of Study.

41, .

The present study, though basically, concerned with analyzing the
impact of adult basic education in the state of New Jersey, is more ..
encompassing than its title suggests. Although it could be asserted..
that this volume contains three studies in one,.,it is more dccurate to
say that the research consisted Of three interrelaied components, the
most.crucial being that which addresses the outcomes and impact
,pdrttcipation. This cbmponentAs crucial because the import And
Utility .of the other components depend in large part on its results.

.

The three principal goals (components) of the project were these:



(1) .To_determine the- impact of adult basic skills education in New
jersey-in-terms of, (a) attainment of:students' own goals for_participa-
tion and (b)-program effects on'tangible indicators of social and
economic well beirig...

_ _ .

(2) 'To ascertain the nature and iMport of coats andbenefits for New
Jersey's adult high completion programi.including a Comparison of the FED

.
and.adult high school options= . l' .i '.

(3) To design a model, instrumentation, and protedures for ongoing
statewide student follow-up.

'__CLutcome'_Componimt. The need and ratnale for the outcome.- component
relates both to the importance of furtheri g tested knowledge of the
effects of participation in adult basic e cation and of securfng
"bottom-line" evidence of program impact in order tip meet pressing demands
for accountability in these times of shri king state and federal support
foreducatiOnal programs. Put bl,untly;in NeW Jersey and most other
states; future funding for adult basic ed cation, (including high school
completion) will .depend.in large part on credible evidence of program
hsuccessor impact: Such evidence need not always be in the form of a
6st-benefit Analysis, but efficiency or '!ibang for the buck" is always a

paramount concern. To conduct a cost benefits study one needs to aster=
win what benefits are in fact salient.for participants in the program
being analyzed. It is ip this way==identification-of relevant benefits=
that this, the first component of the study, was closely linked `to the
second. ,,

../

very:briefly.(see Chapter ;II for details), theoUtcdme. component
involvedjntervieWing a stratified randoM sample of New Jersey adult
-basic eddcatioe_participants (incTuding;_those preparing._ for_ GED\or
enrolled in adult high Schools); most, of whom had been in,the progr mi_
or discontinued attendance, petWeeri ctplier4 1982 and May,_1983.-_En lish
as a second language (-ESL) studentsmere not included in the...Sample, nor
were students enrolledin Programs=designed for special,populatiPpS4 \-,
such as tip_retarded, priOnersi the,mentally,111,and,the aged, +-Respon
dents werkiriterviewed tly/telephone about _numerou s oiitcomevariables,
including, for examplei_Otent_of personal:_goal-_accoMpltshmenei impact
of: participation On_theirchildren'sschool performancei_empidyment an
public_assistanceStatus, apOlicationofdasic skills to real-life _'

situations; ,arld plans forj,urther.education prtraining_ Tivo hundred i

ninety-four interviews were completed for an,extremely high adjusted
response rate of 97 percent. -

Strictly speaking", the findings are not generalizab,le to states
other than New Jersey. New Jersey, however, is quite typical^ in many
respects of other industrialized- States, particuldrly inthe Northeast-
Middl Atlantic area and the Midwest. It would be surprtsing, at least
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to us, if replication stu ies in industrialized states resulted in find-
ings much at -variance fro our own.

,AlthoughTbothABE and adult high school'
costs were inc used paratqly analyzed in this part of4he'study,
the benefits analys4.4 confined to outcomes reported by adults who
had obtaineda-high schoo 1 credential approximately 14 to_16_months prior

1.

-to collecting:tliebetpt ,data, Both -monetary and non=monetam benefits
were-l-ncluded-inthe nal sis. However, unlike the initial outcome

- study, this component -foe sed on "credentialeffedt" benefits_presumab- ly
attributable to obtainingla high sdhool,diploma. A stratified random
sampling procedure has' emOloyed to select 500 graduates who Were then:
mailed 'a two-page questionnaire._:To-enable dOmparison of costs and
benefits of the state's t o principal. routes to a high school credenti- al,.
the sampling plan was des gned-to indlude 300 GED and 200 adult high
school graduates; The ov rall adjusted response rate was 60 percent.

Although thejlarticularities of NOW Jersey's funding mechanisms pre-
:clUde _generalizations tolother states regarding costs, the model and
:procedures emplOyed were intended to be exemplary and can be modified to
fit the needs of states other than New Jersey. AS with the outcome
findings, the benefits identtfied are unlikely to be much at variance
with.those realized in other induStrialized states.: However,.thisjsan
opinion' that needs to.belsubstantjated by replication studies in .other
states.

Statewide.Follow=0 aComponent The final goal of:the project_ was
to design a. model, instrumentationd procedures for ongoing_ statewide
student follow: up. To accomplish 'this goal, it was necessary:tO under-
take the precedingreseardhactlyities in order.tRi4entifythe outcome
variables important'and feasibl4torincorporate in a follow,up model.
For example, most' past outcome studies _have included a_questionipn .

whether the Student or_ graduate. in the last_election. Although
this appears to be an 44portant and rele4ant question* the. research
Jindings.indicate that_participation.in ABE does not meaningfully in-'
fluencevoter registrationiorvpting behavior. ConseqUently, unless

.,voting is_ deemed a high priority-outcome, it .makes-no -sense to inFlude
such_ali-item in a_frillow-up,que§tionnaire (partiFularly since such a
questionnaire would have toLbe very briefto ensure a-respectable,re-
sponse rate).n.:example:of an important but unfeasjble variable is
impact on-earni0S.. The reason* as we_disdovered ourselves,:is that too
many complex,quettions need tb-beasked i(xarrive at an answer,

-

. This component of the project was obviously addressed-to practical.
concerns at boththe stateoand local program levels. Local programs
lack the human and fiscal resources,and tested.data collection instru-
ments for "tracking" their basic skills students to determine prograth
impact. As a resutt,Lpcogicanaluationyand improvement efforts have
been hindered amd so, too,' has local-level accountability-'for state and
-federal funds. At the state level, the situation is similar. Lack of
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adequate, ongoing follow4p_data has handiCapped-efforts to plan ration-
allyjor statewide program improvement. Even more pressing, perhaps,
is theineed to demonstrate to legislative .and.executivebranch deeision-.
makers that public- funds invested jh, adult education are yielding impor-_
tant benefits to -the. public at minimal cost, Gross measures of impact,
.such_as number of adults served and cost per, contact hour, are too crude
and limited to- make'a convincing case for continued or incr'.easedJundingi
Comprehensive data on specific; highly significant benefits to_partici-
pants and society are required if adult basic education is tn.thrivei or
.perhaps even survive, in the 1980i.

One final pOint bears mentioning. From the beginninj this project
was pesijned to be as conceptualtsophisticated and techniCally :rigorous
as possible within the constraints of a modest budget and one-year'time
frame:' Every effort was made to avoid the'shortcomings of previous
research, especially in regard to identificationof relevant outcome
variables,: the need for strict random sampling, and the ab$olutely essen-
tial requirement of an adequate response rate; Of course, we also at-
.fempted.to capitalize on the strengths.:of previous studies. The next
chapter reviews those past outcome studies judged to be Of acceptable

7, technical quality and therefore of value in planning this study and
. interpreting its findings.
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CHAPTER IL.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH
-

Introduction

.

Research tr the outcomes of participation in adult basiceducation
programs has been 'conducted- reasons. AA important reason __

for outcome studies is to enable administrators to evaluate the strengths
and'weaknesses of'their programs,. Another purpose is to provide teachers
with. Information about the effeetiveness of their instrtiction; Finally,
a crucial reason for such studies is to_provide_information on the bene-
fits of ABE, both fdr the individual and to society, in order to justify
continued finincial.support of such programs by the government;

OUttothes and Indicators

Before_thesestudies may_be carried outi_the expected Outcomes must
be clearly defined. _First, what is the overall goal of theABE program?'
Accopding_to the Adult Education Act of 19664_as quoted in Mizirow,

-Darkenwald and_Knox_(1975), the_ purpose of ABE programs is to)educate
adults "Whose inability to_speaki,writei or read -the English language
constitutes a subStahtial_impairment of their abilityto get_orctain
employment_commensurate with their real ability;" ,Adult_Basic_ ducation
was defined as. education designed to "help eliminate such_inabili\ty" and
"raise the education -level of such individuals" with the intention of:
"making them less ;likely to)become'dependent on others," "imOrovin9 their
Ability to benefit from occupational training and otherwise indreaSing
their opportunities for more productive and profitable'imployment," and
"making them better_able to meet their adult,responsibilttfes" In
short, the-goal-of-ABE-is-to enable its participants "to become more\
employable,. productive, and responsible citizens:"

These ambitious'goals certainly -are significant both for the indiVid-
ual and society. The problem for research is how to determine whether \
these; and othersi_Uave-been reached. What specific outcomesshoufd be
expected as a result of participation? What are the indicatort of
"success" in ABE? Researchers have varied in their selection of signifi,.=
cant outcomes: In general, the outcomes studied 'fall into four major
categories: economic outcomes, educational.putComes,_ family and socially,
related outcomes, and personal 'outcomes;

Economic outcomes are among those Rost frequently studied, both
because they are easiest to measure, and because theyprov.ide the most-
tangible evidence-of benefit to the individual and community; Helping
the un loyed.to qualify for jobs, or helping those_already-employed-to
qualify for better Jobs, is the. central purpose of ABE:,'according to the
Adult Education Act; While finding employment is'the variable most
often studied; for Ithis outcome to be signifitant'researchers must con=.'
sider whether the'ABE participants,were unemployed to begin with.



to better jobs, promoti si and salary ino.reases. Another factor rd-

Studies have also xami;e the extent to which participation in ABE leads

rated to employment which_has been_studied is whether participants have
increased their job security. An important outcome for society, linked
to' finding employment, is the elimination of public assistance to ABE..,
participants who become self-supporting;

.6_ _

Educational_outcomes are also frequently studied; Since the main
goal -of instructiorLAn_most ABE programs is the improvement of reading,
Writingiand math skills, outcomes are usually measured in terms of test
scores in these areas. Passing the GED test is also-used as an indicator
of success. Aside from test scores, some researchers have used studen
perceptioht of their basicskills improvement sinew:participating in ABE.
Educationally-related outcomes of participation also include students'
plans for, and actual enrollment in, further education and training.

Outcomes related to participants' family and social life can be
very significant; One object of research has been the fect of
parents', participation in ABE on the school performance of their:Oil=
dren; Researchers have attempted to determine this effect by asking par-
ticipants if they helped children-with schoqwork more, and if-their
-children were actually getting.better.grades. ; Another variable studied
is whether parents reported a more active involvement with school per-
sonnel and organizations; -

ABE students' general involvement in social tnstituttons is often
considered_an important factor to examine. The educationally_disadvan-
taged are those who are Ieast_involved in community organizations and who
often_fee) alienated_froffrsociety. A_gOal .of ABE rs to encourage greater
social_ awarenes and involvement, Indicators:of such involkrement have
included the -use of social,services and participation in organized-coM
munity activities, an.voting registration and votTng-tehavior;

Outcomes that are primarily personalOr affective are.less fre-
quently studied because they_are_diffitult to measure; However,, these
outcomes may be highly significant fOr the individual; The application
Of improved_ skills_, as_Jn-the_increased reading of newspapers and maga-
zines,-or in theeomparisorviof prices in shopping, is' more meaningful to
students_thanscores on basic skills tests. Some studies have included
students'reportt of their actual use of improved skills in daily living;
Intangible changp, such as improved Self-cbncept,and greater self-con-
fidence are important for success in finding employment and participation
in'tommunity lifei. Researchers have assessed such changes by asking
students whether they_feeY differently about themselves as a result of
participation, or feel greater ease in relationships with other people;

Obviasly, the outcomes of participation in ABE are varied and must
.

be-defined earefully; Unfortunately,_much past research has been Jimi-ted
by the kinds ofoutcomes studied or flawed methodologically; Two na
tional studies (Development Associates, 1980; Kent, 1973) are/particu- 7

larly significant for the size of their samples and the scope of the-
research; One state-wide study, conducted by Boggs in Ohio (1978), As'.



also.,. nusually thorough.

Other national, state, and local studies which were relatively well-
designed are also included in this review., A number_of very poorly
executed studies have not been included. There is clearly a need for
more rigorous research on the outcomes of ABE.

National Studies ..,

) _A major national study conducted by William Kent (1973) was begun
in mid -1971 and continued for_more than two years. The major objective,
was to evaluate the effects-of the.ABE_program on its_upriority group"
Of students; This group was defined ast-adults_from."18-44 years old with
less than 8-years of schooling." The sample did not. include students
o-v5 44 years old, _migrants, institutionalized students,and students in

gliSh as a Second Language classes; The iampleincluded 2,t8 students.
in 200 classes, 90 programs, and 15 states. Bata were gathered_on
.student characteristics, educational goals, and opinions, as well as
program and clastroom characteristics. The students were_testedtwice
and interviewed three times; follow-up interviews were held at twelve
and eighteen month intervals after the initial interview. The first two
interviews were 'conducted in person, _while the last were generally by
telephone. Of the total sample, 47% 'were7initially interviewed in class,
and 15% were interviewed de of the classroom; The response rate,
erroneously computed by Kent as 7 -was_ actually 62%; About 74% of
those initially interviewed were contac r_the first follbw-up.inter-
vew; of this group, 79% were reached for the se d follow?up_intervtew.

This study used both test scores and students' own.perceptions as
measures of academic outcomes;'. Students enrolled in the ABE_preigrams
were given pre- and post-tests with a four month interval; Mean grade---
levelgains,-between tests were half a grade for reading and three-tenths
of a grade for math; However, over 26% gained a full grade or more in
reading. achievement and nearly 20% gained a full grade or more in math
achievement; Approximately one-third of all students made. no gain at
all or even dropped in scores during the four month interval.

.

In both follow=up interviews, students were asked how much they
.

believed their abilities to read, write, and work with numbers Mad im=
proved during the'Palf7Year. Almost all believed that their abilities
had incresed at least to some extent; Almost 50% believed that their
abilities in reading had increased very much; 46% believed their math

;ability had increased' very much, and_33% believed their writing ability
had increased very much;

Students12plans for further education_mere also examtped. Inter-
viewees were asked if they were or planned to enroll in high schoocom-
pletion, college, or vocational=technical training; Both at the begin=
ning and at the end of*the. eilhteen moth period; about two-thirds planned
on additional vocational or technical training; However, the number of



Students planning to_get a high schoOl-dfOlema- declined _(from 91% to 81%),
and the number planning_to attend_college dropped from 60%,to 37 %. The
reason for such a drastic change in students' plans to 'enter college
might have been the realization :of these ABE students 'thit a great amount
of time and study would be required for them to prepare for college work.

Only 31% of the interviewees stated that their main reason for en-
rolling in ABE was to get a better job. In initial interviet4s;_students
were asked if they had looked for work in the 'past six months; if they
had difficulty i n finding a 'job due to lack of eduCation; if they:were
currently employed and; if so; how many hours worked per week; their
earnings_; and their chances of getting a raise and of losing their jobs.
In. follo-up interviews; interviewees were asked. the Same questions;
and if employed; were also asked if-they had the same job as when inter-
viewed ,previously; whether ABE cTasses had helped themhto find a job.;
itelped them in their present job; if. they halo been promotedi and if they
had greater job security.

In general, the students interviewed increased their eMlloyment and
earnings. At the time of-the first.interview; 58% had some; job earnings;
eighteen months later 70% had some job earnings.i_The_earniogs 9f those
who worked increased from a mean of $336 per month to a mean; df $407 per

'month._ However0:When thk effects of the 5 to 6% rate of -inflation at
that time are taken into consideration, combined with the probability
that the students availablefor.follow-uR interviews were-those-who=had_
more;_stable employment; the actual _increase in earnings becomes less
signififAl. About 66% of the employed students had received a raise_
since-The firSt interview. Of these; 15% believed that ABE helped a
little; '20%_ that It helped some; and 12% that it helped al lot in their
getting such a raise., Almose75% of those who worked felt that ABE
helped them on the job. "klittle more than half of the employed inter,
viewees had_the same jobs in follow-up:as in initial interviews._ Of .

the nearly 50% who had changed jobs,. 79% preferred. their new jobs..
443-

_ w e

About 26% of the students at the first interview Were receiving
' public assttstance. This_ figure decreased to_22%_in the final interviews;
Agai n theiTrobabili ty_ that_ the _students _ available for fol low -up inter=
views were employed makes this decrease .insignificant.

in the area of family and community involvement; this study_ included
n y duestfoons in regard to parent-child _relationships._ _Intervteissees

e asked 'Whether_they had school-age (5!,18 years)_ children,_ and whether
they had helped children with schoolwork_ in _the past year. About 50%
of initial tntervtewees had school-age_children;_ 55% of all initial inter-
viewees had helped children with schoOlwork in-the past year. In follow,
up tnterviews; the percentage who had helped children had risen slightly,

to 58%. The effect of ABE was apparently insignificant.

Kent's study does not_ devote much attention_ to the .primarily personal
or "affective" results of ABE. Students were asked_ about their_primary
reason for attending ABE classes. About 69%.said that their main reason
for coming was "mostly to

j

learn something;" while 31% came "mostly to get

14



a better job." Forty-eight percent felt that re ding was most important
for them to learn, 46%-felt math was most-impOr-anti'and 6% felt writing
was most impOrtaht.

As an indicator of the personal,app1,1/cation of skills,participants
were asked in follow-up-ihterviews if their reading of newspapers, maga=
zines, and books had increased'since,ABE. irty-six percent said such
reading had increased very much, "d only 15% said not at all.

In the first follow-up interview, participants were asked two
questions in regard to health ihformation.and servi"Ces. Some 38% said
that the ABE program gave them information about health; 13% said that
ABE helped them receive health services.

In conclusion, the Kent study found that participation in ABE re-
sulted in improvement in bailicskills, both according to test scores and
to students' own perceptions; Benefits alsoincluded gains in employ=
ment, some increase in earnings, and improved skills on the job; The
fact that the majority of students enrolled for edtkcational rather than
'employment reldted reasons is-mportant.* The methodology used, con-.
sisting of follow-up interviews' over an extended period of time, is an
appropriate-way to determine benefits which may not become apparent
immediately after participation. The major faults of the study were its
ldck of attention to the affective changes resulting from ABE and its
limited-response-rate;

An_Assesment of the State=Admintstered Program of the Adult Education
Act, conducted by Development Associates (1980), was commissioned by the
177fice of Evaluation and Dissemination of USOE in 1978 "!(a) to prOVide
an analytic description of the Grants to States program, with_particular
emphasis on program participants; and (b) to identify a set of impact _

measures that can be studied in .a longitudinal design." A large part of
the study was.concerned.with program operatfbns and characteristics,
both at the state and local levels. However, one stated .objective) vas
to determine ABE'program benefits to participants and to society. ti

Participant data were collected by site visits to a sample of 111
local. adult educat4nnrprogams in forty states. Participants.tnpluded
students inARE, AHS, and ESL classes. The sample was drawn from a list
of students registered in theipring prior to the Site_visits ih November
December 1979, so it included both people who had comleted the classes
and those who had dropped out. Data' weire gathered from program records
about the participants characteristics and attendance. Interviews were
conducted by telephone. At least three attempts -were made to contact
each student. The interview response crate was-38%-: of 3,115 potential
participants, 1,177 were successfully contacted -and 'interviewed. Due to
differences between those people interviewed atia those not reached and
the low percentage of the_sample contacted, responses are_not_general-
izable to the ahtire population,. Interviewees_were more likely to be
white, female, middle-Aged or Woderly, and.to live in rural areas. Also,
interviewees were more Takely*to be still enrolled in classes, and there-
fore to be more positive about the program.

4
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Educational goals were stated as most important by respondents for
enrolling in adult education classes. Interviewees were asked to describe
the reasons why they enrolled in adult education, and the most frequently
reported reason (by 46% of respondents) was to pass the GED. Other major
reasons were to acquire basic reading, writing and math skills.(stated-by
33% of respondents) and to learn the English language (22%). About'54%'
gave more than one reason for enrolling, but when asked to state the one
most itortant reason, 79% gave one of. the above reasons.

Specifically, participants were asked if the clasSess:bad helped them
to read, write, and work with numbers better. Almost 75% felt their
reading skills had improved, 69% felt their math skills had improved,
and 66% felt their writing skills had improved.

- The, results of the study indicated that adult basic education may
often lead to furthereducation or training for participants. At the
time of the interview, 57% of the respondents were already, involved or
planned to enroll in Other_adult, education programs. Twenty-three percent
were uncertain, and only_17:5%_were not planning to participate; and
many of these were elderly adults.

When asked-about plans for further-education or training aside
from adult,education, 58% indicated that they planned to enroll-in the'
future; most frequentlY mentioning vocational/technical training (by 29%
of respondents). Plans for academic education were also mentioned fre-
quently (by 26% of respondents).

Only 7.7% of interviewees-sa4d-that-one_Ofttkereasons they enrolled
in adulteducation courses was to get a job, and only _5.7% said that
they wanted to get a better job. Thirty-eight percent of.the_inter,
viewees were employed full-time; and 14% were employed part -time: When
asked if the-adult education program had helped them get a better job,
only 17.7%-replied affirmatively.: in the study's reporti it. is recognized
thateMploymentrelated'6ains due to participation in adult, education
should be assessed more carefully in future studies.

The only questiOn-specifically directed to.famfly'or community life.
was whether. jnterviewees feltAhat participation in the adult education
program had helpdd theM "get along better" with their family: About 51%.
indicated that the program had helped their family relationships.

Participants' Perceptions:df their personal. goal attainment was.an
.important factor considered in'this-study:. Interviewees were asked _

whether they had successfully reached or were in the'prodess of reaching
what they had hOped. to attain Whhnthey first enrolled. '.Almost 42%
reported successfullyreaching:their goals-ancr88%'said that:their goals
were partially attained.

_.; L .

_.

In additton:to general goal attainment, interviewees were asked
about specific 'personal outcomes, of attending adult education, classes.
They were asked if the program had helped them achieve "life goals',"
such as getting a driver's -license or using.a checking account.. About



`25% said that they.had,achieved such a goal. Participants were also
asked if 'the program helped them,"think better of, theMseives:" Almost
48%..reported that tney had an-improved self-concept from going to adult
education classes;

Finally, intervieweeS were asked about_ the most important result of
their participation in adult education. The six most frequent:resOontes
were: .learning.to,speanglish learning.to read and write, increased
knowledge (unspecified),'increased.self-confidence, obtaining a:GED; anth.
learning math skills.

Overall, :the most- significant outcome of parIcipation'revealed,by'
this study was an improvement in:self=concept. .Also significant was
the fact that 80%.of the respondents. had-enrolled to attain educational
goals, and that almost 80% had atleattpartially attained their personal,
goals. However,'the results of the study were Atmited_Py the low.per-.--

..centage of the sample which was contacted; and by the tendency ofirespon-:,
.dents to.still Pe enrolled in the prograM.

Most recently, A_National Survey of GED Test Candidates: _Prepara.!
tion. Performance. and 18 MOnth.OUtcomes (1983) was conducted -by Ronald
M. Cervero. One putputi among others, of this study was- to determine_
the educational_ and employment outcomes of.GED candidates )8_months after
they'had taken 1*)test4_ A nationally representative__taMple of:12'5646
GED test candidates_cOmpleted initial surveys at the'tiMe they -took the
test, in April- and -May 1980.. At -that time, 9530_(75.4%) agreedAo_par-,
ticipate in.a folldw-up study. Participants differed_from nonparticipants
in that women agreed to participate more than men, and those passing _the .

GED more than those who failed., Participants were..on-the average older,.
than nonparticipants. _

1

_ An October 1981, the follow-up survey was)_malle&to a'20% sample__
of those who agreed to participate.. A total_ofA58 were completed, aL_
24% response rate: Theoesponse rate was adjusted to:29.5% because 315
surveys were, returned at_undeliverable.. Again, respondentt;were'older
(29 vs.,24 years), had higher GED scores.:and_were more likely to be
female. Another statisticallysignificant:differOpce was- that nonre- __,---
spondents_tended tohave.completed'more years ofschool than respondents.
These differences. and the very low response:rate, limit attempts:to
generalize results of the study.

study of outcomes include&onlycandidateswho_had_patsedthe,
GED- test, either at the time of the" nitial survey, or in the 18_ month
period beforethe follow-pp,sUrvey_.-:Of the 458 retpondents_to the
follow-up suryey4;383 had passed.the test and were included-in the studY._

Participants:were 'questioned about.their expectations and actual
outcomes in regard_to'passingthe_GED....:Less than: one -third expected
that getting the GED. would help-them to'keep_their job; get a job promo-
tion, or, get a salary increase._ As an actual, outcome._1,6%-reported that
the GED helped them to keep their job,' 20% to -get a job promotion, and
19 %, to get a salary increase. Additionally; .75% expected-the GED to
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help them_ qualify' enew job. .Fiftyftwo'percent reportd that it
actually did. .Seventy-two-percent_expected the_GED to help them to be
admitted to an- edUcationalLinstitutioni_and 52%.toa.job_trainingpro,
Aram; _Resppndents were asked:abouttheir,participation in educational
or training programs since tak11g.the GED._ About 45% had participated
or ,were currently .enrolledes partorftill-time. students; The institu
tions respondents mostlrequently enrolled'in were community^tolleeS.
Respondents were also asked about their future planslor:partitipation-
in education. Seventy-five percent stated that. they. planned toenrolr
in some kind.of.eddcatiodal..prograM A n the future, witiv:30%Andicating.
a community-college;

.

This study was limited to edudational and employment outcomes. It
did ,pot examine participants' other_ goals and more personal ancraffec=

jtive outcomes. .of passing. the GED:test; suchas increased self=esieem;.
Such Ouicomes.shoulcFalso be toniidered.in an evaluation 'of a GED program.
'However, the:resUltS of,the study 'did :Indicate thatmany:people take.the'-.
:GED to get a better job or to'qualify for-further education `or training.
About half of the.respondents actually did achieve these goalsas a
result of patsidg the GED.

Statewide Studies

The most detailed impact study, on a state=wide level was ABE. in alio:
A Pro ram Im.act Evaluation, conducted in 1977 by David U. Boggs, Terry

:uss, an. teven . arnell. :This study was intended "to determine
wh- r the purposes of the Adult Education Act were being achieved in
Ohio kE programs." The general areas of concern were improvement of
occup ional status, further assimilation into society, and attainment

rsonal. goals. ;A telephone survey of former ABE students was con-
ductedthree years after they_had enrolled in the program. A representa-
tive sample, selected-according to a multistage-random sample designi
was drawn from a stratified sample of 12 ABE programs._ Of an. estimated
3,500 former.students (terminated in,T973,74), 1,200 had valid phone .

numbers -or addresses. Interviewswereheld,over a one-month-period'in
-197%. Of the 1,200, 'only 351, about 21%,_were contacted and_ interviewed.
In addition, a control group of persons'eligible for ABE, but who had
never enrolled, were intervfewed.-

Academic outcomes of ABE were measured by test results, attainment
A

of educational goall, and ,participation in and plans for continuing edu- -
cation:/Students'_beginning and separation grade levels were_taken from
program records:..Themean reading score gain was 1.75 grade levels; the
mean math score gain was 3.06 gradelevels. The mean hours of attendance
was 113 and the median was 88.

Students weqe asked_irtheY had enrolled in ABE to_improve their.,
math-,.reading, add/or kiting- skills, and to pass the GED, and whether
their goals were.met. Over 95% who,had,wished to improve, their academic.
skills felt that they had. Sixty-two .percent stated their goal was to
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pass the GED test; Forty perdent actually did so.'

Interviewees were asked if they had enrolled in ABE to prepare_for
another educational program, and if so, did the preparation help. They
were also asked. if they were currently-enrolled .in an educational program,
or if they Planned to do 'so in-the future: About 17% of the.respondents

, were, currently, enrolled in programs such as GED classes; vocational-
technical training, and college. NearlY 601%said that they planned to
enroll in some kind of educational program in the future. Further ABE
or GED classes were most frequently mentioned;

Thisigatudy measured improvement in economic and, occupational .status
by asking whether participants had obained. employment; ,a better 'job,
increased income; or increased job security since participating in 'ABE..
Sixty-one percent of the participants said that they enrolled to obtain
a job ora better, Job. Over 50% reported they did so; Of the inter-
viewees who were employed; about 40% had received promotions since
enrolling'in ABE, and almost 65% felt that the chances of keeping their
jobs were better: Thirty-four percent said that-participating .i-n' ABE .

had helped them increase their income. However, the. students 'reported
change'in income, with adjustment for inflation, did not improve 'their
relative financial ,status.

One of the stated goals of the study was t determine whether ABE
students had beeh' "further assimilated into socCie " Of major con=

. sideration were parent/schoo relationships. Forme ABE students'were
asked if they had school =age children, attended mee ngs for parents at-
school, helped children, with homework, how many time per week; whether
attending meetings and helping_children_had_increased since their partici-
pation in ABE;. and if they were now more able to talk to teachers.

Over 75% of respondents had, school=age children, and at least 65%
said they usually went to school meetings and helped 64ildren with home-

Since coming to ABE, 79%,of the parents said'they helped more with
homework, 42% said at least 1, 2,.or 3 tinies a week._ Since coming to ABE
classes, 38% of parents attended meetings at school more after!. About
69%.saJd they were better, able to talk to teachers.and principals since'
ABE, which seems to reveal an increase in self=confidence. .The. results
indicate that' A§E,_had a positive effect on parents' involvepent in their
children's eduation.,

Boggs' questionnaire included a variety of questionsiin regard tOvv-
participation in social institutions and general social involvement.
Forme students were asked if
were ,

they used the library, used social. servi Ces,

ill

nvolved in' Community activities more, about the same, or lesi since
atte ing ABE. About one third of the respondents indicated that they
used; the library (30%), and social services more (32%) and ,were more
involved in community activities (33%) since ABE.

StUdepts'were also asked if they were registirk to vote, if they
had voted in 1972 (before, or during their ABE class) and in 1976. Voting
increased by 6% from 1972 to 1976. Of those not voting in 1976, 25.8%
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were registered to vote.- The effect of-ABE on voting behavior was insig-
nificant.: :

In terms of students"personal development, the Boggs study primarily
focused; on whether students' personal educational goals had been met. In
addition, respondents were asked if -they had hoped to attain the personal
goal of getting a driver's license_by participating in ABE. Very few
indicated that they .had such 'a goal, so no data Were reported on this
question.

.

.

Respondents were' asked two questions_ in_ regard.to appli onaof
academic skills: dO .you_ read:magazines, .books_oind-ne papers, and write
letters ,more,:lleiSi or:about _the, setae :s_ing.e-enrol ling in ABE? About 57%
said that they. read more, .ard 2B.7°'-said:that they 'wrote, 1 etters more
often. ...Former students w _ so _askedAif ttudyine-and talking to people
were easier since:ABE. and-- about .61% said yes fn :both areas.' When atked.
if they continued friendships ,made in---ABE;almost 70% replied effirma,
ttvely.

.

in general the results of_ the study indicate thatistudents' educa=
.tional goals are _being met in7ABE prograMs. _ There. is :disc son evidence
of .gains in employment:' Effects on -parents.' involVementi their chl- -

dren'S schooling. seem poSitive; but the actual limpdct on their children's
school performance-needs _further study; :.Also. more attention is needed
to changes in 'self- concept and attitudes which affect other outcomes such,,
as community invoIvement.,-The low response rate 'of the survey is a prob=
lem.which may be difficult to overcome in any study which attempts to
measure outcomes over an extended period' of ,time.-

.

..
.

Another state-wide itUdy;' i n'

TenneSsela, was conducted in,1980 by Paul_ L. Jones and John R. Petry. This
study: evaluated :ABE programt in Tennessee in terms. of program goals and
objectives, instruction,; and students' -perceptions of tbetr:reletionships
with,thefr teachert. Data Were also gathered about- Studenfs' perceptions
of, the Outcomes _oft heir.. participation in ABE.'

StUdents', perceptions of outcomes' were -Measured by, a 26=itemLinstru=,
Ment :with. a tikerf=type scoring tystem. The instruments were sent to -a

sample. of 89 programs across:the.state. Each program dfr'ettor'wa- asked
to ,administer the j nstrUment to 25 students. ThuS, the sample was not
strictly .'rendOm; Information was returnedfrom 72 programs--an 80% pro
gram response" rate.. From a potential sample of 2,225,'1,623 usable forms
were Obtai ne&'4a 'response rate of 72;9%.

T he instrument; c ontained statements which were intended to measu're
change in "quality of 1 if e; "' , The statements we're' bated on; conceptsdrawn
from .the literature' in the field: of 'adult education. .."Quality of life"
was ],defined imterms..of-(1) self - expression; (2). self- =concept, .(3) family
11 fe;A4)_life 'in general; 5) leisure; (6) relationships with others, and
(7) societi; Retponses were analyzed according to the characteristfcs_Of

sex. race, JOel ofpatt edycation,length of time enrolled' in,ABE,
employment status, and incoMe;:,



In eneral, the.results indicated that participants felt that ABE
had. ajposiiive effect on their lives;. OVerall; resp8ndentsTperceiVed

older adul si and students whad been in the: for longer periods,
in each'area of the -''Ouality orlifeu assessment: Males;

o had
Of time tended to give.the most positive responses: -Howeyer,,the
was limited the saMple contisted'orily of.students currently par:-

.\

ticipating in ABE.

t

ais

ngi3 surprising that current participants would feel generally
positive ab? !the outcomes of their participation; or else they would
.stop aiten ng; Data are' needed on-the perceptions of 'studentt who dropped
out of th ABE-Programs;' Also; tn:e* study 'is. deficient becaute. tt provides
no'inform tionon-jthe benefits of ABE for those students who completed
the prog-am or ac ieved their personal goals;, HoweVer,the-research.is
signifi ant because it attempted to determipe some of the more 8ffecOve
outcomes' of'participationin ABE;

_rogram_Impact_:± ABE/GED ine Maryland, a' 1981 .'study
conducted by Sharon M. Walker, D. Merrill.cwert, and Gene C. Whaples, was
similar in terms of shortcomings. The research was based on personal
interviews with 120 studenet from, fhree Maryland counties. The interviews.
were suppleMented by group dipaiSsions,,ClassrOom observationt and case
studies. The sampling frame was developed by, randomly selecting.26'ABE/
GED classes from which five participants were chosen to- be interviewed'.
Again, the study was limited because the sample consisted only of students
currently enrolled in an ABE/GED program. People who had reached their
/goals earlier or who dropped out because the program was not meeting their
'needs were not included in the analysis. Also, the study was based on
/ students' perceptions only, and included no data on longterm outcomes.

/

Questions,regarding changes in participants' lives were-grouped
into the following categories: changes in economic status, attitudinal
changes, changes in personal relationships, and' participation in contin=
ing education. Results indicated that the major change attributed to.'
participation was a change'in,self-concept--89% of respondents reported
'feeling different about themselves" as a result of participation in
ABE/GED programs. jnterviewees altd perceived a rovement-in basic

Seventy=six percent felt that.their readi' lkillshad improved,
81% that their writing skills.had improved, and'90% that their math skills,
had improved as a result of attending.ABE/GED classes.'

.
This'study did not reveal any: significant economic changes for par=

tiCipants in ABE/GED programs. However,the limitations Of the metho=
dology were' recognized in this area. 'Since the sample was ttill involved'
in classes, changes in economic statusbaysnot have had time to develop.

-Interviewees did-perceive theft: future employment prospects to.be improved.
Eighty=five percent of those unemployed perceived their chances of finding
a, job to be better.

In conclusion,thit study was limited by asample consisting only of
'currently enrolled students, many of'whom had Participated fora short .

time. However, the resulti do suggest thatimproved self=toncept was a
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major result of participation, :even for those-stodents-whO7had-not-ex-
perienced other, more tangible.thanges.

Local,Outcomes Studies

_ Follow-u0 studies of specls41 progams and projects have also provided
information on4he outcomes of participation in ABE. One such study was
done of_the effects of participation in the New York-State-Externar-fligh
School Diploma Program on its graduatesA questionnaire was mailed to
-graduates ten months after, they - completed the program. As of June 1978,
the respomse to-the survey was 60% (387 completed questionnaires).

Questions wereArouped into the following_categories: learning-
related activities, job-related:activities, effects on self-concept, -and
improvement of, skills. The most.positive responses were in the category
of effects on self,eoncep't; More than 82% of'respondents reported feel-.
ing more positive about their abilities as a result of earning .a diploma,
and 94 %reported anincrease in self-confidence; 'llesliondents also re-_
_ported significant improvement in basic and life Skills. A substantial
number, morethan 78%; expressed interest in continuing_ their learning.
Job-related changes were not as significant, although 52.3°4 reported a
Taisen salary. No data were given on the percentage of unemplo;:-A
graduates who had become employed since receiving their diploma. V,e
utility of the findings As limited beeause the/re was no data on
unsuccessful program'participants.

,
The Texas Adult Performance Level Project,(1979) also surveyed

studehts to demonstrate program effectIvenests. The survey consisted of
A questionnaire mailed to, graduates six months after they received their
diploma; Ninety graduates responded' to the' questionnaire. Data on Op-
uletion'size,_sample size; and response rate were:nbt given; Again, an' .

improvement in self-concept was: the most significant outcome. Moreithan
half of the respondents
and 29% saia they -felt'limore.confident.' Another important outcome was

reported feelingla lot more confident in myself"

that more than One-third*of'the respondents. tad.taken further r-courses
after, graduation. There was no informati/on on program dropouts;

A study of outcomes was conducted =aj part of Projett.F.I.S.T.
(Functional Ins- Service Training), a NewJersey_tUtorial program, for 0 -5
readers (Darkenwald,)983):-. To.c011ectjdata about the outcomes of par-
ticipation,_a one page questionnaire was completed.,, with.assistance.if
necessary, by 51 students: It, included' questions .about the application
of reading skills, changes in emplOyme t status; and changes in self- .

.About 20% of the uneMployed' espondents found jobs; and 18%-.
got better jobs; In regard to family ife,.33% of parents began to help
their' children with thei=r homework,''a 0 43% began, to read to their chil-
dren. 'About 59%began to ,,read the ,ne spaper. 'AS--&-res-ult of participa-
tion in the prOgram, 59% 'Felt better bout. their skills and abilities;
and 61% felt better about themselves n general;
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,

Many'or these life.changes may have been facilitated by the close
relationship betweeri tutor and pup,1), and may not have been entirely due
tojimproVed reading 9kills. This type of relationship obviously cannot.

4

be/. eveloped In most ABE programs. 'However, for students in this jDRP

%
val v

1

ated 1 iteracy program, the data Adid_ reveal substantial positive
ii

-outcoes; particularly in the area of self-esteem.
,

SUmOlart.

In summary; the past research oti the outcomes of participation. in
ABE'has not- yielded consistent or conclusive results. However; many_
studies have inditated that the mostc dramatiE. change for students was in
self-concept. .Going batk tO,schoolftelped many students improve their
sel f-Wage . and gain .confidence i n themselves and i n. their- ability
deal with other people: Studiesalso Mound- that...most-ABE participants
made at least: some gains in 'bisit ski 11S. _These gains were Oarticul arly.
important because the majority Of students- reported, thafihey enrolled
in ABE to achieve educational goals. k large percentage'of resporident5
in numerous studi es repOrted at.' 1 eaSt partial ly attaini ng their personal
educational goals.

On the: holei the studies did. not reveal notable gains' in empl oyment
for ABE participants: HOweVeri:only a .smal) percentage'of students re.-
ported that their. primary ivasons; for enrolling were employment-:rel ated.
There were indicattonS.tnat.,many students see ABE as 'one step in 'a, process
towards economic. advaricement4 Ma 'expressed the desire tO, continue par"-
.ticipation in other educational, o training programs;.

The_ quality of much: 'of the ,research limits the credibility and
generalizability of the findings; Few studils were designed or imple-
mented with enough care to obtain accurate_information^ on all important
changes whith 'could be directly .attributed to ABE. The studies were also
handicapped by.very low response rates And.. thus by potentially. unrepre...
,sentative samples.: More research' is needed to identify accurately the
manY outcomes of participation in ABE for the. individual.; andto assess
the impact of ABE-on' society as'a whole. Howeverj this. research will. be

. of little value Unless greater.attention is .given to correcting the basic
methodological shorttOmings noted above.

,
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY'

Introductiam

Before describing in detail. how the research was carried out, it is
important to consider the general-issue of design alternatives and the
rationale for the choice made in this respect;

The ideal detignt of course, would have been a field_ experiment with-
random-assignment of adult learners to treatment and control groups;
Obviouslyi_this_was thpessible,ifionly because participation in adult
education is voluntary and enrollment open-ended. An actual; rather than
hypothetical option, was to employ a "matched" control group,design. However;,,

in_Our opinion and that Of experts in_research methodology (e.g., Kerlinger,
1964), matching on_agei sex,, race, school attainment, etc., is not an,adequate
alternative to random'assignment_and may even_lead to misleading conclusions:
There is simply no assurance whatever that all relevant 'variables
controlled. In the present case, the fact that ABE. students voluntarily
part)c.ipate assures that they differ in significant way from any "matched

Aroup" that might be'constituted.

An alternative we would_have emplo;,ed,'_had we the requisite time and
money, is the single group with replication design. This design entails
dpawing'two random samples at two different points in time. If the outcome

findings are similar, they:can be attributed with some-confidence to
participation in ABE. _Stability of findings over time and place indicates,

for example., that conclusions are unlikely_to be confounded by extraneous
events or .circumstances_(e.g.i changes in labor market conditions or
population demographics._ The design also controls for maturation, which'is

generally tonsideredAhe most serious threat to internal validity,
particularly in quasiexperimental_resear'ch. However, when the subjects or
respondents are out-of-school adults, it is illogical to expect any
maturation effects, such as increased knowledge or ability, due to normal
cognitive development not part of_the_treatment. Put technically, the no-
treatment expectation for adults (but4Oot_for school or college students) is
no change. Thus, even a single group_design without replication, which was
the option selected given the constraints described above, controls for the
'major threat- to internal validity in research with adults that does not
utilize tests or obtrusive treatment*-.-

'Since the purpose of the present study was not to test hypotheses or
conduct, a format evahiationi most of the validity issues central to the
traditibnal experimental research paradigm are_less important than they. may
seem or even totally irreleVant (e.g., regression toward_the mean, testing

effects, reactive treatmentsi_and_so_on.) What we sought to do, and did do,

was to obtain factual and'attitudinal_data from adults concerning their
experiences -.as ABE students,. The: method_ was the traditional.
sociological- survey. ,thusi the technical of the research should be
judged on the basis_of criteria utilized by_survey_researchers rather than
experimental psychol,Ogists. These have_to doainly with sampling design;
response rates, questionnaire tonstructidni respondent recall, inter-rater
reliability, and bne validity of responses_to certain types of items, such
as those dealing With sensitive' matters. Subsequent sections of this chapter
address these issues separately for each of_the two component surveys,
describing the sampling plans_and samples, instrument development, and data
collection and analysis procedures...
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Sah ding Design & Procedures:: Outcomes & Impact Compodent

wLjeirsey; adult basic skills education (termed here ABE)-
encoMpasse7Pall educational programs for adblts deficient In the basic
SkillSi in'c'luding ability to speak_the English language. No_ official
distinbtions are made between English language instruction (ESL),
instruction geared to the needs of the functionally- illiterate (commonly
termed ABE), and_programming for_more advalsed students preparing for
high school completion via the OED -test orThe adult high school. Thus;
with the exceptions noted below; the study population consisted of 'all
basic skills students enrolled in publicly, supported 'programs sponsored by
school districts and community colleges across the state: Exceptions
inCluded.participants in ESL classes (because of language and_ cost
constraints) and -those enrolled in,programs for specials atypical popula..-

.tions; namelyil prisoners; the mentally ill; the .mentally retarded; and the:
aged;' The total population of ABE students; excluding those,enrolled in
ESL and special programs; was 28, 179 in' 1982 (program data:fbr 1983,were
not availabl4bat the- of the study nor when this report was_writteh;)
The total number of ABE programs in the state, subtracting 23 serving only
ESL and special populationsi, was 127;

Sampl_inuRes-igh

Simple random sampling was not possible because. _a total listing of
the population; including addresses and phom? :ambers, was.unavailable;
Cdnsequently; the "probability proportionate to size" sampling technique
(Babble, 1973) was employed to select a random sample proportionate to,
program (cluster) size;

In;the firSt stage of sampling; each cluster (program) is given a
chance of selection proportionate to -its size (in number of elements);
Large, clusters have a better chance of selection than small ones; In

the second stage of sampling, however, the same number of eleMents
(respondents) arechosen from each selected cluster:"The effect of
these two procedures is to equalize the ultimate probabilities of
seleCtion of all elements, since elements in large clusters stand a
poorer chance of selection within'their cluster than those in small
clusters. (p. 101)

The formula indicattng a given element's (student's) probability of
selection, using a PPS design follows:

Element Number of
Probability = Clusters

Selected

Cluster. Size Elements
x Selected

Population Size Per Cluster

. Cluster Size

Applying this formula to the'present research, the probability
element (student) -being selected was .014.

qi ven
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Obviously, to utilize the PPS design, it is_necessary to determine the
desired sample size and number of programs for the firit stage of the
sampling process (i.e., selection of sample programs based on- cluster
size and number of clusters). In the present study, the_sample size. was -

set at 400 and the number of programs to be selected at 10. The ideal, of
course; is to select the largest possible sample -size and as many programs
as possible. A sample of,400 distributed over 10 programs was judged -the
maximum feasible given the constraint's of -a small budget and a full-time_.
staff of One; Nonetheless, a sample of 400 was sufficient'for the study's
purposes; Among other things, it was more than adequate to permit sub-i
group analyses (e.g ;, by age or sex) without reducing the sub -group N's so

greatly as to jeapordize the validity of findings and conclusions.

Sampling Procedures .

The sample Programs were selected by assigning sequential "cluster
numbers" to every program'in accordance with its ABE enrollment (rounded
as appropriate). A total of 04 such cluster numbers were assigned; with
each_number representing 40 studen4 (total N = 28; 160 after rounding.)
The largest-program_was assigned 79 ciustenumbers; the smallest, one;
Finally, from a table of random numbers,- lUthred-digit numbers between
001 and 704 were selected in orderto complete the first stage of the
sampling procedure- Although the first stage sampling design called for
selecting 10 programs, 9 were actually Selected because One program, Aue
to its large -size, was selected twice; Double selection does not violate
the principle of randomness inherent,in the PPS method. Of course; unlike
the other 8 programs, the students '(elements) randomly selected -from this
one totalled.80 instead of 40. _

Once a program was selected using the PPS technique, its director
was informed of the purpose of the study-and asked to participate. All

agreed, thus maintaining the integrity of strict random selections For

each of the 9 progr'ams, a "project liaison coordinator" was selected to
assist with element sampling and to provide additional.data on the character--
istics and status of students in the sample (e.g., age, sex, monthly
attendance figures). The coordinator's -COmprised the project `s AdyVsory
-Baard and were paid a token honorarium. Their first task was tb compile
a list of all non-ESL students who were either "continuers" or who had
enrolled no later than October 1, 1983, and had completed 12 hoUrs of

instruction by November 15, 1983. Students on the lists of "eligibles"
were assigned sequential numbers and 40,were selected fromjeach-program-
(80 fromthe program selected twice) using a table of random numbers.

The October 1 and 12 hours of instruction criteria require some
explanation. October 1 was set as the cut-off daEe in order to allow
approximately seven months_ for program effects to materialize (outcome data
were collected in late April and eaRly May). Previous research suggested
that this is not only a reasonable time frame, but also "ecologically
valid," that is, reflective of program reality since only .ibout-2Wof
ABEstudents continue participation from one year to the next (Deverapent
Associates, 1980). It is important to note, moreover, that Seven to
eight months represent the minimum effect paramete'rs'.. Students enrolled
between July 1 and SeptemPer 30, 1983, and carryovers from the preceding
year (N = 71 or 17.8%), were also included in the sample. The twelve hours

; 2
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of instruction criterion was necessitated by the state's official
definition of an ABE _participant as a person enrolled for a minimum of
12 hours in a given fiscal year.

Description of Sample Programs

Eight -of the nine programs were operated -by school districts in
Paterson, Plainfield, Perth Amboy, Milltown,_Trenton, Union County (a
regional district), Jersey City,_and Asbury Park. The ninth, situated
in Hackensack, was sponsored by Bergen County Community College. Eight
of the state's 17 counties were represented in the sample. Program
local-fans represented a mix of large, depressed urban centers (e.g.,
Trenton, Jersey city, Paterson), small cities with large minority popula-
tions (e.g., Plainfield, Hackensack, Asbury Parlc, Perth Amboy), -a rural

' town in the southern part of the state (Millville), and a middle-class
surburban community (Union) located amidst other surburban communities.
Total "eligible" ABE enrollees ranged from a low of 143 in Millville to a
high of 1,827 in Paterson

Some of the programs could be characterized as "adult learning centers',"
emphasizing individual instruction rather than formal classes. Others were
more school-like, stressing the traditional classroom approach to ABE
instruction. Although large, urban'Firogrims were over - represented because
they enroll more students, overall the sample seemed to reflect the general
make-up of ABE in' he state of New Jersey, both geographically and in
respect to program characteristics.

-Sampling Design & Procedures: Cost-Beneft_t_Component-

In order to ascertain the benefits:derived from obtaining a high
school credential; it as necessary to select a stratified sample represen-
tative of both GED and dult high school graduates, These alternative
routes to obtaining a d loma are very different; The GED, -of
simply &test:of "equiv lency" normed on high school seniors, The adult
high school, in contrast,As something like a secondary-level external
degree_ program._ Students can earn credit for military and work expeRencei .

apprenticeship training, courses provided by employers, proprietary schools,
-

community colleges, etc., skill asseSsments.and tests, and through .

independent study ar attending classes An traditional high school subjects:
Compesed'to GED students, -adult high school students are offer?' older,L_moce____
"settled " community residents. They receive a regUlar,local diploma
rather than a state high school equivalency certificate, .

A sample size. of 500 was determined to be the maximum possible given
available financial resources. It was partitioned to. reflect the approximate__
ratio of GED 'to adult high school graduates in 1982: 300 GED graduates
and 200 adult high school graduates,- It should be noted that only those

--GED graduates who prepared for the test, by participating_ in publicly supported
instructional programs were included in.the study population.

. . ,

The 300 GED students were selected using-simple random sampling with-
___r-efJ-1--ae-eme-nt-;--7T-.tt- ar-sirTIrifFaiiii -consisted_ of al 1 GED graduates

(excluding those who took the Spanish form of the test) who, partictpated
in batit tkillt programs and_patted,the test between January_1,and
April .31,_1982. A four-month frame -was- deliberately chosen to control for
seasonal fluctuations in test-taker characteristics. These time paramters

28
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allowed for roughly 14 to 18_-months for ,"credential" and other effects to
materialize. The time fram47-Also minimized two common and serious problems
associatedwith longer fellow-up intervals: poor recall and low response
rate due'to geographical- mobility.

A computerized listing .oV all GED graduates for the period January
through April, 1982, was obtained from_the state education department;
Graduates who had not participated in publicly funded instructional programs':'
were identified on. the printqut and. deleted from the frame"; All .others

(N = 677) were assigned sequential numbers, and 300 were"then selected,
using a table _of randdm numbers.*

Simple random sampling was not employed to select-..the sub-sample,of
adult high school graduates beause a listing of.the total population could
not be obtained. It was necessary, therefore, to utilize the original nine
programs randomly selected by.the PPS method iH order to draw the adult high
school Sub-sample. Five of these programs (Asbury Park, Patersqn, Perth.
Amboy, Plainfield, and Union County Regional) operated adult high schools and -
all agreed 'to supply lists of their 1982 graduates. The'five lists were
pooled into a master list of 604 graduates; the 604 were assigned sequential
numbers, and 200 were selected for the sample, using a table of random numbers.

Instrumentation:. Outcomes & Impact Component

To develop the "Adult Education Follow Up Survey" (see Appendix A), the
first task was to identify relevant outcome measures. This was accomplished
as follows.. First, prior outcome studies were scrutinized to,determine the
relevance, utility, and technical adequacy of their outtome variables and
items. This review resulted in our discarding certain, variables (e.g., regis-
tering to vote) and giving careful cohOderation to others (e.g., affective
_outcomes, such as enhanced_selfrconfidence).- Next-a-meeting-af-p-radti-ding
ABE_ teachers and administrators Wa6 convened. Using the brainstorming
technique, the group generated a list of outcome measures-that met the following
criteria: (1) Significance, -i.e._ for students and society;
(2) Relevance, i.e., logical connection to ABE curriculum practices and
priorities in New Jersey (APL "competencies" are not ,a New-Jersey priority);

,* Subsequent to draWing the GEO sample it was discovered that the pro-
portion of graduates who indicated they had prepared for the test through
participation in publicly supported, programs (14%) departed radically from
national statistics pertaining to such preparation. A naitfional follow-up

(?

study of GED candidates (Malitio and Whitney, 1 80) found that 46% had
attended "classes." A similar national study GED graduates (Cervero, 1983--

that 51% had participated in classroom nstructionInterviews with
testing officials clarified reasons for under- epALlagzA.g providing the
information is optional, some Students view the question as intrusive, and,
above all, studentS = fear that, should they not pass, others will Xnow of their
failure. State officials estimated that preparation via basic skills 4 /

programs was at least as prevalent in New Jersey as in other states.
Consequently, for certain calculations in Chapter 4, the true population of
interest was estimated at 48% of those who passed the test (the 48% figure
is the average of the two national statistics noted above).
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and (3) Application., i.e., utilization of skillt and tangible changes
in life ci rcumstan- s were deemed more important'than attitudes or
opinions. The resulti ng list of outcomes* Which reflected a consensus_ of
the total group .and the researchers ,_ was then' categorized into the following
g- eneral' domai ns: work-related, family-related, community_ or societal- _

related, personal growth.trelated, and academic. The final 'step in identify=
i ng outcome vari abl es invol ved a thbrough revieirbT-the project ss Advisory
Board of the domains and, measures previously identified., The Board (also
comprised of practicing professionals) concurred with the choices previously
made, suggested some mi-nor-cha6ges* and helped the researchers prioritize
the final list.

The construction of the ,questionnai re involved a' meticulous process
o devel aping; field-testing; and revising successive drafts. Each Of

`three
groups

imi nary drafts, as well as the final, version* was field-tested
. with grciups of about ten ABE.sttidents- enrolled in . programs not selected for

the sampler Speci al attention was .gi ven to the distinctive techniCal
problems of constructing a questionnai re to be administered orally over the
tel ephone. These included cie-a7;n-atural wording of items, .smooth
-transitions from item to item and section to section* clear formatting ,at
an aid to the, interyi ewers, and careful sel ection of probes for open-ended
items.

A di stinctive. feature of the questionnaire was the inclusion of .a:'
large number of .open -ended items. Previous __ research has relied. almost

solely on closed fixed-answer questions that in our view raise,seri ()Us
doubts about the meaningfulness and validity 'of the responses. We. agree

totally -with Labaw's (1980) position- on this matter:'

-11--,These----types-Tof- questi-ons-7( open7ended)are'--i-ndispensabIe-toa

thorough: understanding' of complex .issues_ and topics Free
respon40-.--or .open7ended questions ...are the.only, way the-, .

researcher can give the. respondent 'the. opportUnity to "have his
own say...." The main-pitrpose of. an interview, the :most/

respondent have his say, to let tel 1 the :re -her what- he.
important_ goal Of the entire:sueveyp-r-of s-sfon; is.to let the

means; \not,_ vice_ versa., if we do not let the responder :have
his ,say, why' bother to interview (p. 133) -

Labaw goes on to note that the principal drawbacks of open-ended
questfons are merely logistical, namelY, the time and. the professional
expertise* and thus money -,: reqUi red to code open7ended answers.. Clerks

and- other non-experts simply cannot do the job. Wd addressed this issue
squarely (albeit with some personal grief ): al 1 open=anded- questions

were coded by the eon and cb-director,`, bath of whom have
-experience and expertise in ABE and inductive coding. techniques.

There is little poi nt in descri bi.ng the content a'nd forma ofhe
--questionnaire* 'which isreproduced in Appendix A, other than note' that

it .iTrcl-uded items not di rectly related to outcomes, but judge of potential

importance for predicting or explaining outcomes. Thus, for example,; the
instrument .includes items- on -Student =expectations ,of the "course;." problems
they might have experienced, and whether. or not enrol linent was triggered by
a specific life-event.
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Reli and/-a-1-1-c

Validity refers to whether or not a measure (typically a seale or test)
actually measures what, it purports to measure.; In survey research, discrete,
sel f-report items are, i n general , assumed to be valid as well as reliable .
If an item r ui res respondents to report factual data (such as age, sex,
obtaining a ential ),, the response is se,lf-evidently valid under most but
not all cir mstanceS. One such circumstance is:poor recall, which is mainly
a functio of elapsed time between an event, or experience and the posing,of
the quest on. "We found no evidence that this was a problem in the.pre-tests,
of the q nai re. Moreover, one would not expect recall bel a problem
gi venri_fh i gni ce. to *the respondents of parti ci pat - :E--Jand the
relatively-'1shor sed-time between experiences Or events d data collection.

6

The validity of responses to sensitiye questions is, as. noted problematical.
Innocuous phrasing (e.g., "Are you still attending ?" instea of "Did you drop
out?") was employed to deal with thejew sensitive queStion that,had.to be
asked. One question (#26) posed speVial difficulties*beca se of its scdnsiderable
sensitivity, at,least for some people. In effect, it aske' if the respondent
bad been on welfare. Finally, the item was re-worded to .inimize its stigma'

,and eliminate the offensive word "welfare." Not a single respondent refuteeto
answer the final version of-this_ question. The -remaining. threat to validity--iS
theaenden for respondents to give the- "expected" or "socially desirable"
answers t certain kinds of, questions. Examples l(thoug hardly blatant) might
be questions 12a; "Do you feel you are. doing your, job etter?," or 22a, "Do you
help the children with_their schoolwOrk more than you sed to?" 'There is no
way to know for sure if, or to what extent, responden s are less than candid in
answering such questions.- However, we d° know-that n ne of the questions was
extremely susceptible to this sort of_bias (e.g., similar to asking "Do you

--belteve-in-Demooracy-?-11-)-and_that_nearlyall of our respondents conveyed to the
'interviewers an attitude of willing cooperation, seriousness, and candor.

Embedded Scales. The questionnaire contained two embedded scales, one_
termed PROBDEX (Q.6) and the other KIDDEX (Q. 22to 226). The first contained
five items concerning "problems adults often experience in going to classes.," ,
Inter-item correlations were modest, ranging,:from .04 to .34.with a mean_of -.11.
Given these cprrelations, it is not `surprising that the alpha reliability caT

was relativelyfor the PROBDEX scale warelatfvely low (.39 for 5 items,' .40 with_
item #4 deleted).,__Vprincipal components factor analysis (with varimax rotation)
suggested that PROBDEX measures two constructs. 1.:ack--progress toward goals
and lack of help or attention in class loadethsignificantly on one factor,
while the second consisted of one significant item:_ "Trouble atIending class
due. to job or family responsibilities." The first factor might be labelled
"academic problems,' and the 'second "situational_ deterrents to attendance."
Although low, a reliability of .40 does not.. preclude the use of PROBDEX as a
variableable i n . expl oratory analyses .

The KIDDEX scale. (5.items), was designed to measure pcisitive_ changes in
parent And child behaviors 'related to- school- "activities and performance.
Inter-Item correlations ranged_from .20 to .54 with a mean of .37. The alpha
reliability. co- efficient of .75 was more than adequate for the purposes of this
study. A principal components factor analysis resulted in_a single faceor./
All items but one exhibited high factor loadings (.65 to .72). The exception,
not surprisingly, was the lait item, "Haye you become more invofved with the
school.... Its factor loading was a moderate .35.



Inductive _Coding

As noted above, the open-ended questions were truly open. _Response,
categori es were not est )fished prier. to data col lection. To "allow
respondents to have tF. say" required that el l open-ended questions be ,

coded inductively, usiny the respondents' ansWers to 'generate the .variables.

. ,

The coding ,process involved the following activities. fi rst, a
random sample_of 60 completed.,questiOnnaires_was drawn to provide; the raw
.data, Next, for each open-ended question, ail 60 answers were listed on a
chalk board (for repeat ansWefsil of 'which there were many, the f-Krst was . _,
1 i sted', and ...the repeats tel l i, ed.. by checkmarks 'nekt_tO t). Following the
listing of the initial responses, those- -with very low frequencies or that
were bi zza,re or inappropriate, were assigned, to a catchall "other". category.
Following this in 'clean-up," appropriate or credible responses
provided by more ehan a handful of respondents were retained. Next,_

semantiCally identical or conceptually similar responses (e.g., "feel .

better abopt myself;" "have, mare._ self-confidence,", "gained :self=respect"),
were collapsed into a single variable or category, in this 'case "Self=
Confidence /Esteem. "' Finally; each retained ,category_was defined as' at
variable anciassigned a numerical digit for data analysis purpotes.

,

Once the inductive coding was completed, a code book was:constructed.
that set forth' not only the .final coded variables and the digits assigned'
to;each;,.'but also examples of responses, subsumed under the broader code

category; for example,the variable _ "Family Change". as an event triggering

enrollment was listed as "2 -- FAMILY CHANGE (divorce, baby, marriage, death,
kids. enter School; empty nest),"- This-was extremely important in ensuring
uniformity in the 'coding ,process. in its final' stage as desCribed below.

.
, . .

he final stage required the two coders (who were senior researchers)
.

to read fhetrarltr9bed -answersto-,eachopen-ended_,.question and then code
them for keY.7punching following.the scheme set forth in the Code.bOok:--To-
resole anY. problems of interpretation, the coders _worked jointly,for
several hours; each checking.out, problems or questioni with the other until

both were satisfied:that consensus was extremely high. -The procett_:

resulted in minor changes in the .cOdebook to clarify certain _variablet

and their Interpretation. Following this initial "debugging" 'phase, the
coders worked independently for a total of more than 30 After all,
codi ng had been completed; i nter-rater reliability was dete ed .by, haVing

each coder- independently code a random sample of questiorina res previously;'

'cc:Med by the other', , The coefficient of inter-rater-reliability was..90,

which isl remarkablyh-i-gh-nby= any standard;
-!'

'its Component

Response rates to self-administered, mailed questionnaires are almost
n/ always 1 ow ,(Kerli nger, A964). They i hive been especially 1 ow i n fol 1 ow-up_

studies of GED. graduates. Cervero (19834,tor example, reported an adjusted----...

response rate of 29% in a follow-up of GED graduates who had previously
/ agreed to participate in the study. Almost surely, a major reason-for such

a dismal return rate.was the fact that Cervero's qUestionnaire was four paged

in length. To try to maximize the response rate, it-was deci ed to limit __/
the benefits questionnaire (titled "Adult Education Study," s e Appendix B)/

to a single sheet with 'questions printed on both sides.



The benefits qugstionnaire emphasized tangible outcomes related to
eiiiployment, income, and publiC'assistance.' These "economic variables were
deemed particularly important because of tneir,,,presumed relationship to
obtaining a high . school ;credential . Obviously, however,. a cos -benefit',_
anarysis has to-take into account potentialbenefits non-economic or

human capital i nvestment nature. , Thus , 'fol 1 OVli ng the categorization of
benefits described in Chapter.4, items On participation in furthereducatiOn
and training, Academic SkillS improvement, Self-esteem,_and Several other
key, outcome variabl es i denti ed,' in the process of developing _the 'initi alb
telephone questionnaire 'were 'included in the Instrument. Drafts. of the
benefits questionnaire were subjected to the usual_ process of _trial and
revision prior to formulating the final version. Two forms 'of the 'final
version were_produced: one for GED graduates and one for adult high schosit

graduates. They were identical except that references to' the. GED:Were
deleted from one and to ttle adult )high schOol from the other. No instruments.
were used.to collect costr'data. Sourcei of cost data and methdds of cost
analysis (aid formtrlas and various :algorithms) are described in Chapter 4.

-Data OutcoMest_impact=Component

The data were collected by telephone interviews, a method increasingly
utilized bysurvey researchers. Telephone interviews, like personal
interviews, have many advantageS over self-administered questionnaires.
Most important ,"perhapS is that the interviewer can,- if necessary,. clarify
questions and use probes, thus securing More complete and accuratedata. n

regard to the quality of data, Bradurn'and Sudman (1981, p. 13) concluded
that "theredo not appear to be any meaningful differences in response
'bias between telephone and face -to -face interviews except that:..cooperation
[in their, comparative study_of the two'methods] was highest:by telephone."
Another important advantage of telephone interviewing is low, cOst,_especially
in' comparison with face-to-face i ntervi ewi ng. Tel ephone surveys al so
tend to yield higher response_ rates,' especially compared to mailed 'question-
nai res. A.:di sadvantage-of telephone surveys' is that not, every household
has a telephone.

Interview Procedures

Prior to actual data collection, the,four interviewers (all graduate
students in adult education) were briefed and trained by senior project
staff. The main sources -consulted on telephOne interviewing' techniques' were
Surveys by_ Telephone (Groves and.Kahn, 1979) and 'sking Questions (Sudman
and Bradburn, 1982). After ,a review of this matz-rial., each interviewer
conducted several pilot_interviews with ABE students who Are .not part of
the studk sample. Problems encountered we're discussed and resolved.during
three, three-hour training sessions. Most were merely procedural, for \,-
example,; .handling 'smoothly, complex ,"Skip td" questions. Reviewing the
logic behind 'each "skip to" question and additional practice resolved the
initial difficult

Interviewers were given hatches of questionnaires with the_following
information filled in on a cover, sheet (the ,"Student Follow-Up Form" described
below) and the first page of, the questionnaire: respondent's name and
telephone number, program name andloCation, respondent -s age and, sex'.
(secured from program records), and, the names, addresses and telephone
numbers of two. people, identified by the respondent as likely to knew "how



we can get in touch withih you if you move" (obtained from the ?'Student
Follow-Up Form"); Interviewers were instructed to write answers verbatim
in pencil cluringthe interview and then; immediately following the interview;
to review each answer fOr accuracy-; clarity and completeness; and to make
any necessary revisions; If an answer seemed to require some sort oi
expl4ination or interpretation, they were instructed to provide.it. Finally;
the interviewers provided the following information on the first_page of
the questionnaire: his or her name; date of interview; start-time and
finish time Spot checks-of completed queStionnairet were conducted
periodical ly to ensure that the interviewers were following i nstructions;

The majority of interviews were ccompleted after one or two attempts':
However, interviewers were instructed to make as many attempts as necessary,
(not the usual two, Or three), in order to contact the .respondent., The
number of attempts ranged from a low of one to a high of-22 (mean = 2.9,
median .= 2). '7,he duration of the interviews ranged from '8 to 44 minutes,
with a mean of 14.5. The bulk were completed in April, 1983, although
some - ,(those diffitult to contact) were completed in May. All completed
questionnaires were reviewed for coding errors (i.e., errors for those
items that wire in fixed-answer format and pre-coded on the instrument).

,

Additional data were collected, using standardized reporting_ forms";
by the nine Tocal_prograin coordinators.. One,such _form, referred to above,_':
Was the "Student Follow4vForm" (see' Appendix C)_which asked for ..names-and.
tel eohone: numbers Of .tWo persons_ who "will, probably know how we _can get in
touch _with you if you:move." (This infOrmatipn proved invaluable, in
jocating_manY stUdents_irithe_sample who -had moved'- some interviews were
Completed by phone calls to Florida, and other,_ di stant pl aces).
The_local .coordinatorS explained th.e need "to keep- in touch-with our students,"
administered the form-to every student in the saMple (or,.. if" that<seemed
aWkWard,' to, all _stUdents_ in=e class), and._ returned' the completed, forms to
Rutgers. In addition,, the local: 'coordinators provided the following_data on
every Student in the_sample: sex, agei_race; level readihg ability
categories based on in- take assessments)., and total hours. of class attendance
by month for, the period October through March. -.

__Two_hundred ninety-four interviews were completed out of a total
sample of 400 forenunadjusted-response_ rate of 74%. The following table
presents 4 breakdown of reasons for the 106 non=iciritiieti-one -.----=7---

Of the.106 non-respondents, _a total of 10 (6 refusals` grid -.4 Linable to
contact) -were valid cases;._that is, it -was not ittipossiblei at._least hypo-.
thetitallY, _to secure completed interviews from them. _The :adjusted. response.
rate; therefore, was_ 390/400 or 97%. Even the unadjusted rte of 74% is._
extremely high, for a time-lagged survey of low tOti0=e-cOnOthit status adults.
Ii.was far.' higherthan that achieved "by any other adult education follow-up
study. The adjusted response rate(the figure typically reported by survey
researchers) is extraordinarily high by any standard.

Despite a very ,high completion rate,'there remained the possibility
that. the. findingsicould be biased due, to e:fferences between respondents

and those who could not be contacted.. Consequently;the two groups were
statistically compared on the following charatteristics: sex, race; reeding
level at entry; .age; and mean number 'of hours of attendance by month. No

'
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Table 3 - 1

Reasons for Non-completion

Reason

Refusal

Deceased v

Hos pi tal i zed

Moved

'Unl i sted Number .

No Phone.

Disconnected Phone

Never Able to Contact

Percent*

2 0.5

4, 1;0

15 3.8

18 4;.5

44 11.0,

13 3.3

4 1;0

*Bated on a total N of 400,

*differences were found for sex, rate. and reading, level_. However, respondents
were somewhat older than non-respondents (t p -=:.001). The Mean .

age of the former was 30, the:latter 25. :Moreover, although gro differences
.7 in hours of attendance were found: or.October through respondents'

attendance rate5.-(infhours) were significantly higher for. the period'
''il'anuary through March (t -test p's"rangin4 from .03 to,-.001).. The age
differ-ehce may have been due to greater mobility among youn,ger. adults,
although _this is merely a conjecture; The differences in attendance rates.
:reflect 'situational" factors ( death,_ hospitalizatio4, MoVing away) and,
probably as _wel 1 , a decline in motivation .among other "uncontactables"
with the passage or:time. If thisis soi_and because very young ABE students
tend to_-be less motivated and more 'dropout -prone than-their older-counter,.
parts (Smithi 1984), it is probable that the findings are slightly biased
toward positive or. desirable otittliiihS and outcomes.

Data Collection: Cost-Benefit Component

As noted previouslyi follow-up data on.GED and adult high school
graduates_were obtained_by means_ of_ separate, one-page mailed question-
naires. The questionnaires, including pre-addrested, stamped return
envelopes, were mailed_in June with two follow-up mailings at
approximately ten-day intervals. The second and third mailings Included
a revised- cover letter and an additional copy' of the'qUestionnai re.



The unadjusted return rate for the combined'GED/AHS sample was exactly

50%. Of the 250 respondents, 172 Were,GEE graduates and 78 AHS,graduates.

The 'adjusted return.rate; calculated by subtracting questiopnaires returned 3' 1,

the postal service as undeliverable, was 60.9%.. There was a significant 'disparity

in return rates by type of graduate: for'GED_graduatet, the adjusted rate was

746%; for their AHS counterparts, it was 46.7 %.. To keep it as brief as possible,

only two "background" items were included, in the questionnaire. Thus, the

sample can be described only on the basis of these items; namely, age and sex.

For the combined group, mean' age was 33.2.
Females comprised 61.5% of the sample

and males 38.5%. By odd coincidence, the proportion of males to females for the

GED sub-sample was identical to that of the AHS sub=sample and, therefore, the

same as for the combined sample., 'Mean'age was ;very close for the two groups:

for GED graduates, the figure was 33.7 years; for AHS graduates, it was 32.0.

Data Analysis

In order to generalize from sample to-population proportions, it is helpful

to know'haw far offsample estimates are ilikely to be.. The-statistic that

provides.this information is known At the standard error -of a oroportion. To

illustrate, a survey of registered ibters may find that 50 percent support

candidate X and report _a standard-error Of plusimihus_5 percent. Thus the

"real support" for candidate X.is somewhere between 45 and 55 percent. -Other

_things equal,.the magnitude of the standard error of a-proportion is largely-a

function of sample size.

For the cost-benefit component_efthis Study two samples were drawn, one

of GED graduates and-the ether-of'adult'high school graduates. FortUnatelyi

an appropriate sampling frameof_GED graduates' was available _to _permit simple

rindom_saMpling from, the -00pUlation-of interestUting (1967) ,formula

for calculating the standard error
of_a_proportion.with.iimole'randbm sampling;

-(and with-p_Setcontervatively.at
:5), .the result was a.stifidard error of 3%.

For .the adult high school, graduates, no, comparable representative)

sampling frame existed.- The:Only optien was' teutilize a list, of graduates.

'from the fiVe adult high schools that were operated by programs initially

selected, by sampling. Although we -were able to sample randomly from the

list of graduates, from a technical peint_of 'view no generalizations ..can be

made_to_adUlt school' graduates ether than those of the five Schools that

supplied, the list. Using Kisht,forMOla, the:standard,error for-the adult high

school data was computed as ± 5%.

The sample for the telephone survey (n = 294), as previously noted, was

selected using a probability proportionate to size (PPS) design (Babble, 1973).

Using the formulas provided by Cochran (1977) for computing the standard error

of a proportion for a PPS sample, thereSult was an SE of 7:7%..-The

principal' reason for the larger standard error of the teleThone sample was its

relatively small size in relation to the total population of interest. For

the purposes of the telephone followup component_of this stud.Y,I standard

error of 7.7% is_not unduly large. The reported.proportions may be semewhat

"rough," but at least the extent -Of, their roughness is known. Previous outceme

,studies employing two-stage
samplIng-detigns have either failed to redort

standard errort,or published estimates that, according to our calculations

grossly understate the true standard error.



Data Preparation
,

:As described previously, all completed questionnaires were reviewed and
coding errors corrected by the senior researchers; The raw data were =then
entered onto IBM code sheets, keypunched and verified; As-a final step in
data preparation, a listing of individual cases was generated by computer
trr.order to identify and correct mechanical errors related to keypunching;
coding and card order.

Stati sti cal Treatment
I

With a few exceptions, the data presented in this report were analyzed
using simple descriptive statistics,,. usually percentage distributions and;
occasional lye, means and -related Measures of central tendency; In Chapter 4;
t and chi square tests were employed to determine if there were statistically
significant differences; in benefits, reported )bs+ GED and AHS graduates; The
criterion for statistical significance was p =

Correl ational_ and ordinary least squares multiple regression, procedures
weri_used to explore relationships between---ba4ground variables (such as
total hours of class attendance, age; sex and reading level) and selected
outcome measures.__ Surprisingly, these analyses proved to be of limited
utility inbxedicting the-outcomes of participation. In the few instances
where_multiple regression yielded meaningful insights, the findings are
briefly noted.,

z .
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CHAPTER IV-

COST4ENEFIT ANALYSIS
OF DIPLOMA TARGETED PROGRAMS*

This chapter provides an aPalyiis of the costs and benefits of
publicly funded; diploma-targeted adult basic skills education
programs in New_Jersey; The first section provides descriptions of
these programs and an overview of the design orthe cost.-benefit -study..
The second focuses on the cost amd participant, data. Recommendations
based on the analysis of the co St data are presented next. The fourth

section. pretents the analysis of the benefits of. the program. The
overall findings, conclusions and recomendatiohs of the cost and benefit

analyses conclude the chapter; -

State-Funded Adult Basjsjj1 mpAigLi.1AnLItmge ,

The focus of this cost-benefit analysts is New Jersey's 'state.-

funded adult basio skills education programs which are targeted at
preparing adultt who -either wisp to receive a ldcal high school diploma

or a High School Equivalency Diploma by taking the Test of General
Educational_Development (GED). It does not include an analysis of
general adult education. The State of New Jersey provides funding for
diploma-targeted .adult,basic Skills education programs. through three
separate pro9ram funding sources: (1) the Adult High School (formerly
known as the Accredited Evening Righ School), (0 the Adult Literacy
Program, and (3) the High School Equivalency Program.

The Adult High School is targeted at adultA who wish to-obtain a
regular local high tchooldiplor4. State support forthisprogram is
provided through the general K=,12- education eqQ012atioi and minimum aid

school finance formulat. Adult lfigh School students are counted on',

_ September 30_of each year And tris figure is uskd to calculate state
aid-for tlid7-fbllbWi-ng the same' mOner as-ts-done-for-the
K-12 student population. TheDiYision tfAdult Education within the New
Jersey Department of Education is responsible For appro'qing the_local
districts' adult high-tchools. state aid to thk districts' approved
programs is calculated by the Dlyision cf_Finanke of the-New Jersey
Department of.Educatiqn using tpv school finance formulas-.

The Adult Literacy and Niap 'School Equivalkncy programs are targeted
at adults who; at least eventually, wish to prepare for the Test of

General Educational Development (GED). Dependiegi on the needs of the

learner, instruction mAy focus On any combinaticn of the four areas of

reading, mathematics; life coping_ Skills, and aMPloYability skills.
Distribution of state support to local districtA is based on evaluation
bythe Division of Adult Educativn of annual local district aplications;

The Division's evaluation taket_into account thk availability= to local
districts of federal basic skills funds fn order' to maximize the use of

available state funds. The Division rises the State Adult Literacy and_
High School Equivalency funds to provide support-for local basic skills

programming in English or, to.tpe,extent necesS4rY, fm the native language

'of the adult learner. Thus,' th0 Division'categkrizes its basic skills

*The cost, analysis sections of OiS chapter were researched and

written -by Stuart Marshall.
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programs es (1) English Basic Skills and (2) Bilingual English, as. a Second
Language. Also, for purposes of program management, basic skills prograins
for adults are organized into four levels according to reading proficiency:

Level I:
Level II:
Level III:
Len) IV:

O to 3rd grade reading level
4 to 6th grade reading level
7 to 8th grade reading level
9 to 12th grade reading level

The_CostB-en-efitAnalysis Of The Program

The primary purpose of undertaking a. cost- benefit analysis of New
Jersey's State-funded, diploma-targeted adUlt basic:skilfs:education
programs wa to answer the questions of whether the beneficial effects' of
the program outweigh the costs; TheoreticallyJin_ such studies_ both the

a-cost' and be efits of the programs are upressed in terms of monetary _values
so that the can be compared (Levin, 1981, p. 19)' Further, under ideal
conditions,_ the appropriate procedure in comparing benefits and costs. is to
calculate the program's "net .present value."' That -is, -all costs and_
benefiti would be adjusted to reflect their .worth in the current period
(Cohn, 1979,,\p. 97)!

In practice, it is often difficult, some might say impossikle, to
place a monetary value on the wide array of, benefits derivedfrtim programs
such adultG basic ski 1 ls. For. example, one of the potential benefits
of these progams lies in a greater likelihood that participants will
encourage school performance among.their own children.' This benefit is
difficult to Measure in monetary terms because it is indirect, affecting-
the participants' children, and because uit might have further_ intergenera-
tional consequences. These ,problems "are formidable, but should -not inhibit
attempts to compare the costs and- benefits of these programs. The
analytical framework of cost-benefit analysis is, in itself, an important
tool for State policymakers. _This framework provides for the systematic
identification Of both prograui costs and benefits nin order to aid policy"
makers to better assess the desirability.of programs. Even if some of
the benefits mutt simply be identified without a monetary value,. knowable
costs and .quantiffiable benefits- can _be_compared and thereby indicate the
value that one would need to place on the unquantifiaple.-benefits in order
to "bring the program" to a desirable position in the view of a particular .
pol icymaker.

The Cost Analysis ,

In this analysis, the generic term "cost" is used to mean "expenditure"
because the term "cost," according to Chambers and Parish (1982a) is
defined as:

and the term

he minimum expeniliturs required to
achieve, someoa or standard of
service or to acquire some wen--
defined commodity or-service (p.1)

"expenditure", is defined as:

the actual
service p.

for some good or,

4U
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The key to understanding the difference between expenditure and cost is

recognition that a cost is based on a precise definition of a goal or

standard of service while 'an expenditure_ is not. The state of-New Jersey

has not baseditt monetary outlays for diploma=targeted basic skills

programs on a defined standard of service. State budget allocations for
these programs have been based op the availability of funds in competition
with other state funding needs. _This is the usual, basis for state

allocation of funds, but it should be noted becaute we cannot icnfer from

the."expenditure" data whether these programs should "cost" more or less.

- .
In addition, it should be noted that expendttUret atone;level of

government-are revenue at another level. Ltital districts receive as

revenue the state expenditures for theteprograMt and then_make independent

local expenditure decisions. :For example, becaUse the state of New

Jersey does not mandate that revenue generated by adult high- school
students -be spent_solely on adult high_,sthooLprograms,_ttate expenditures

may in fact_be more than, what. is_actually-spent by the local districts

on adult high school programs.. Therefore, in additiOn_tbthe identiifica-
tion of state expenditures. for these programs, data will be4resentedion

.
the extent to whicbthis,revenue to the local_district is spent on these

programs.- The review of local expenditures will be limited to an-
examination of reports on actual expenditures fOr these programs made by

-local districts to the state.

With these clarificati,ns, the aim of the cost analysis is to

examine New Jersey state expenditures for diploma- targeted adult basic

Skills programs for fisdal year '1981-82 (latest year-for which-data were_

available). State expenditures for each program will be identified in

total and on a per-participant basis; Based on local dlstrict reports,
local expenditures, for each program will also be identified in total and

on a perrparticipant batis; The results and further dismission of the

cost analysis are presented subsequently.

The, Benefit Analysis

The -benefit analysis of the New Jersey state-funded diplomaztargeted

adult batic skills programs has as its base human capital theory. The

basic premise of human capital theory js that investment in education

will result in higher worker productivity and this-higher worker productivity

Will be rewarded in the labor market with higherearnings (Cohn,.1979, p. 29),

As stated by Cohn:

The basic premise of the human capital approach':"
is that variations in labor-ncome are due,. in

part, to differences in labor quality in term___
of human capital acquired by the workers. _

Therefore, if one wishes to reduce income inequality,
one method 6 achieve this would be to reduce
inequality in the investments people make in human
capital (health, education, on the job training,

other vocational training, etv.)....This [human.

capital approach] is consistent with "orthodox"

economic theory better knownas marginal
productivity theory, which argues that wages are
determined,according to a worker's-marginar

41
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contribution to revenues of the firm, implying
that more produttiveworkers will be paid more,
other things We.' (0. 28)

A simple description of the process is illustrated in Figure 4.1, where
A'(investments in human capital) lead to B (higher productivity of
workers) which in turn causes C (higher earnings).

Investment
in

Education

Higher
Productivity

Higher
Earns ngs

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 4.1 The Human-Capital Approadh

). _While_COhn recognizes rival theories tO the human caOitalViewi he
PonclUdes that the evidence irLsupport of:it is more than sufficient to

merit concentrated ,attention on this approach (Cohn, 1979,

. . .

Using hUMan capital theory as a base; one would hypothesize that

adults whci partitipate'in these diploma-targeted basic skills-pro§raMs-.
Will become_ more!prittive and, hence,'will have higher earnings than

they would haVe/if-they:had not particip-ated, other things being equal..-'

-This increased )productivity effett could also manifest itself in more
hours_worked per Weekiintreasedt_proportion of weeks worked per year, and

overall greaterstability of employment in addition to higher wage rates

and higher earnings.

In order to,ge_a broader view of the .potential benefits of these

programs, aireVieW_Of_retent cost=benefit studies of basic skills programs
for adults was aindUtted_and a panel of NewJersey adult educators was

consulted cOncerning_a litt Of_pOtential benefits developed from the

AiteraturelreVieW. The current study draws heavily from.the recent
cost - benefit study of the national Job/Corps program completed by
Mathematics Policy Retearch, Inc., in 1986...- One of the central purpotes

of the Job Corps,prograM was improvement of the basic skills of young
adujtt IMathematica Policy Research,. 'Inc., 1980, p. -

Chart 4-1 provides a summary Orhypotheses:of program benefits to

participaots which wereAenerated from-the literature survey and panel

review. :Following_the MatheMatita t,tudy these benefits are arranged.-

into three categories'of potential effects: (1) employment and earnings,

(2).inveStments in hOMan dapital,_and_,(3) reduced - dependence on welfare

and:Other pUblic trantfert. The hypotheses in Chart 4-1 are based on

benefits to -the program However,. many ofithese'benefits .

can be viewed as benefitt to the larger. society: greiter.employment and

higher earnings imply increased tax payments from program participants..

A reduction in welfare_and.ether public transfer_payments is also

beneficial to the public. Increased investment in human-capital can have

a direct effect on employer deCisiOnsto_locate in a particular area.to,

take advantage of the improved prOductivity_of workers. While even

general estimates of'these lallo societal benefits are beyond the scope

of_the present studyi-the benefit_analysis=will-identtfy the general

implications of the societal-benefits of these programti
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Based on the hypotheses on program benefits, a questionnair was

developed. The questionnaire also included items on the particip

evaluation of the program's usefulness; This' questionnaire was reviewed

by the Division of Adult Edvcation prior to its use. It is deScribed

in detail in Chapter III.

Chart 4-1

Summary Of Hypotheses Concerning. Program Benefits to ParticipantS

Relative to whatvould have happened if they had not gone into the

program, participants will:

A; Employment and Earnings

1. Have more employment
2. Have more stable employment
3. Have higher earnings/wage rates

B. Investments in Human Capital

T. Be more like f y 0 have productive work experiences
2. 'Be eligible and more likely to continue on to higher

levels of education.

3. Be more' likely' to participate in additional training

programs
4; Have' better job-seeking skillS
5. Have clearer job goals
6. Have an improved self"concept _

7: Have more confidence:in applying for jobs-
8; Be more likely to help their children with school

work,
9.. Be better role models for their children

Reduced Dependence on Welfare and Other Public Transfers

1. Have reduced receipt of cash transfer payments

2. Have reduced receipt of in-kind transfer, payments

j

The questionnaire_waS administered_bY_Mailto'a_random sample of

300 GED_graduates and 200 AdUThhigh school _graduates who received.

;their diplomas: between January l_and June 30,?1982.i ThuiiiapprOximatelY

a year hadelapsed, between the time of-graduation and-the time of follow-

up; This' interval allowed_time for progi.-am effects to "materialize" while

minimizing the severe,probleins encountered by other researchers in

locating adult'students for long-term_followEup_(Boggs, et al;, 1978).

Further discussion of the benefffanalysis, including the resultS, can

be found in the concluding sections of this chapter.

'The ratio -of 300 ,GED graduatet to 200 Adult High School- graduates is based-

4
on the ratio --f program participants in 1981=82.
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Summary

This study provided an analysis of the ''Wxpendi tures and benef its ,of
New Jersey's three diploma-targeted adUlt education program funding
sources: (1) the Adult Hi gh" School (formerly:_sknown as the Accredited.
Evening High School); (2) the_Adblt Literady Program;- and(3) the High
School Equivalency Program. Data on expenditures were. for_the fiscal year
1981=82. State_ expenditures for each program were identified in _total and
on a per-participant basis. Also; local expenditures .far each program
were identified in total and on a peHaartidipant basis. The benefit
analysis; which was based -on human dapital theory; utilized information
on potential program benefitS. The hypotheses concerning these potential
benefits were generated from a review-of the literature on similar programs
(for example; Job Corps) and were reviewed by experts and local practitioners
in. the field._ questionnaire-addressing these hypotheses was administered
by mail to -500 graduates of the programs.

Program Fats

Introduction u

The aiift of the cost analysis was to examine New Jersey's state
ex nditures for the follOwing three diPloma-targeted adult basic skills
edttcation funding sources: (1) the Adult High School- (formerly known as
the Accredited Evening High Sdhool); (2) the Adult Literacy PrograM; and
(3) the High School Equivalency Program.' .State expenditures for each
program were identified in total and °rya per-participant basis. Based
on local district- reports; local 'eXpenditures for,each program were also
identified in total and on .a per-participant basis'. This-section first
di scusses the, participants and costs of the Adult High School program;
next.addresses the participants and costs Paid for by the Adult Literacy
and High School Equivalency funding sources; and finally presents the
findings; contlusions and recommendations of the .cost% analysis.

z]tte State of New Jersey also provides funding for ..adult. basic skills
education. in two other programs; (1) the SuPervisors of Adult-Education -

statute; which provides furids to eligible local school districts for
par t-talsalary: reimbursement.; up to a maximuM'of $12;060;.-`for an adult:.
education. suPerVisor .position; and (2) the Evening School for the.Foreign
Born; which provideS7a state match.withlocal monies to a maximum of
$5;000 for Programs targeted for immigrant. adults who wish_ to learn the
English language and prepare for the naturalization pr9ceSs.:\;State:.
expenditures under the salary reimbursement statute totaled.$08i352
;in 1981782; -while state expenditures for theEVening School for the Fbreign
Born program.tOtaled: $203;000 in that same .year. The analysis in' this

: report does not include these two programs based on the fact that: the
former provides support for a supervisor With responsibiliti-es for
all adult programs

i
(hot just programs allied. at basic slc.ills) while: the

latter program s aimed at Preparation for the.naturalization_p7od9ss.
The target of our analysis is prdgrams aimed at preparatio r:awarding
of a regular high school 'diploma. or preparation for a Hi.gh ool
Equivalency diploma
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The Adult Aigh_ School

The Adult High .School is targeted at adults who wish, to obtain a
regular, local high,school:diploma. Statesupport for this program is
provided throUgh the-general K -12 eduCation:equalization and:Mipimum.

-aicrsChool finance formulas. The Education. Department's Division of
Adult.EduCation is responsible for approving the'TaCal districts' adult
high schoolt. -State aid for the districtt' apprOveckprograms is cal cu
lated by Education Department's' Division. Of Finance. State aidtasa.
local dtstriCt for a particular year based=on the, district's
September 30th count of full-time equivalent adult high school students
adults are Clatsified.as either half-time or full -time students- -for the
previous year; :This is the same procedure used for the geheral,K=12
student population.

e la

State aid per adult high3school student is calculated-on thessame
basis as that_for K-12 Oucation:,L It is given oui,on a sliding scale so
that the poorer the, district, in terms of.property wealth per student, the

I,

gteater:the State's share Will be of,the district's' budget. The sliding
scale is based on a guaranteed.tax-base (GIB) formula. Reock (1982) explains,
thelirinciple.of the New = Jersey version of the GTB as.folloWs:

-

The equalization support aid formulais deSigned so that,
within certain limits, aTl districts spending at a giyen dollar
level for each pupil will'have the same equalized school tax
rite. Fot instance, Under the formula,. a community with. only
$30,000 of taxable property for each. pupil could spend $1,900
per pupil and have the saffie-tax rate as a districtwith $60,000
of taxable property behind-eabh student-which is also spending
$1,29011._per pupil: The State makes-up the difference through
the, device of -a- "guaranteed valuation." In other words, the
.State guarantees that the disttict can tax as thoughit had an
equalized valuation per-Rupil as high-as the State's guarante'e.
Without this guaranteed valuation, the poorer district imthe
example would need double, the_tax rate of the wealthier district
in order to support the same level,of expenditute.. (P! 3)

\,

iThe aranteed valuation is set by-the State Legitlature at a
multiple of the state average equalized- Property valuation per student.
This multiple is set by the legislature: Chapter 228, Laws of 1982 set
the, guaranteed multiple.ai-1.3235 far 1982-83 (Bureau of GovernMent
Research, 1983,),A0).

"'For a more.detailed discustio en of the-.New Jersey school financ
formula see Goertz (1981), Reock (1982) or Bureau of Government
Research (1983).

2Equalized here means that'it is the value of taxable property-in a
district adjusted by, the New t4rSey Division of Taxation to reflect'
100 percent of market yalue.



Reock (1982) goes on to note that about:/one -third of the State's
602 districtshaye property .tax wealth per student (equalized valuation
par pupil) that is greater than the Valuation th'e state guarantees.
Under 'a pure GIB scheme, these districts would be entitled to no equaliza=
tion aid. However, the .Lejislature has provided a minimum amount of aid,
on a sliding scale of 10 percent to 0, for these districts provided that
the distrlict has less valuation than the minimum aid valuation.- The
minimum aid' valuation for .1982-83 'is' set at 9.5 times the ,,s_tate, average
valuation (Bureau of Government Restarch, 1983, p. 40) The;,feW districts
with valuations per pupil higher than the minimum aid valuation dd not
qualify for general ,purpose aid from the state.

Illustrations of Calcutations

=. In ordtr to estimate the ef Act. of adult high school ,students on a
distr\ict's state aid, the impac, :of.these students'must be. assessed at
the ma\cgin. This is btcause two factors that determine state aid tcn the
district, are changed Simyltantously by the. addition of students;- To
illtistrfate the marginal ttate/aid effect, a- relatively loW-wealth district
(onerbelLow the guarantted vilyation) and a, high wealth district (eligible
for minimum be used.'

Cinnaminson'. Table' 4=1 Shows the marginal state aid effect for
1982-8.3 for Cinnaminson-School Dittrict' in Burlington County. Cinnaminson
had 11 adult high school studentS on the roll on September 30-,- 1981;
(ReCall that state aid is /alWayt based on the prior Year's September- :30

\enr011ment count:) This is shown on line A-1. The equalized property
`aluation for_the di-Strict Wat.,$73,082,250 (Line A -2). With the addition
of the 11 adult stUdentS, the district wealth per pupil decreased by $480'
Per student, from $127,812 to $127,332 (Line Al 3). The state guaranteed

.valuation was equal to $181 ,353 (Line A4 0). 'The aidablt budgeor districts
below the guarantted valuati9n is equal to the lower of the district's
actual adjusted expendituresi in the prior year of the state support ,limit.
The state support limit is the maximum amount peristudentkhat the state
will share in support with,local districts.' It varies depending on the
grade plan of the district.4-Cinnaminson is* a K-12 district. r The K-12

'The figure is referred to as the dis,trict's .Net Current Expense Budget
(NEB i..).This figure s the dtstrict's current expenditures minus-
federal aid,- miscellaneous revenue, 'surpluses appropriated, and state
categorical aid.

2The state, support limit is set at the 65th percentile of net current,,,,
expense budget when_all districts Within a given district are,-ranked,
from low to, high. The state support limit is calculated and applied
separately, for six district plans (E(.6, K.-=8, K=12, 7-12, 9-12,-County
Vocational). (Bureau of Government Research, 1983, p. 86)-;



Illustration of Calculation of Marginal State Aid
Generated by Adult High School _Students_in an

Equalization Aid 'District for 1982=433

With Adults Without Adults Difference

A. Parameters
1. gudents 2,930 _ 2,919 11
2. Total Propgmrty Value $371,082,250 $373,082,250 SAME

i.-

3. Prbperty Value/Student 127,332 .-127,812 -480
4. Guaisanteed Valuation ; 181,353 184353-- . SAME
5. Aidable Budget 7,566,881 7,566,881 SAME

-

General Aid Calculation
1. State Aid Ratio .2979' .2952 .0027
2. Total. State GeWalAid 2;254,174 2,233,743 $20,431

-capital Outlay and Debt Service
Aid-- , ___ ,

1. Guaranteed Valuation $176,713 '$176,713 SAME
2. State Aid Ratio .2794 , .2767 .0027
3 Aidable Capital Outlay 38,100, , 38,100 SAME
4. Aidable Debt Service 667,196 667,196, SAME
5. Total -State capital`'

OutlaY Aid 10,643 10,542 =103
6. Total State Debt

-Sii:Vice Aid 186,415 184,613 1,802
Total State Capital
Outlay and Debt
Service Aid 197,7 ---195,155 1;905

Total State Aid B2 + C7 $2,451,234 $2;428,898 $2- 036D.
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support/limit is $2,808 per student. Cinnaminson spent $7,566,881 Or
$2,583 per studeni in 1981-82. Because the $2,583 is less than
$2,808, the addable' budget is 'equal to $7,566,881 (Line A-5).

The-state aid-ratio is based on the following formula:

State Support Ratio = 1 - District Equalized Valuation per Pupil
Guaranteed Valuation

Substitutingwith data from the,"Without Adults" column in
Table 4-1 we have:

Stg,te Support Ratio = 1 - 181,353
.127,812

= 1 7048

= :2952

This state support ratio of .2952 is then multiplied by the aidable
budget (Line A-5) to yield a general aid amount of $2,233,743 (Line B-2).
If the 11 adult high school students are added to the district seudent
count, the property value per student Aecreases by $480 (Line A-3), the
state aid ratio increases to .2979 (Line B-1), and state general aid
increases by120,431 (Line B-2). Thus, the marginal state general aid
generated by the eleven Adult. High school students in Cinnaminson totaled
$20,431.

In addition, districts below the gUaranteed valuation are also
_ eligible for kipital outlay and debt.servica' aid. The guaranteed. valuation

for 1982-83 for the aid is $176,713.1 Us:Ing the same-basic formula, the_
marginal change' in state aid for these purposes to Cinnaminson was $1,905
in 1982-83 (Line C-7).

The total marginal state aid generated by the eleven adult high
school students in Cinnaminson totaled $22,336 (Line D): .This marginal
aid,to the district was the result of the reduction in property valuation
per student due to the addition of the students: The next example shows
the marginal impact of adult high school siudents oh`a high_roperty
wealth t(minimurn 00_ district.

1Prior to 1982-83 the guaranteed valuation for general aid, capital
outlay and debt serviceaid was the .same; However; Chapter 228,,Laws
of 1982; indreased the guaranteed valuation for general aid-while leaving
the guaranteed valuation for capital OutlaY and debt service at the
level 'set by the 1982-83 Budget. Act:- Capital outlay aid is' limited to
the smaller of (11 the budgeted capital outlay for the pre-budget year; .

or (2) 1.5 piFent of the sum of the current expense and .budgeted capital.
outlay fOr the pre-budget year..
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. - Atlantic City. :Table 4=2:shows the marginal_state aid effect _for
1982.43'for Atlantf0 City Sthotil Dittritt, Atlanttc cooty:. Atlantic,
City had on its rolls46.5_.adUlthigh school students-on September-10i'.

. 1981 (Line A-1); The total. property value in Atlantic'eftywas.
$2,519 ;965,594 (Line A2).. On mier-student_basisithe property Wealth
was' $396,876 withitheAdult students and $399,804 without them (Line'A,3).
.The!Iguaranteed valuation_per_student 'for minimum aid districts in 198243'
was $1;301;776 (Line A-4). 'In thedase of minimum aid districts; the'
aidable budget is always equal to the student count times the support
-libit; even in cases like Atlantic City,_where the distriCtiSnot spending
at the support limitamount (See Table 4-2 footnote).

Table 4 2
I-

Illustration of Calculation of Marginal State Aid
Generated by'Adult High School Students
in a Minimum Aid District for 1982-83

A. Parameters
With Adults. Without Adults Difference

1. Students 6,349.5 '6,303 46;5
2. Total Property Value 2,519,965;594 2;519,965;594 SAME
3. Property Value/Student 396,876 399-8047 -2028
4. Guaranteed Valuation 1,301,776 1,301,776 SAME:
5. Aidahle Budgetl 17,829,396 17,698,824 +130,572

B., General Aid Calculation
1. State Aid Ratio .0695 .0693 .0002
2.4 Total State General Aid $1,239,143 $ ;226;529 $12;614

Capital Outlay and Debt Service Aid'
Minimum raid districts do not qualify for state aid in_these
categortes.

.D. Total State Aid $1,226,529 ST2;6 4

g

'This district's actual net current expense budget was $14;159,919,ebut
like all_minimum aid districts state aidis based at the maximum s pport
level. The-maximum support levelAn calculations for 1982-83 aid for
K=.12 diitricts was equal .to'` $2;808 times the enrolled'students; his
fact accounts for the-difference in thCaidable budet ($130,572 is
equal to 46.5 times $2,808).
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Thus, the aidable budget with the 46.5 adult high school students is
$130,572 higher,than it would be without- them ($2,808'times 46:5 equals

$130,572).
.

The formula for calculating the state aid ratio for minimum aid

districts is: ,

State Aid Ratio = 1 - District Equalized Valuation-er_RiulofY x 10%

Minimum Guaranteed Valuation

Substituting with data from the "Without Adults" column in Table 4-2

We have:

State Aid Ratio = 399,804 x.10%
1,301,776

.3071 x 10%

6929 x 10%.

;0693

.Thit state aid ratio of .0693 is then multiplied by the aidable budget

of $17,698,824 to yield a state general aid total of $1,226,529. When the

46.5 adult students are added, two changes occur automa*cally in minimum

aid dis.ricts; (1) district wealth per student decreases and (2) the aidable

bud6et increases.1 The reduction in wealth per student, for example, from

$399,804 to $396,876 in Atlantic City, thus 'increases the State support ratio.

In the Atlantit City example, the ratio increases by .0002 to' .0695 (Line B-1).

This increased State aid ratio is then' multiplied_by_the increased aidable

budget to yield a State general aid total 0...$1,239,143 Which is$12,614

more than State aid wouldhave.been without the 46.5 adult high school

students (Line D). Becaute Minimum aid districts do 'not qualify for capital.

Outlay or debt service aid (there is no.minimum aid provision, for these _

categoriet) the $12,614 is the total marginal state_aid to the district

generated by the 46.5 adult high school students. This marginal aid was the

result of the reduction in property valtiation per student and the, inCrease

in the, aidable-budget.

Marginal versus Average Cost

In the preceding analysis,- an estimate_of the state aid change due

to the addition of adult high' school students %;riS analyzed at the margin.

That is, the change in State aid was estimated from the viewpoint that

the adult high school students were the last students' added to the=total.

The analysis of the estimated state aid change,has to be-made in this

manner because the addition of students_ at the margirl.lowers-the property

valuation per student and thus affects the amount of state aid generted

for all students, not just the adult high schOol students. Using the

general aid calculation data in Table 4-1;' the average state 'aid "Without

.--
IThe aidable. budget would also autpmatically increase in a low wealth

district if the district were'spending at or' above the state support Limit.

minimum-a-id districts, -hbviever, the Aidable budget is always increased

because state aid to theseiowstritts_is_calculaied_at the state suppprt

level independent of the adtual level of district expenditure;
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Adults" is equal to line 8-2 divided by line_A14 that is $?,233,743
divided by 2;919. The resultant fi gu re i s $765.24. This figure
represents the average state aid received in the "Without Adults" situa-
tion. When the eleven Adult high_school students are added, the average
state aid increases by $4.10 to $769.34 fop all' students. The marginal

--ehange---is-equal to $20,431 which consists of on the
'$4.10 increase for the 2,919 non-adult students--plus $8,46?.74--the
increase for the eleven new (adult) students who receive an average of
$769;34 The entire:change of $21,431, however, is the direct result of
adding on the eleven adult students. Thus, the marginal increase in
state aid generated by the adults is,the combined effect of the change in
the base enrollment ands of the additional students.

OnCethe state 'aid is received in the-district, from the_ districts_
viswpatmt the . average 'aid i s the same for al 1 students, $70734 i n the
above example. However; the- above example demonstrates that adding
students to ths bate (that is; adding "at the margin") daps not 0001y
'result in an increase in the, average aidTper student bUt irstead results
in a twofold increese by.(1) qualifyingHthe district for higheraid per
student for :all* of the original students and by .(2,) applying this new
average to the additional students: Thus, to estimate state expenditures
for the Adult High 'SchoOlLprograffr, the 'estimate mustbe -made on a marginal_
basis recognizing that theAacal distriet may view' the situation from an.
average basis.

Participants -end Expenditures

Data on enrollment' in the Adult High School program. (Accredited
Evening High :School) are available from working documents compiled. by the
Division of Finance within the Education Department. Datal=onLthe
estimated_mariinal amount of state aid associated with' Adult High School
enrollment is not 'routinely compiled. However; in January; 1982, the
Division of finance did compile and analyze the marginal aid generated
by Adult High School stUdentslfor 1981-82 and. also made an estimate of
the anticipated marginal 'aid for 1982,83 (Division of Finance memo;
January. 19, 1982).. The Division of'Finance made available this special
analysis for use in this study. -local expenditure reports on Accredited
Evening _Schools are annually collected_bytbe Division of Finance and
reported in the Cammissioner's annual financial statistical report:. -
_(Commissioner of EducatiOnprepublication copy Of the Thi itieth 'Annual_
Report.) The latest availablereport :is for school year 080-81-:7717-
estimate' of the local expenditures for the 198142L school year -will be
made based on the per student estimated.change in the regular11-12
education program:': The 1(12 estimated expenditure increase per student

19807.81. and_i81=-82 was 13;4 percent.:1 To'estimate the 1981-82
total local-.eXpenditures for adult high schools, the7per-student

1Thi s estimate was 'developed froltHa recently published report by the
Bureau Of *OovernmentReSearch' at Rutgers University (1983)'; On page.

-25,of that report, aniestimaie,'of New Jersey public school expenditures
in current dollars. for 1980-81 and 1981-82 is shown. On page 33 of , .

the report an estimate of, the number_ of pupi1S-fri- average daily enrollment.
for_the 'same years ,is_givem Combining this information results in an
estimated average expenditure of' $3;281.71-in 1980-81 and an Average of
$3;721.94 in -1981=,82-. The Oange-betWeenyears-is equal to 13.4 percent.

-,
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expenditure total for 1980 -81 will be increased by 13.4 percent and
multiplted by the September 30; 1981 statewide adult student count;

Table 4-3 presents data on the participants, total state
expenditgres, per student state expenditure, total .local expenditures
and local expenditures-per student for New Jersey's Adult High School
programs. On- September 30, 1981 there were 12,311 full-time equivalent
students enrolled in Adult High School programSADivision of- Finance
memo,' February 11, 1982). The Education Department's Division of
Finance, using the marginal analysis method described aboVe,_estimated
state aid generated_by_the_prior year's adult students for 1981=82 state
aid to,total $11,550,503,(DiviSion of. Finance memo,_January_19, 1982).
This state aid_isequal to $938.03 per 'Student enrolled on September 30,
1981 (Table 4=3, line B. divided by Line A). The estimated local expendi-
ture per adult high school stud91nt in 1981-82 is $193;43. This estimate
is based on local district reports to the state that show total_local .

expenditures for Accredited Evening Schools-for 1980=81 of $1,889,713
(Commissioner of Education; prepublication copy of Thirtieth 'Annual
Report)'. There were_ 11;079 students enrol led _i n adult . school s_ on

September 30,.1980 (Divisionof Finance, New Jersey Education Department,
worksheetSon adult high schOol enrollment;') Thus, the average reported-
local expenditure ih 1980-81 was $170;57 ($1,889,713 divided by 11,079).
In Order to arrive at- the estimated per-student local expenditure for
1981-82 .of $193;43' (Line D in Table 4-3)i the 1980-81 average expenditure
is increased by 13.4 percent, the anticipated increase.in expenditure for
the overall K-12 program-between 1980-81 and 1981-82 noted apove. This
estimated 1961=82 local expenditure was-multiplied by the September 30;
1981 student count (Line A in Table 4-3) to arrive at the estimated

- .total local expenditure for Adult High -Schools of $2;381;317;

Findings and Conclusions'

The data in' Table:4-3 indicate that-edult' high school students ,

generated considerably more state aid per -student. than the estimated
expenditures made by districts on these programs in The/

average' aid generated per Adult enrolled on September 30; 1981 was
$938;0.3 compared' to an estimated local expenditure (based on.locAl
reports) of ,$193;43 per 'student; While there -I'S a wide estimated 'variance
in state aid to. local expenditure; it should be noted that a' certain --
degree of averaging in state aid formulas is necessaeY; For example,
a gym class of 40 students taught by a new' teacher will have a! low per-
student expenditure need compared to an advanced math .class of 10 students,
taught by a teacher with 20 years of teaching expeience. Analysis .oL_
state aid to students-In-these two classes would show the same state aid
per student; Yet, because of-the higher clasS size and lower teacher_
salary, students in the,gymclass Would show' a relatively low: per -pupil
'expenditure and

students_
in the math class would show a relatively high

per -pupil expenditure; The average state aid is distributed unequally to
pay for the additional cost for the math class; In essence; the low-
expenditure gym class subsidizes the high expenditure 'math/class; The

' data in Table. 4-3 indicate that a similar situation existsiiHwith the Adult
High School prograM; Because the state. of NewJerseydoes not mandate
that revenue generated .by adult high school-students be-spent_solely on
these students; local, districts are using the "surplus" revenue from the
Adult High School program: o help finance other existingiOrogram needs.

]



Participant and Expenditure Data for AdO 1 High. Schools
in New Jtrey for 1981-8

A. Full Time Equivalent,S tfidents
(September 30,-1981 count)

B. 4ate Aid Generated by Adult
High School Students

C. State Aid per Adult High
School Student

D. Estimated Local Expenditure per-
Adult High School Student

E. Estimated Total Local Expenditores
for Adult High School Studens

;4,

12:311

1110550i503

$938;03

$193;43

3 203ai317

18ources of data: Line A data is 01-ireAS0 count' Compiled by the
Division of Finance on February 11, 1982. Line a 'was compiled by
the Division of Finance and reported in a Memo dated January 19,
1982; Line C is equal to Line B divided by tine bine 0 is, based
on 'the reported expenditures for AGcredited Evening Schools in the
Thirtieth Annual_ Report of the.Commissioner of EMICation,(Commissioner
Iof Education; prepublication copy), This amount 15 $1,839i713 for
1980-81. The September 30, 1980 oount of Adult High School students
based on statistics compiled by.tne Division of Finance was11,079.
Thus, the average local cost was $00.57 ($1i889,)/3 divided by 11,079).
This figure was increased by 1314 percent (tile estimated increase in the
15-12 programmentioned above in tnr text) tearriNe at the local estimated
expenditure of $193.4a_for 1981-82. The 3193.43 Os mnitiolled by the
September 30, 1981 student count of 12,31.1 (Line A) to arrive at the
estimated local cost for 1981-82 of $2,381,317 shAvon bn Line E.
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-,-

Thevsituation could, however, result in districts using the Adult High
School to generate "surplus" revenue-beyond what state policymakers
would view as a reasonable exercise of the,averagtng need. The "surplus"
revenue situation may help explain the 18.3 percent growth in adult high
school enrollment between September 30, 1980 and SepteMber 30, 1982 while
regular chool enrollment (and associated state aid) declined" by 5.9
percent.1

Recommendations

Because verification of expenditures reported by local districts
for the Adult High School is beyond -the scope,of this study; it is
recommended that the'Departmeni of Education verify these reported'
expendituret. If the Department of Education confirms. substantial
"surplus" revenue beyond what state_ policymakers view as a reasonable
exercise of the averaging need, it is further recommended that the
Department of Education (1) establish a "standard of service" for the
Adult High School program, (2) develop a separate funding-formula for.
the Adult High School program based on the established-"standard of
sery ice," and (3) require separate local district accounting for the
Adult'High School program with provisions'to ensure that state aid
received in the local district for.the program be spent only for that
program, with surplus revenue to be returned to the state.

AA OA ASO

The Adult Literacy and High School Equivalency programs are targeted
for adults who.wish to prepare for the Test of General Educational
Development (GED). Distribution of ,state support to local districts
for this type of program is based On-evaluation of annual district
applications to the Education Department's' ivision of Adult Education.
In. order to maximize the use of available s ate funds, the Division's
evaluation takes into account the availability to local districts'of
federal basic skills funds. The Division utilizes the State Adult
Literacy and High School Equivalency funds for local basic skills program-
ming in English or, to the extent necessary, in the native language of
the adult learner. Thus, the Divition categories its basic skills
programs as (1) English Basic' Skills, (2) Bilingual Basic Skills, and
(3) English as a Secold Language. Also, for purposes ofprogram
management4asickills _programs for adults' are, organized into four
levels according to' reading proficiency. These levels are. as follows:

4 --=-J

1The Division of Finance reported Adult High School enrollment of
13,111.5 on September 30, 1982 compared to 11,079 on September 30;
1980. See Bureau of Government Research, 19834 p. 33 fbr average
decline of K-12 average daily enrollment.

5;1
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Level-- 0 to 3rd grade reading level

.Level 11: 4 to 6th grade reading level

Level III: 7 .to 8th grade reading level

Level IV: 9 to 12th grade reading level

_ _

per-Participant

expenditures for Adult Literacy and'High School Equivalency
support e reported in the annual Governor's Budget.. However, because
the Divi scion .of Adult Education combines'statelunding with avartlable-
federal basic skills funding and becausethe_program at the local level
serves all GED student_s_irv-orte-s'effing independent of the funding source
designation (fediraf-or state), an algorithm is needed to (1) 'e§timate
state support across the three available program options (English Basic
Skills, Bilingual Basic Skills and English as a Second Language); and
(2) separate state-supported from federally-supported students Within
each program option.

Expenditures

Table 4-4 summarizes_the known amounts of federal and state support
for the .three program options. Line 1 in Table 4-4 shows_ the_ Governdr's
Budget_total of expenditures f0-the AdultLiteracy
Equivalency programs for 19$1,82---14ne72-0bWri-fotal federal and _state
expenditures for each of the. three program options. The_Divisidndf
Wit Education estimated_that $11$74930 of the State,Adultjiteracy_
expenditurewas_used for the English-as a Second Language program with
no_funds froM the High School Equivalency source for that program _

option. This figure is shown on Line 3. The Division_further_provided
a breakdown of federal_and state expenditures for the Bilingual Basic
Skills_program_for 1981-82. This estimate was .deyeloped from a review,
of each individual district!s budget. The federal and state totals are
shown on Lines 4-A and 4-B in Table 4 -4.-

Table 4-5 presents the_algorithm_used to estimate federal and state
expenditures for'_the English_ Basic Skills rogram option using_the
known data shown:in Table 4=.4.__Line.1.rC shows the total 1981-82 federal
3nd_state expenditures for English Basic Skills and Bilingual Basic _

Skills Oograms. This is the same as that shown in Table 4 -4, Lines 2-A
and 2-B. Shown on_Line state_ expenditure for English
Basic Skills and Bilingual.Basic Skillsj_givem the fact that in table
4=4i Line .3 only $1,37,930 of the total of these programs_was used for
t4'English as a Second Language Program option.. Table 4-5, Line 3
hows_an estimat&of_total federal funds forAhe English Basic Skills

a'nd Bilingual Basft. Skills programs._ That estimate is equal to Line 1-C
less_Line 27-C_inJable_4-5i _Gimen_the estimateiof federal funds spent.
on Bilingual Basic Skills from Table_4-4:, Line 4-Ai-an estimate - _

federal funds for English Basic Skills .program sUpport-TS made :on Line 4-C
in Table'4-5. An istim6te of state expenditures for - English -Basic Skills
program support then is:made on Li ne ih table 4,5. Using the
algorithm we have, thus made it.possfble to estimate federal- and State
expenditures for each of the three program options
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Table 4 -4

Known Amounts of Federal and State Expenditures
for the English Basic Skills Program, Bilingual-Basic Skills Program

and English as a Secqnd Language Program for 1981-82

1. State Expenditures 1981-82 (Governor's Budget)1
A. Adult Literacy $ 979,154

B. High School Equivalency 1;214,606

Total $2,193,760

2. Total 1981-82 Federal and State Expenditures for the Program Option2

A. English Basic Skillt_ $1,258,215.68

B. Bilingual Basic Skills 408,461.80

C. Ehglish as a Second Language 1,180,_94;02

Total $4,847,271;50

3; State total of Adult_Literacy
Funding Used for English_as
Second Language in 1981=824 $ 137,930,00

4. Breakdown of Federal and State
Expenditures for the Bilingpl Basic
Skills Programs for 1981=82

A. Federal subtotal
B. State subtotal

Total

$ 89,765;00
318,696;110_-

408,461.80

1Data from Governor's Budget for Fiscal year 1983-4g (State of New Jersey,
January 31, 1983, p. 334). Adult. Literacy total includes $171,113
transferred to Department of Higher Education. High School Equivalency
total includes $138;056 transferred to Department of-Higher Education.

2Data made available by Richard Hitt, Division of Adult Education.
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Table 4-5

a ),

Algorithatto'Estimate the Unknown_AMountsOf_Federal_and State_Expenditures
forthe English_Basic Pro_gram, Bilingual Basic_Skills Program

and English. as a Second Language.Program for 1981=.82

1. A. Engl pasic Skills Program
Bilin 0,--B-a-§ic Skills Program

C. Total Erglish and Bilingual Basic
Skills Pe6grams

2. State .Total for English Basic Skills and
Bilingual Basic Skills Programs

A. Adult LiteracY ($979,154 fes's $137,930)
B. High School Equivalency
C. Total State Expenditures for English

Basic Skills and Bilingual Basic Skills
Programs

3. -Estimated-Federal Funds for English Basic
Skills and Bilingual Basic. Skills Programs
(Line 1-C less Line. 2-C above)

4. Estimated Federal Funds for English Basic
Skills Program

A., Line 3 above 1

B. 'Less Line 4-A, Table 4-4
C. 'Equals Federal Funds for English

Basic Skills PrOgram

5. Estimated State Expenditures for English
Basic Skills Program

A. Federal and State Basic Skill
Amount (Line 1 -A above)
Less Estimated Federal (Line 4-C above)
Equals Estimated State Expenditure for
English Basic Sktlls

$3i258i215i68
402i461;80_

$3,666,677.48

841,224.00
1;714-;_606_.0E1

$2;055;830.00

$1;610;847.48

$1;610;847.48._
89;765A0

$1,521,082.48

$3;258;215.68'
1;521;079:48

$1,737;133;20.
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PartiCioamt

As mentioned abov-, the Division. of Adult Education organizes its.
programs into four levels according to reading profictency. At the local
level, participants are not placed according to,funding source but rather
in accordance with theireducationalneed. (as defined by the reading

. _ proficiency Level.). Participant data, therefore; is available only by
reading proficiency level. The task is to decide how toestimate the number

/ of participantsbeing_supOorted with state.fundsas compared to the number:
being supported with federal funds.

After discussion withthe Division of Adult Education*.it was decided
. to count all participants at, levels I and II as federally supported

students and all participants at levels III and IV as state-supported
students.; The -basis for this is the deCision.to consider federal dollars
at_the_bnet:being used for students with the,greatest'edUcational need
While the_state dollars are being' used to support students,who are closer
to the point of taking their GED exam.i;flowever, tufficient data will be
reported in order'to allow sensitivity analyses -of alternative ,assumptions

'on. the appropriate distribution of program participants.

Because the Division does not apply the four levels of proficiency
to -the English as a Second Language program option, it was decided to
allocate participants in'tbat program on the'basit of relative percentage
of federal versus state support. Total federal and state support forthat
option was $1,180,694..02 of-which-only $137,930,_or 11.7 percent was state
of "New Jersey- funds. Therefore, 11.7 percent of the participants in the
English as a SeCond Language programlwere considered state-supported.

Participants-and Expenditures

Table. 4-6.presents data on (1) the_1981-82 federal, state and local .

expenditures in.total and for.each'of the three program- options, .(2).the
estimated number of participants in each option by fundtng_sourcei:and
(3) the_c-ost_per participant by_program_optiOn_and in total.. Fpr both
the .English Basic Skills_and Bilingual Basic Skills programs, 'the federal/
state allocation of participants is. .based 'on.a dectsionto consider all
leVel I and II students as being federally supported And all level
IV students as state-supported. Thus,- the -9,145 leveli. and_II_students_
in theEnglis.4i.Fsfi'Skill option in 1981-82-are considerecria_bereceiving
federal support:_ In_reviewing the data in Table 4-6, note teat the
figures in the "Total" column do not always-represent the_suaLof the- three
preceding columns_ For instancei_the_Total Participants is always-the_
same as the Local Participants which is_the_tum of the Federal and-State.
columns.. Also, the total Expendituret/Participants_is the:overall average
rather than the sum of averages of the.dreceding columns..

Overalli-the_52;193;760 in state expenditure spent_on. all

options helps to-.provide program support.for An.estimated.18,175,0artici-
pants. This At an average state expenditure of.$120.70 per participant
(see second column on Line'4_in Table 4-6). Local- districtsreported. _

spending an additional S32.34_per_program-darticipant_._ the_state/
local cost is an estimated $153...Q4.,peripartcipant. This figure i s almost
identical to that found for the federal/local 'Expenditurezfor the. estimated'
22,065 participants identified as having primarily federal support. That

combined figure is $1.52.59

A
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Table 4-6

Federal, State and Local Expenditures for
GED Targeted Adult Basic Skills Education

Programs in, New Jersey 1981-821

Program Optiol 0 I

Fe_

,_

deral State
1. English Basic-Skills

Expenditures $1,521,082.48 $1,737,133.20
Participants 9,145. 15,251

EXpenditureS/
Participants . -$ . 166.33 $ 113.90

2.. Bilingual Basic Skills

Total

966;491;87 $4;224;707;55
24;396 24;396

39.62 173.17

Expenditures $ ;765. 318,696.80 $ 128,339.20

Partici0-apts 928 -1,335 2;263

Expenditukes/
Part4cipants $ 96.73 238.72 56.71

English as a Second
Language

Expenditures $1,042.664.02. $ -137,930

Participants -114992 . 1,589

-==-Eipenditures/
Particirlants 86.95 86.80

Tqtals
Expenditures
Participants
Expenditures/
Participants

$2,653,511.50
22,065-

$2,193,760
18,175

$' 120.25 120.70

$ 536,801.;
2,263-

$ 237.21:=

$ 206,609.08.$1,387,203.10
13;581 13;581

15.21 102.14

1,301,440.156,148,711;65
40;240 40,240

32.3 152.80

1Data Sources: For federal and state expenditure data see Tables 4 and 4-S.
Local expenditure and participant data from kichard Hitt, Divi'sion f Adult

Education based on March 31, 1983 computer printout. See text for liocation

of participants within programs.
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The review of the data in Table 4 yle ds no unusual findings. The
most striking statistic is the- overall closeness of the state and federal
expenditure per participant. That finding could be attributable to the
application approval process of the Division of Adult Education in which
they take into account the availability'of federal. funds in the allocation
of state dollarS. Howeverythat conclusion is really beyond the limitations
of the data presented-in ;',Able 4-6.

Recommendations

It is recommended that the data in Table 4-6 be reviewed and verified
by the_Department of Education. It is further recommended that the
DiVision of Adult Education keep a separate record.of federal, and state
allocations,to local school districts. Currently, the Division's computer
records show a combined federal/state total. For purposes of ease of
analysis, it would b.desiable to show -a se0arate record of the state and
federal funds. The fiscal data in Table4-6 are expenditure. data. Like
the the Adult. High School program, the GED-targeted programs do not havean
established "standard of service." While the issue of state support to
local expenditure has not risen in the GED-targeted program area,as it did'
in the Adult High School program, it 'is nonetheless desirable to,establish
a "standard of service" for the GEU-targeted programs.. Without.such a
standard, the "cost" of these pr grams is not determinable. 'It is, therefore,
further recommended that the Ne'f Jersey State Department of Edueation
establish a "standard-of service" for the GED-targeted programs.1 This
task could very% easily be completed at the same time that the standard for--
the Adult High..5090 is established (see recommendations under Adult High
School). Once a' standard is determined, theidesired level of state/local
share of the cost of the program'can be established.

Sumrrthar-

The aim of the, cost analysis was to examine New Jersey's state
.

expenditures for 1981 -82 for the following threediploma-targeted adult
baste skills education funding sources: ..(l) the Adult High School/
(formerly known as the Aceredited.Evening High Schpol.), (2) the Atvit
Literacy program; and (3) tne,High:School Equivallpicyprogram._ State
expenditures for each.prograth were.identified in total and on a_Fier-
participant basis; Local expenditures for each program were also identified
in total and on a perimrtieipantbasis;

Adult High School

It,was found that adult high school students generate co siderably
more state' aid per student than the estimated'expenditures m de by the
districts on these programs in 1.981-82.- The total state aid generated for
programs for the 12,311 adults enrolled on September 30, 19 totaled
$11.55million. The,eStimated local expenditures on progra s for Adult'
High Schools that year was $2.38 million. On a per-partici ant basis,
state, aid totaled S988.03 while-estimated local expenditures (based on
local reports) totaled only $193.43 per student.. Because the state of NeW
Jersey does not mandate that revenue generated by,-the Adul/t Hig chool
students b.1-s nt soley on, these students, .local distriett'are sing the
"surplus" r ue from the 'Adult igh-School program to help f nance other
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existing program needs.. TheCsurplus" reverfuesituatiori may help explain
the 18.3,percent growth in Adult' High School enrollMent between September 30;
1980 and September 30, 1982 While regular schoolenrollment (and associated, .

state aid) declined by 5.9 percent.,

Based on the cost analysis- of the Adult High School program the
following recommendations are made: r N

(1) The, Department of Education verify the reported local
expenditures.,for the Adult High School program.

(2) The Department of Education establish a "standard' of
service" for the Adult High School, program.

(3) The Department. of EducatiOn develop a separate funding
formula for. the Adult High School. program based on the
established "standard of service," and

(4.) The Department of Education require separate local
district accounting for the Adult High School program
with provisions to ensure that state aid received in
the local district for the program be spent only for
that

the
any surplus revenue ,should be returned

to the state:

Benefits Analysis

A full- description of.the methodology employed to secure data on the
benefits of obtaining a high school Credential is provided in Chapter 3.
Here the concern is with reporting the findings so that, judgments can be
made concerning outcomes and impact in relation to costs.

Benefits must be viewed from two rather different perspectives. The
first, what might be called the micro perspective, emphasizes° the benefitS
gained by sub-grdtips of the population and, thus sheds light on program
effectiveness. meeting individual.or sub-group needs. The second, or
Macro perspective, addresses outcomes without referenC4 to the specific
needs, or goals of indi viduals or sub - groups and thus provides a .ricture of
overall _outcomes or program impact. To, illustrate this distinction, =
consider-the benefit of 'obtaining employment. From_the micro perspective,
this outcome :is meaningful only to that sub-group, of the population
consisting of-person's who Were unemployed and seeking employment prior to
graduation. This sub-group experienced significant gains in employment,
suggesting that the program was effective in meeting their need. HoAver,
from the macro 'Perspective, gains_in employment were relatively modest.
The, reason is that the majority of the population were employed both prior
to and after graduation. _Thu_s_,_overall, there was limited potential -for
employment gains. Both perspectives; orcOurse, are valid; they,simply
emphasize different kinds of information.

The findings are, organized and reported in two general sections, the
first dealing.with micro benefits and the second with macro benefits or
overall impact.
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Micro Benefits

Because the GED 'and AHS samples were drawn from'different popUlations,
jr.om a strictly technical point of view flit-dings for each group should
reported separately. To do so; however, would be.exceedingly cumbersome
and detract from our purpose of providing an overall picture of benefits
gained, regardlessof type of credential. Consequently, the micro analysiS
is based onthe combined data from.the two samples. The reader is
cautioned that the findings are only sugge-Stive of ilferences that might.
be made to the total population of interest.

'These fifidings;:and all others, are organized under the previously
distusse 'general categories of (1) Employmentand'Earnings, (2) Re-du-tea
Dependence on Welfare and Other,Rublic Transfers;, and (3) InVestments in
Human ,Capital; _Following the data for the.combinedsample. outcomes for_
the adult high school and GED graduates_are compared. Only statistically

-significant differences are reported.'_The section ,concludes-:With an
analysit of graduates'iperceptions_of_the valueof the adulthfgh-AChrools
and GED prOgramsin helping theM attain ahigh school credential.

'Macro Benefits

To reiterate, the macro perspective provides information on benefits
for the overall population without regard to sub-group differences in
needs or,goals. This .is the kind of information typically reported in
outcome stuees. Success is judged-on-the-basis of achievement of officially

_stated objectives, which are presumed to be relevant to the entire population:
Outcomes or benefits are typically equated with overall program impact.

In.deterMining'what findings to report in_respect-Ao macro benefits..
the decision was Madeto adhere to Conventional:scientific criteria; that
is. not to aggregate the-data from the GEU:and AHS samples. _Thusi.findings:

reported. only fOr the GED sub-- group. __We view this as the:preferred'
ilternatve for the following reasons:_ (1). the AHS sample is small and .

not strictly_ random; inferences tan_only be made to'the limited population
from which thesample was drawn; (2) the_majority_of adultt_in:New Jersey.
'earn:GED_rather than adult high school diplomas; (3) the GED sample was-
drawn-randomly from a large_and repreehtative population; moreover;, its
standard error is known (+ 3%Vthus allowing for some precision in
estimating_population values;_04 finally, the actual: number of GED
graduates for fiscal year 1981-82 is _known; thus permitting estimates
outcomes in terms of actual' number of graduates.

In order to make the estimaies_in Settion:2,. certain assumptions and
adjustments_ had -to be made. First_itLwas_assumed that adults who passed the.
GED test_between_January 1 and April 314 1982 (the semolina frame) were
representative of those Whopassed during the other.months of fiscal year
1981 =82. _In regard.td._adjUstments,_only that_proportion of the total
(a8%)astimated as having prepared for the GEDby participating in adult
Osatit-tkillsprograms was included:in computing estimates. 'Secondly; those
whO passed-the Spanish form of the test. (17%) were excluded from the
calculations.. Thusi the_total population of GED.grailtates (7,671) was
adjusted downward to 3,056.
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Section_ 1: Micrici_Ftrtdin-g-s

The!findings,presented below are'based on the combined GEO_and AHS
sample data. For the sake pf:parsimony-,_they are presented as simple
perdentages. For items applicable to all resPondents, susch as most of
those 'in the Human Capital category, percentages were caltulated from a
base of-250. For all other items,. the base N varied depending on the.size
of the relevant sub-group (e.g., those withdhildren, those employed, etc.)

Employment and Earnings.TWelve to
Eighteen Months After Graduation

:Of_graduates initially unemployed and seeking_employmentr-58v3%
obtained jobs. ,This gain is somewhat offset by 14.8%. who were
initially employed but became unemployed.

2. Of graduates initially employed part-timet_44,1%_ohtainel full-time
employment. This _gain_is_slightly offtet by 7.1% who Were;
initially employedjull-time tUt subsequently became employed part-:-
time.

3. Of graduates initially employed and still employed at the time of
the follow-up, 44.6% reported that they obtained better jobs.

4. Of graduates initially employed and sill employed at the time of
the follow-up, 93.1% reported an increase in earnings.

5. Of graduates initially employed and still employed at the time of
the follow-up, 29.0%-reported that they had received a job
promotion.

,

6. Of graduates initially employed and still employed_at the time of
the follbw-up, 77.8% reported that they were more likely than before
to keep their jobs.

7.1 Of graduates_initially e_mp yed and still employed at the time of
follow-up, 76.2% repo that they are now able to do their jobs
better.

Of the seven benefits above related to employment and earnings,
.100% of the graduates reported at least one benefit; 50.4% reported three
or more benefits, and 13.3% reported five or More benefits. It should be
noted in addition that the average namberiof months employed in the 12-month
period prior to graduation was 7.7, compared to 9.0 after graduation.
Specific findings related to increased earnings are listed beTiri:1

1. For graduates employed full-time, both initially and at the time of
the follow-up (N = 35), the mean weekly increase intake -home pay was
$63.72.

2. For graduates employed, part7..tiMe, both initially and at the time of
the follow-up (N = 103), the mean weekly increase in take4mme pay
was $33.50.

3. For graduates initially. employed part-time who had gained ,full=tiMe
A
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employment bY the time, of the follow-up = 74), the mean weekly

increase in take-home pay was $87.73.

For the total sample' (N = 250), the mean. weekly increase in take-
home pay was $26.18.- This can be extrapolated to a cumulative
annual gain in take-home pay of $341,675 for the total sample.

Reduced Dependence on Welare & Public Transfers
Twelve to Eighteen Months AfterGradUation_

1. Of the graduates who had initially_received welfare payments and
public transfers food stamps), 51% received4no 'public

assistance at the 'time of the follow -up:_ This gain is :slightly

OffSet_ by 4.7% who had riot - received- public ,assistance .prior to

graduation.bUt did at the time of the folloW-uo..

Investments in Human Capital TwelVe
to Eighteen Months After Graduation

Since earning their high school credential:

1.. 29.3% of graduates enrolled in college*.'\

2. 30.9%_ enrol led- in a TO 'training program dr a trade tir. technical

school.

3.' 86.5% reported iiMprOVeMent i n their readtng, yriting, or math

4. 95.6% of those with children reported that they now set a better
ex-ample for their children.

. 66.5% reported that they now know more about how the government works;
.

6. 92.8% reported that they now feel better about, thethtelvesi,

; Of the six benefitt aboVe related to investments in human capital;

100% of the graduateS reported at least one benefit, 85.3i 'reported three°

or more benefits, and 22.9% reported five or more benefits:.

Comparison of Benefits for GED.

Adult High School Graduates

The AHS graduates were less socioeconomically advantaged tnanetheire
GED counterparts.. To iI1uStrate,i55%_of ANS graduates were unemptoyed

- prior to graduation compared to 36% of GED graduates. aIn. addition ', twice

as_many_AHS graduates (32% vs. 16%) received public assistance 1-n' the,-
12 months before obtaining a diplorna.Given these discrepancies in.socio-
ecohomic circumstances, -one might expect to find substantial differences an
outcomes favoring_the GED group.. This was not the case. Only three",

statistically significant differences were observed. The first, related to

*Data reported in Chapter 5 suggest that the overwhelming majority
enrolled in two-year community colleges.
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public assistance; is not surprising in light of the initial discrepancies
between the groups. The second is relatively trivial and probably accounted
for by the emphasis on civics in the typical AHS curriculum. The third is
difficult to. interpret..

The two groups differed as follows:

I. In the twelve to eighteen month period following graduation, only
7.9% of GED.graduates received some fgrm of public assistance

_compared to 26.3% of AHS graduates (X = 14.8; df = 1, p = .0001).

2. .A slightly greater proportion of AHS graduates (76.8%) than GED.
graduates (61.9%) reported knowing more about how the government
works since earning their diploma (X2 = 5.1, df = 1, p = .02)

3. A greater proportion of AHS gradiiates (90.0%) than GED graduates
(70.4%) reported that they are now able to do their jobs better
(X2,= 4.5, df O3)

Opiniont,,of Graduates
Concerning GED and AHS Program

' Although not directly r lated to benefits obtained by securing a
high school credential, gra uates' views of the value of-GED,apd AHS
programs are pertinent to general 'assessment of program efffeacy-L,and
need -and thus to the issu of "benefit" in its broad,sense.

.GED graduates were csked to rate their extent of igreement/disagree-
ment with the following statements. "Strongly Agree" was scored,4,-
"Agree" 3, "Disagree" , and "Strongly Disagree" 1.

1. The classroom ins ruction I received was very helpful in preparing
me to take thëG,D test.

2. I would ,not havá taken the GED test if the adult education p.rogram.:
I attended had not been 'available..

The mean sco e for the first item was 3.7 (SD = .93). indicating a
strong degree of agreement with the statement posed. For the second
item, the mean as_3.2 (SD = .93), closer to "Agreed than "Strongly Agree,"
:put nonetheless quite positive.

AHS'gradu tes were posed the following ecpivalent questions using
the same agre /disagree format and scoring system.

_ .

1. The adul high school I attended was very helpful in preparing, me
to earn y diploma.

2. If the adult high school was not available to me, I wouid not have
earned a diploma.

The ean for the first item was 3.6 (SD = .68), indicating strong
agreement with the statement posed. The mean for the second item was
only sli htly lower. (3.4, SD = .79).
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It can be concluded that the great majority of GED and AHS graduates
placed a high value on the instruction they received, and agreed that they
Would not have earned their diplomas had they been denied access to an
appropriate iedult education program.

Section Macro Findings

The findings below are based on the GED sampledata. Technically,
they can only be generalized to the population of adults who passed the
English version of the GED test between January 1 and April 30, 1982, and
who indicated- on the test-form that they had participated in a state-
sponsored-adult basic skills education program: For_this sample, the
standard error of measurement for inferences to population proportions
is + 3%. However, as noted previously, is reasonable to assume_that,
theThanuary to April graduates were unlikely to differ significantly from_
the_graduates who passed the test during the other eight months of_fiscal
1982._ Thus, in projecting raw numbers, the 12-month adjusted total of
3,056 was utilized as the base.

Employment and Earnings Twelve to
Eighteen - Months After Graduation

An estimated total of:

1. 391 (12.8%) obtained employment.

2. 2,677 (87.6%) increased their earnings.

3. 587 (19.2%) obtained a better job.

4. 348 (11.4 %) were promoted Go the job.

5. 1,008.(33.0%) reported they were more likely .to keep their jobs.

6. 1,008 (33;0%) -felt they-were-better-able-to-do-their jobs.

In regard to earnings:

1. For =grad ue h i ni t 1 y= rid = a tthe=t-ime-of-

follow-up, the mean weekly increase in take-home pay was $66.67.

2. For graduates employed part-time, both initially and -at the -time of
follow-up, the mean weekly increase in take-home pay was $28.33.

3. For the total sample; the mean weekly increase in take -home -pay. was
$29.87; This'can be extrapolated ($29.87 x 52 weeks x 3,056) to a.
Cumulative annual gain of $4;746;701.

Reduced Dependence on Welfare and Public r:

Iran la A fter Graduation

1. An estimated total of 581 (19.0%) were removed from welfare and other
public transfer programs, such as Food Stamps.
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Investments in Human Capital Twelve
to Eighteen Months After Graduation

An estimated total of:

1. 953 (31.2 %) enrolled in college.

2. 840 (271.5%) enrolled in a job training program or
technical school.

3. 2,582 184.5%) improved their reading, writing, or

a trade or

math skills.

.4i 1,953 (63.9%) reported they now'set a better example:fer their
children.

5. 1,892 (61.9%) reported increased knowledge of how the government
works.

6. 2,879 (94.2%) reported they now feel better abou t themselves.

Summary andCenclutions

In 1981-82 there were 12,311 adults enrolled in adult high schools
(AHS). Total state revenue to local schdol-districts for AHS programs
was $11.55 million. 'However, only $2.38 million' or $193.43 per prtici=
pant was actually spent on the AHS Programs at the local level. During
the same year there were 18,175 participants in GED-targeted adult basic
skills programs. It was found that the state spent $2.19 million on these'
programs or about $121.70 per participant. Local districts reported
spending an additional $32.34 per partiipant.

In order to determine whether the beneficial effectii-bt-ffiese programs
outweigh the cost to the state, a questionnaire aimed_at identifying the
potential benefits of these programs was developed. The questionnaire
was administered to recent graduates of the state-supported programs to
determine it the hypothesized benefits of the programs were/actually
realized by the participants.

What we found in terms of benefits were the following:

. Participants in both AHS- and GED-targeted programs
found the instruction they received to_be very
helpful in preparing them-to earn their diplomas.

. Participants agreed that if the prograMs did not
exist, they would not have earned diplomas.

Graduates reported gains in .employment, increases in
earnings, increased likelihood of keeping' jobs; and
improved performance on the job after completing the
program.
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'Graduates reported furthering their education beyond
high school,. improving their reading.. writing and math
skills, being better role models for their children,
and greatly enhancing their self-esteem;

The results_of_this_study indicate topOlitymakers that state
expenditure' on diploma-targeted programs are viewed by graduates as
needed and_that-these programs hava_poSitiveeffects-across a wide
spectrum_ of outcome measures. As stated at the.beginning_of this._' chapter,
it_is difficult to place a monetary ,value on this array of benefits..
Setting a .value pn_increased_employment; reduced dependence on welfare,
further improvement ih education; or_benefits,to the children_of_program
graduates is a matter of,judgment and cannot be arrived at objectively.
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CHAPTER V

OUTCOMES OF PARTICIPATION IN ADULT
? BASIC EDUCATION.

Introduction

The previottrs chapter was concerned with some .of the same queStiOnS
addressed in thiS one HOWeVer,LChapter_4 dealt not only with_a different
population, bUt its purpose and focus were much narrower, namely, to
analyse costs and benefitt associated with New Jersey's high schbO1 completion
program. Data -nn benefits were secured by a one-page mailed questionnaire
completed by GED and adUlt high school' (AHS) graduates -twelve to eighteen
months after obtaining their diplothas. It was- assumed that many of the
reported benefits were direttly related to obtaining a high school credential.:

The resent chaptert_.in contrast, reports the findings of in,,dePth
interviews with a randbM_saMple...of, 294, ABE s,tudents enrolled between OttOber,
1982, and April, 1983. :AlthOUgh the emphais of the interviews Was_bn

>outcomes attributable to program participatioebetween October-and Apri14.
..attention was given to probing other aspects of:students' experiences.

example; questions ,were_ asked, concerning reasons_ for participation, perception
of the educational process, and factOrs influencing di scontinued attendante.
The intention in asking thete kinds of questions was to provide a broader.
Context for analyzing and interpreting the findings related to outcomes.

The present chapter is organized as follows. -,The first section,proVideS
a sociodemographic profile of the survey respondentS. Next, findings
related to the "context" questions; such as those_listed above, are ._presetithe'third section outcomes are presented_nthe_following order:.
(1) employment-related changet; (2) acquisition and application of-basic
skills; (3) further education -and training; (4)reduced dependence on
public assistance and (5); personal :.and family effects.

A detailed description Of the methodology of this component of the
study can be fcvnd in..Chapter 3.

Characteristics of Respondents

Data comparing selected characteristics of respondents with non

respondd are reported in Chapter 3. Table 5-1 below presents a fuller
_sociodemographic Profile of the 294 students who comprised the final sample

for the study. The. relatively low proportion of Hispanic respondents reflectS,
the decision to exclude English as a second language students from the study
population. All Hispanic respondents were enrolled regular, English=
language basic skills classes.

_

t
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Table 5=1*
_

Description of Responde.ntS4 in Pertentage

(N=294)

characteristic Percent

Seic

-Female
Male

Race/Ethnicity

Black
White
Hispanic
Other

Reading Level

69,7
. 30,3

50,0
31.3
13.2
5.6

1 (0=3) -7.9..

2 (4=6) 36:3

3 p-8.)_ 34.6

4 (9-12) 21.2

Employment .Status

Employed t

Not Employed

46**

16=20
21-29
30-T-

62.5.

29.6'
31.2
39.1

*Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding

**Mean age =30.

Table 5=1 reveals that the majority of sample were omen, minority

group members, relatively young, unemployed, and reasonably 'proficient

readers. Although data on family income were not obtained, it appears

likely that most of the respondentswere economically disadvantaged..

This conclusion is buttressed by the fact that 26.6% reported receiving

some form of public assistance.

PO
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Reasons for Participation

Respondents were asked to "think back to when you' firsi.,,enr011ed ih
the program. What were your reasons or goals for enrolling ?"

,

As expected; the majority.,gave more .than 'one reason. Their answers,

were inductively = coded into six categories': 't6 get 'a diplomaifipish
schooling; to prepare for further education or training;.-t6 get a job, or
better job;. to ,improve basic skills; to enhance personal developmentiesteeM/
confidence;.and_a_catch-all "other" category.____aecau_se_of_the large' number
of multiple responses; the_data generated' by this question were judged to
be of little .utility and are not reported here.' What is reported iT!
Table are the frequency distributions based on the follow-up question,
"Which one of these reasons was the. most important to .

6

Table 5-2

MOst ortatit Reason for Enrollment, in Percentage

(N =291 )*

Reason

_

1.

2.

Obtain Diploma/Finish School

Prepare for Further Education Or
traitling :

l

43.'6

8.9'

3. Obtain a Job or Better Job . 18.9

4. :improve .asic-itademic Skills 18:9

5. Personal Development/Esteem/Confidence

6. Other 2;1

.,

*In this .and subsequent tables, cases with missing 'values, are deleted.from
the base N of

Although Table 5-2 may contain few SurPriSeS, it is.aoteworthy that 7
the,majority, of respoddents'.did not identify' obtaining a diploma or
finis'hing school as their primary reason for enrollment. Moreover, in the
researchers' opinion, an -extremely important feature. of this and most of
the tables that follow is.the meaningfulness or ,validity of the response
categorieS, As discussed in the methodology chapter; predetermined, fixed

responses were not employed in seeking_answers' to complex questions.
Instead, the respondents were allowed to answer in their own words, which
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were then inductively coded togenerate the response alternatives. The
reasons for enrollment listed in. Table 5-2 are grounded in, the respondents'
own experience, not in the researchers' "expert-opinion."

Previous research (Aslanian and Brikell, 1980; Knox, 1977) suggests
that the decision to enroll in adult education is oft-en influenced or
"triggered" by life change events that heighten need or motivation to learn.
This' proposition was tested by asking respondents "Why did you enroll at
that particular- ::)me? Was there something happening in your life that made
you decide t -:n"oll?" Nearly two-fifths of the respondents (39.1%)
identified 7pec.fic changes in their lives that influenced their decision
to enroll z; IRE. Of these two- fifths, 41% identified the need for a
job or a better job as the precipitating factor,_33% mentioned- family
changes (e.g.; divorce, new baby, marriage, death, empty nest), and ..
26% said that job changes, both actual and anticipated, prompted their
enrollment. Examples of such.changes included Toss of job, job insecurity;
injury, and age-related decrements in physical stamina or strength.

Exp,.?ct,a1-_-'4ons of ABE. Program

Respondents were aSked; 'once you enrolled, was the adult edUCatiOn
course what you expected it to be ',like or-,Was. it different?" The-main
reason-for asking about expectations ,was to examine the responsei_of:those__
whofounci the course to be , .ifferent. Was it different .in .a positive way
or in some negative sense? It was anticipated that those who perceived the
course as negatively different would, be more likely tp. drop out and less
likely to realize beneficial outcomes than other respondents

.Nearly:h.alf4e. students (45.6%) stated the course was. what they had
expected; 6% indicated uncertainty;, and 45.2% responded that it differed
from. their expectations. Table. 5=3 summarizes the i rdu.cti velY_ coded
responses of the 133 respondents who perceived the cours'e-=.as different

1_.::from.what they had expected'. '
4

The ,most, striking figure in Table 5=3 is the largeproportion' of
students who: perceived the course as characterized by more .self-pacing and
individualized instruction than had been. expected; Clearly,: the majority
sawABE as different in positive or "neutral" (e.g. de9ree of difficulty).
ways, from what they had anticipated. Notfenou_gh attention; not enough
structure, -and tOO_MUChstrutture might be considered l'negati ve differences."
FloweVer; the "negatives" totalled only 23 respondents; too few to-Luse
"negative 'differences in expectations"- as a variable for subsequent
statistical analyses.

Op
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J bie 5=3

M ays In Which, Course Differed From Expectations in Percentage*

' (N=133):

Ways Course Differed ,Perc/ent
I

More Personal Attention 12.9

Sel f-Paci ng/Indi vi dual i zed Instruction 30;3

Easier Than Expected 6;8

Harder Than Expected 6.1

Not.Enough Personal Attention 9.1

Not Enough Structure 9;1

2;3
..,Too Much Structure

. -Other Answer.. 23.5

*Percentages do not acid to 1fIC due to rounding

Problems-Related to'

For purposes similar to inquiring about the nature of differences in
expectatjons, respondents Were questioned about the extent tp which
certain factorS impeded their success in-class. A scale (called PROBDEX)
was 'constructed in anticipation that students who experjeked difficulties
in the classroom (i.e., scored high on the scale) wouldr also experience
negative outcomes related, .for example, to dropout and goal achievement.
As eported subsequently, to some extent, this hYPOthesis proved to be
correct., =Table-54 is based on responses to the following question: "Now

I'd like to ask you about some problems adults often experience in going
to classes. After I read each statement, please tell cse if it is very,
true, somewhat true, or not true."
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Table 5=4

Extent To Which Respondents Experienced Class-Related

in Percentage*

(N=294)

roblems.,

roblem

t xtent 'True

_Note Somewhat, Very.
True True True

.

a. You didn't feel you were making enough \,"1---_"--
,,

progress towa- d your goals 47..3 39.1
-----1

You didn't' receive enough help or attention 1 _

in.class

The classw. ork was harder than you_ expected'

d. You didn't, get support or encouragement

.
.

from family or friends

e. You had trouble attending class due to
job or family responsibilities

67.3 20.7

62.2 28.6

71.4 17.7

48.0 26.9

13.6

12.0

9.2

11.0

25.2:

*Percentages across rows may not .add to,100 due to rounding

Although, in general, few respondents agreed that the problemS listed
were "very true" for them, a. substantial number indicated difficulties

related to making progress toward their goals and attending-class regularly

because of job or family, reSponsibilities. Other research Mezirowi

Darkenwald, and. Knox, 1975) has identified these problems as particOarly

Prevalent in ABE Programs;

Two open-ended f011Ow-up questions asked respondents to identify a.ny
other 4mhortant problems they had and to indicate which- single, problem they

considered most serious. The responseS to the "most serious problem"
question are sHown in-Table 5-5 below.

kt is noteworthy, that the majoHty of problems identified as most-

serious were external to the program, that is, life-situational. However,

perhaps most significant is the relatively large number who stated that

their own shortcomings -as learners constituted thei r' most Iserious problems.

Undoubtedly, much of_the ielf-blame is juttiffed, but "difficulties in

learning" to some degree reflect deficiencies in teaching.
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PreVious research.(Mezirow, Darkenwald; and, Knox, 1975)-suggests that ABE
students are extremely uncritical of their teachers and almost, invariably
blame themselves for their academic shortcomings and fatlures; In any
event, when a third orthe students express outright dissatisfaction with
the 'program or indicate that they have difficulties with learning, program
personnel should be concerned.

Table 5=5

4roblems Identified As Most Serious Or Difficult, In Percentage*

.(11223)

Problem Percent

Work-Related-Scheduling Problems

0

Childcare Responsibilities/Problems

Family- Problems (e.g., marital;- illness; -
lack. Of'5.upport/encouragement)

Transportation

Health `(e.g., drugs, drinking, physical and
mental illness)

,

Dissatisfaction with Program ( . teachers,
methods'; curriculum)

Difficulties with Learning (e.g. , poor progress.
poor study skills; lack of self-discipline)

Other.

18.0

9.9

16.1'

7.2

5.8

15.2

17.5

10.2

*Percentages do not add to 100 due to rounding

Attendance__and__Attri_t_i_an

Attendance rates 'and attrit'iOn,(dropout): :can be considered outcomes of
participation in ABE,. as well As mediating factors:that influenceother

.
outcomes, especially "benefits". Smch as extent of learnifig and personal goal
attainment: This section focuses on rates of attendance and dropout..and
reasons for dropout or "discontinuance."

Emphasis is given to the distinction seldom made im dropout research
between "positive" and "negative," discontinuers. The former group comprises
persons who drop out because they athieve'their objectives for enrolling.



In contrast,:the latter group corsists of indfviuduals who drop out for
reasons such as personal problems, lack of motivation, or dissatisfaction
with the educational program. Unless this distinction is made, it is
impossible to compute the negative or true, dropout rate, which is of
speti al 'significance because of its widespread use, as an indicator of,
program effectiveness and efficiency.

Attendance-StatisticS

Before discussing discontinuance, it might be noted that class attendance
dropped sharply from October to March (the months for which data were
obtained). Average hourly class attendance by Month was 32.2 in October,
25.8 in November, 13.0 in December (when most programs curtailed classes),
1.3-7 in January, 12.5 in February, and 15.2,in Mara. Of course, monthly
attendance figures,' as time passes, tend to be depressed, by the usual
practice of including everyone officially enrolled, 'even discontinuers, in
the calculations.

In April', res, ndents were asked, "Are you still attending the adul

education class o have you stopped attending?" One hundred fifteen, or .

39.1%, indicated they.were still attending, compared with 179 or 60:1% who
said they hadistopped attending. Of those who has ceased attendance, 45.2%
said "yes" ani 41.6% "no" when asked "Do you plan to start class again later
thiS spring next fall?" -The remaining 13.3% stated they were "uncertain."

It, is ighly probable that the figure for those' who planned to return to

class is i flated, especially when one considers that only 17.8% of the
sample w re "carryovers" from previous years.

Reasons for Discontinuance

A gross annual dropout rate of 60% may seem incredibly high, but it is
quite consistent With evidence from numerous other sources; including
nationWide surveys (Development Associates, 1980; Kent, 1973). As noted

bove-,

Showever;

gross dropout statistics can be:extremely misTeading, for

they fail to distinguish "positive" from "negative" discontinuersi In the

present Study, this distinction was accomplished by asking all respondents
Who had. stopped attending why they did so. Their answers were then inductively
coded and interpreted as indicative of either positive or negative.
discontinuance. Table 5 -6' reports the results;

InSpection of Table 5-6 i*evals that nerly Salf of the discontinuers
were not dropouts in the conventieonal, negative sense of the term. In fact,

nearly one-fourth earned their high school diplomas

7 7,



. Table

Reasons Given for DisContinuing Attendance, in Percentage

(N=176),

Reason Percent

Work SChedule Conflicts 11.9

Child Carte Problems 6.3

Family Difficulties 8;5

Health Problems 5.1

Dissatisfaction with Pr Ogram 8.0

Earned Diploma 24.4

Entered Job Training Program 1-1.9

Program Ended, or Courie Completed 10.8

Other 13.1.

One would think that official 'records would reflect siich. facts and
that all positive terminations would-be so identified-. In practice, however,
there is no systematic way of identifying all or perhaps even most positive
ter,711nations. To illustrate; fewer than 20% of students who take-the GED
examination provide the GED testing centers with the necessary information
so that exam performance can be reported to the instructional pro#ram. Even
when such information is communicated, it may be received after instruction
has terminated. Likewise,r-s-tirdeht- Whd have entered a-training program may
simply stop attending class without informing their teachers or counselors of
the reason why. In short, few programs- have developed a costi-effective
student follow-up system that would ret,olvc these kinds of problems.

Supplementary_ Findings

A question of obvious interest is what factors account for or Predfct tt.ie

penOmenon of negative dropout? Using exploratory correlational procedures
and multiple regression-analysis, two statistically 'significant predictors'
were, identified. One", not surprisingly, was total hours of class attendancr
(B P .0007). As the negative standardized-partial correlation
coefficient indicates, negative dropouts (scored 0) were 'characterized by lower
class attendance than were positive dropouts (scored I). The second (Beta)
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edictor, again not surprisingly, was the PROBDEX scale described in Chapter

(B = .36, P = .0001). Those participants who experienced more problems
e.g., lack of progress, not'enough help in class, lack of support from family

r friends) were more likely than others to be .negative' dropouts. Taken

ogether, these variables accounted for 25% of the variance associated with

drbpout.

Employment-Related Outcomes

As can be seen by inspeCti through'-13items 10 through'3 of the "Adult:EduCation
Follow -Up Survey " (Appendix A), the questions_ dealing with employment-related

outcomes were both numerous and.cdmplei. Rather,than present the data in a

series Of discrete tables, it_was decided to summarize the principal findings

in outline form in the section below.
.

Summary of -Pri_ndpaL_Eiiictilating to Employment

1. At -the time they enrolled in an adult education program, 37.5% of

respondents were employed. At the tithe the survey was administered,

50.0% of respondents were employed. Thus, there 'was a net gain in

employment of 12.5%

. Twenty-three percent of the respondents were unemployed and not
seeking employment, and thus were not in the labor forC07. rbr'those

who were in the labor force, the net gain in employment was 16;4%.

3. Of respondents employed at the time they entered the adult education

program, 18.2% changed jobs-by the time the survey was administered.
Of these, 61.1% reported that they had found a better job, 38.9% a job

that was "about the same," and 0% a worse job.

. Of respondents employed at the time. of the survey, 64.8% felt" that

their job performance had improved during the previous six months.

5. Of respondents employed at the time Of the survey, 41.8% had obtained

a raise during the previous six months.

Of' respondents employed at the time of the survey, 14.2% had been

promoted during the previous six Months.

. Of respondents employed at the time of the survey, 56.7% felt that

their job security had improved during the previous six months.

. Of respondents unemployed and seeking employment at the time of the

survey, 78.8% believed 'that their participation in adult education

would helOthem find a job.

In general, employment-related gains or benefits appear to have been

modest,_but_by_no_means insignificant. The extent to which they can be
attributed to participation, in adult education', however, is problematical.

It was discovered early in the interview process that nearly the
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respondents interpreted the "attribution" question ("Did the, adult educatiOn--
program help... ? ") ,extremely "1-lele was interpreted to mein
dirett assistance in obtaining a, job or better job; Indirect fotps of help
such as enhanced skills, qualifications; motivation or Self-confldence
simply did_not come to mind when this question was' asked: Contequently; the
responses ito these ttems were distarded as invalid.

On logical grounds, however, it would seem-that dertainpositiveoutcomes
could not be expected in the absence of some form of relevant illtervention.
This would seem particuarly true of the findings. that nearly twothirds of
,those employed at the tlme of follow-up felt theiri_job performance had improved
and more than half believed they were More secule in their jobs-.

Acquisition and Appl'ication of Basic Skills

For the:majority of participants, the outcomes reported in this section
Constitute the:lb-at-define." The reason, of course, is that adult basic
edUCatiOn't principal purpose is to_upgrade the basic skills of fUnctionally
illiterate. adults.- Enhancement of basic_skills_is'not, however,_an end, in

-itself. Rather, the three R's are intended to be applied to meeting the
literacyrelated demandsofeveryday life. _They Also enhance access to educational
and_ecbnomiC opportunity_- particularly in thefonm_of 'eligibility for job
training ..programs and other forms of further education. -.

It is important to note regarding outcomet'that_a:substantial_minority
ofbaSit'Skills_.students cannot be considered severely educationally handicapped.
These are the "level fours," (2142%_of the sample). whose reading_ ability_ranges
fnom_orade.9 toArade_12. Presumably, most- "level fours" are preparing .to_ take
the GED tett_and_neqUire telatt461y. little basid ELI' them,

the__"bottcmfline" is passing the test, not _acqui-ring and applying-literacy skills.
Their'respopses to the acquisition and application;questions, consequently,
might be expected to depress_ he,proportion reporting positive outcomes.
Statistical_analyses revealed that such was -the case -- to a modest extent
for the application questions, but not for the :questions on acquisition of
knowledge and skillt.'

Respondents were asked a series of four parallel questions regarding
acquisition wd_application_of knowledge_an _tkills related.to_(1) reading,
(2) writingi 0) math, anel. (4)_flother things" learned. The results are reported.'
separately below for each of'these four categories.

Reading

In response-to the question, "Has the adult educa ion class helped you
become a better reader?", 82.8% answered "yes" and 17.2 -" o." .Respondents
were-then-asked T-"Since-ennol;lins in-the-claSt,--haye-you-used-your-lreading
skills outside of the classroom to do something you couldn't do before, or to
do it better?" Nearly two-thirds (65.1%) responded affirmatiVely. They were
then asked, "What are:some of.things'you have done or can.. now do with your

reading Skills?", followed immediately by a standard "probe": "read,recipes,
want ads,-the mail, magazines,- things like that?" One hundred fifty-eight
respondents reported a total of 345 ways in which =they applied their improved
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reading skills. Their answers were inductively coded into the seven catergories
shown in Table 5-7._ The percentages represent tie frequencies in each category
divided by the total for till categories, that is, 345.

Table 5-7

Application of Reading Skills Outside the Classroom

Application --Frequency' Percent*

Read Newspapers . 77 .22

Read Magazines 70 20

Read Books 74 21

Advertisements
(employment and consumer) 39 11

Job Reading' 22 6

Recipes 19 6

Mail 15

Other 29

Totals 345 98

*percentages do not add to 100 due to rounding

It is clear from Table 5-7 that a majority of respondents applied their
improved reading skills to the traditional print media -- sources of both
information as well as entertainment; The number applying their enhanced
skills to job-related reading task4ris more substantial than the table suggests
when one considers that more than half the sample were unemployed; The
figures -for advertisements, mail, and recipes are especially indicative of
application of skills to rudimentary tasks of a "functional," everyday.
nature.. _

Writing .

Because writing:is given less emphasis than reading or math in most basic-:
skills programs, it is not surprising that only 62.6% of the respondents
indicated that the class helped them to write better; Similarly, use of
writing skills outside the classroom was reported by a relatively modest 49.4%



pf those interviewed. This grobp was thn asked; at_are some_things yob
have done or can do now with your.improved writing killt?", followed _

immediately with the pg;pe,. "fill out forms; write letters or- notes, things-

like that." One hundred twenty-four resporidents reported a total of 186 _

ways in which they had applied their improved writing skills. 'Their inductively,
coded responses, with"frequency and percentage distributions; are reported in
Table 5=8.

Table 5-8

Application of Writing Skills Outside the Classroom

Application Frequency Percent*

Letters and Notes 88 47

forms (e.g., applications, checks, bank forms) 54 29

Job Writing.(e.g., notes, memos, resumes) 24 13

:Creative Writing (e.g., poems, stories) 8 4

Other

TOtalt

*percentages do not add to-TUD due to rounding

99

Not surpritingi_writing letters and -notes were the most frequently:
mentioned ways in which respondents applied_their improved wrIting_skills.
Job Writing; like job reading, again emerged as-a significpt,categoryi
'especially in view of the'fatt that roughly half the study nample was unemployed.

Completing forms of various kindt was mentioned by d substantial number of

those interviewed. Finally,_a few blithe'spielts reported itiat:they had
begun writing poems and stories.

Mathematics

Eighty-five percent of the respondents indicated that participation i'n
adult education had helped them to improve their math skils. In regard to

the application of_skills outside the/Classroom question, 58.3% responded in

the affirmative. This group was then_asked to describe some of the things they
had dune with their improved*maih skills.- One hundred foriY respondents
reported a. total of 229__ways in which they had applied these skills; Their

responses are shown in Table
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Table 5-9

Application of Math Skills Outside the ClattrooM

Application Frequency Percent

COnSiimer:Math (e.g., price comparisons,
discounts, Sales tax) 74 32

Job Math (e.g., measurements; cashiering,
inventory) 45 20

Checkbook and 'Bank Transactions 43'
i

19

Personal Money Management (e.g., budgets;
r tax forMs, records) 37 : 16

Heip Children with Schoolwork 16 7.

Other '\ 14 6

TotalS 229 100

The ftndin9s inTable 5 -9 _reveal a variety of applications of matb

skills to the demands of everyday Again; it should be noted that the

frequencies in the job-related .categoryiare less than--they would be if the

majority"of the sample_werelempLoYed.:Jhe category "help children with

:schoblwork" is similarly affected by the fact that more than half of the

respondent8 had no children living at home.

.0ther_Learming

_The last question posed. in this section inquired abgUt other learning:

'Asidejrom reaeng,:writing,,;and math, were there,any other things you

learned in the adulteducition_ciass?"___The 51.9% who responded affirmatively

were then asked "What other thilgs?!' .Their responses are shown in Table 5-10;.,
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Table 5-10

Other Learning Acquired in Addition to 3R'S

Other Learning Frequency Percent

-.Social Studies

Interpersonal Skills (e.g., relating to
others; communicating better)

Science

Learning to Learn (e.g.; self-direttedness,
study skills, self-disc 7ide)

Self-Development (e.g.; confidence; esteem,
self-discovery)

Home Economics (e.g.; nutrition, childcare)

Job-Seeking Skills

Other

47 26

36

18

12

10

8

38

LO

10

4

21

Totals 182 100

Some of the findings in Table 5=10 are predictable and easy to explain.
iSocial studies and science, for example, are routinely included in the

curriculum for "upper level" students preparing for the GFD test; In addition,

Social studies (specifically Ailerican history) is requiredby'state law to

earn an adult high school diploma. _Similarly, home economics and job-seeking

skills are frequently.included in "life=skills" componentsof the standard

curriculum. In contrast, self-development, interpersonal skills, and learning

how to learn are seldom part of the formal curriculum. Instead; they are

indirect outcomes of -the learnilig process = outcomes which 'for Some participani's

may be equally or more important than those explicitly included in the

Curriculum. t7

Supplementary-Fiadimgs_

Exploratory correlational and multiple regression analyses vere employed

to identify predictors of both the acquisition and applicatior of basic

skills. As expected, acquisition and application (as moasured by summing the

"yes " _answers frr the relevant questions) were themselves substanti;Oly_

correlated (r = .64, p .0001). Thus, it was not surorfsing that both of

these measures were associated to a modest, but statistically significant

extent, with the same predictor variables.
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TheSe included total instructional hours percentiOn of:the class as differing
from expectations in a posttive way, and eaten which the claSs facilitated
ttainment of individual goals fOr enrolling. :iuweveri2-when these 'variables

were controlled in multiple regression, equations, _only. hours of instruction
emerged as a statistically significant- predictor (B = .25, P = .0001 for'
acquisition; B = .22, P = .03 fbr application).

Attainment of Personal Goals

As can be seen-from Table_5-2i_basic skills. Students enroll fw' a variety
of reasons, not all of. which._,directly correspond to the goals of tope

program.::-Those that do not -can be vied as ultimate or terminal
reasons for _participation that are facilitated by the acquisition of reading,
writing, and computation-skillt;.

Whether directly or .indirectly related to the instructionai i-ogram,
individual 'goals are obviously of the utmost importance. In order to ascertain,
the extent. of individual goal attainment, two questions; one "subjective"
and the other "objective.," were.poted to all respondents;

The subjective question was put as follows: "Thinking KaC to your
reasons or goals for enrolling in the.adult education ,:lass; has ti:e class
helped yOu to reach the *otally; a lot.. some; a little; (or) not at all?"
Of -the 294 respondents;- 4% answered, ."totally;" 48.6%."a lot;" 25.7% "sOme;"
9.6% "a ltttle,":,aod.2,' not at all." Clearly; a substantial majority felt
that -their learning_ex .s,'-es contributed significantly to helping them
attaintheir.goal(s).

Because obtaining a GED or adult. high school c:plotha was by far the most
frequently stated goal for enrolling in adult education. (stated as most
important goal by 43.6% of thesample); the "objective" question asked, "Did
the class help.you pass. .th'ED-exam or earn an adult high school diploma?'
Twenty -one percent responded\afrirMatively. 67% negatively. and 12% said
they already had a highschotMAiploma... Excluding the latter 12% on the
grounds that priorposseSsion of a diplcima is irrelevant to the i;sue of
program outcomes; the adjusted-figures indicate that 23;8% obtained a diploma
and.76a% did not. Thtls, over a period. of apprOximately seven months; nearly
a fourth of the sample succeeded in obtaining A:high-school credential. It
shculf; be noted; mOrroveri- that this figure Undirestimatesthe annual
rropc-tion of basic. :'kills students who earn a secondary level. credential.
Thc' interviews were condUcted in April, and thus the data_ not include.thosl
students who passed the GEL test later, In the spring or who passed, buthad
not yetreceiVed confirmation 1%-om the testing:service. In addition, not
all adult'iiigh schoollStuttents .knew in April ifthey had sucCessfullycOMpieted
all requirements for a June diploma;

Euxther-Eduoation and Training

'A major function of adult basic skills programs is to prepare participants
foo further education or training. Respondents Were ecked, "Do you plan to
enroll in any kind or training or education program in the near future == say
within-6 months or a year?" More than three.'ifths (52.9%) responded
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affirmatively; 18:1% said -"no," and the remaini ng 19% stated -they we,-e
"uncertain." Those who answered affirmatively were asked "What do you plan
to study'?" Their responses are given in Table 5-11.

Table 5-11

Further Education: Subjects. Respondents Plan to Study.

151)

Subject Perient

Computing (e.g., key punching; data entry,
programmi ng )

Secretarial Studies (e.g., clerk typist-,-
medical or legal sec,-tary)

Allied Health (e.g., LPN, RN, dental assistan
lab technician)

-- -

Business (e.g bookkeeping; accounting)

"Othee

Uncertain

19.9.

17.9

17..2

743

23.8

13.9

Table .5-11 indicates that the great majority plan. to study'sub-professior!:.1,
vocatiulal subjects. Only a handful': 'of.those intervieqed planned to p,:rsue
an arts_ or science di .;cipli ire, .or to prepare for a Career. i n law, teaching,
sociall:ori, or any other field' requiring a- bachelor's or postgraduate degree;
-Those whosi answers fell in the "other" category_ althcst invariably mentioned,
a vocational or teclinical subject,Jor example, s_elta_cs., auto mechanics,.
hairdressing, carpentry,.plumbing,-(and the like.,; For most, ;these 'modest
worthyi_career aspirations reflect a healthy realisin. However, as previor::'
researchers have suygested (Mezirow, Darkenwalq, and .Knox, 1975)., some, if a =
small minority; are probably selling themselves short;

Respondents pl:nning_to continue their education were asked not only what
they planned to study, but where; Not surprisingly, nearly a third (28.7%)
were uncertain, often mentioning two or- hree possibilities; Of..those who'. I

had firmer plans, as Table 5-12 shows, most mentioned a lodal community college
or public vocv:i-cnal-technical school;
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Table 5-12

Further Education: Where. Respondents Plan to Study

(N = 151)

. Type'of Institution Percent

Two-year Corunity

Public Vocational-Technical School 18.7

Four year College 11.3

Proprietary Trade or Vocational School 6.7

Other 12.0

Uncertai'n 28.7

De endence\bn'Public Assistance

If adult Lasic skills programs help_peoole to get jobsii.Aletter jobs.
or promotions,. then it fo'lliws at_particivits. over time.--should
b(7.ome less depenelent-on public assistance. 7o test thisprOposition.
respohdents were asWed:the following gUesti,Jn, which was_conscinuslY phrased

,to "de7stigmatize"--r:lceipt of publid support: ,"Many people these days are
receiving .issi'stance.._such as ADC or food stamps. Have you received
such assistance at any time during_thepast year?" '`More than one-fourth .

(26:6%) reP.11:2dithat ;:hey had received some form of public assistance. They
were then jakedi_"Siric'e October, has the amount of,assistante detreased;
remainedibcut the:same..or been totally eliminated?" ,Roughly two-thirds
(67.11) reported that Lae amount had remained about the same, 18.4% that it
had decreased, and 14.51, that assistance had been eliminated,. Finally;
respondents who indicated aLdecrease or el ion of public support were
asked why:. Nas the reductiOno,s_due_to your getting a jobi yow__making
more moneyi or to sopiethingelsW_ Close to half (43.5%) stated that the
reason was gettihg a job.; 8.7% making rore_money. and 47.8% "srAlething else."
It seems probabletttt the "so.?: else" answer. in 3arge'part, reflectee
cut7backs in benefits and _a tighteGing of eli;ibility reguircrts at the
time the research was corducted._ In any event, it is significantl:hat
more thall half of:the rcduct'ion in public assistance -can be attributed to
;.espondents' gaining employment 1r increasing their income..

!/
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Personal and Family Effects

This .ction focuses on indirect outcomes of participation in adult

education related o changes 'in,feelings about oneself and effects on

parentchild inter ction and child adjustment in the domain of childrens'

schooling.

Affective.Outcomes,

Re$Oondent5 were asked, "In general, do you feel better about yourself,

the same, or worse as a result of attending the adult education program"?
A Strikingly high 92.1% replied "better ",; 7.2% said "the same." Virtually

no one (0.7%) indicated feelingworse; The 92.1% who responded that they
felt better were asked to specify "Why or in what way do you eel_better

about yourself?" Their inductively coded responses are shown in Table 5=1 .

Table 5-13

Reasons Given for Feeling Better About Self as a Result of 'ttending
Program, in Percentage

(N=256)

ReaSOn =
Percent

Personal Accomplirhment (e.g., met challenge,
made progress, hchieved personal goal)

Academic Achievement (improved reading, math,
writing skills)

Enhanced Self-confidence/Esteem

nreat,,r Economic 0?portunity

Greaz r Educational Opportunity

Other

38.3

24.4

24;1

8.3

2.6

2;3

It is perhaps surpriting, one certainly noteworthy, that.academic
ar' ievement, the outcome most Orectly related to tt!e instructional program,

was cited by only a fourth_of the Student§ as the eas:' why they felt

better about themselves. In contrast, more than two- fifths cited indirect,

affective reason -- namely, enhanced self=confidente or-sr.;f=esteem and

chic rewards of personal_ascomplithment. In view of the generally

\ower levels of s17f-n,tee;71, self-confidence, and tangible accomplishments

sr.cig this population, these affective outcom,.._ t?4e or special significance,

Mor.?Iver, they are not only vc;i1u.lble as endS in tiemselves, but as h)eans or

ra;iaitions-for.continuing persor,1 gro,:th and accomplisilment, both

academically and in the world outside the ciassroom. Finally, the respohses
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this gdeStiOn,can be viewed as expressionf_underlying_psychological
ducational needs seldom overtly articulaterd by, undereducated adults;

Eff4cts Relafed_,to Children in School
__ _ _

Respondents were asked-.if they had
did

children or teenagers

living with them at home. Those who did (4.4%) Were then asked, "Has
your participation in the adult - education class resulted in any of the

following changes?" A series of questions were then posed in a yes/no

format; The results are depicted in Table 5=14.

Table 5-14

Responses to Questions about Children and SchOtil, in. Percentage.

(N =129)

Question ReSpOnte
YeS NO

. . .
,

Do you help the children with their .schoolwork more
than you used to? 75.4 24.6.

Do you talk to them more thanyou used to about
School? 81.4 .18.6.

Have they developed a ` 'ter attitude toward'
schoo7? .

72./ \27.3

Are they no 1.eting better g, F.s? 4.3 25.2

Have, yogi become nore involved with the school, for
example by attending meetings or other activities,
Or talking with teachers? 49.6 50.4

The potentially enormous :import of ,the findings reported,in Table 5;14

I.-may:

self-evident. In fact, they, are so striking that one` ,:z. immediate reaction

fmay well be' to doubt their credibility; Certainly the questions posed,
especially the first two and the last, are of the type likely to elicit social

response bias. On the other hri'd, a high proportion of "Yes" answers might

De expected a sample of parents v.:ho not o.ly chose to return to uschool"from.

I
themselves b tfOho are actively Involved in learning. Virtually all parents

voice support or pious s.:1ntiments regarding the imoorg.ance of education;

however, acting nn thc :-.11;' or' such sert!r,ents is,eferdonstrable evidence of

true conviction. Finally, the pattern of "yes" re' nnses seems to support,
the credibility of the data in .1.ble'5-1A. Of not ere is that the larovrt

proportion of "yes' responses were elicted by the ,,1 stion having to do with

talking more to one's children about school; Not only does th,": beavior
require little effort on the pa' : of the pareni:, bit it is difficult to see

how it -.dald-be avoided if only because chqdren,, seeing their parents "going

to school,". would be likely to initiate such discussion:'' in contrast, he

89



questian_on becoming more involved with the school; atiending.meetings.and
SO bni_eliCited by far the smallest proportion of "yes" answers. Obvloutly;

the behavior in question not only requires parental initiative and effort;

but in many cases would evoke psychological resistance or even fear drie'to

negative_past school experienCe and lack of self-confidence in dealing with

"experts_' or authority,figures. FinallY; in regard to.the first questiOni
a significant number of parents told' the interviewers that they and their

Children helped each other with their school work;

Single Most Important Benefit of Participation

The final question posed to respondents was_worded as follows: "Taking

'everythingjnto_accountj what_is;thi one most important benefit you gained,
from participating in the_ adult edu6ation -class?". Their inductively coded
responses are shown in Table-15.

Table 5=15

Single Most Important Benefit Gained from Participalion in Adult
Education, in Percentage

(N t 279)
.

i

-;.

t 4

. f7
,..

. r"

Benefit
x?.. Ai

tat

, .,

Percent

Academic Improved (e.g.; reading; writing;.
graMmar; study skillS)

Enhanced Self - confidence /Est. AI

GED or Adult High SchooliDiploma

Job-related Benefits (e.g.; qualified_for training,
obtained better job; improved job skill8

nhanced Interpersonal SkillS

Other

39.4

32.3

10.0

9.0

5.0

4.3

mostPerhaps the most striking finding in response to the "one mo L A
important benefit",.question is the large_proportion of respondents who X :-

reported- indirect; affective outcomes related to enhanced Self7confisdenceMK ,;...'.

(); self-esteem;, The significance and validity, of these. affective outcome-4' -f"..

are bolstered by the large 0Oportion of respondents whir) gave similar

answers to the ques-0.-ri concerning reasons' for feelvng better'd6out oneself

as a result of participating in the program :(see _Table 5-=13). In fact'
although by no means identical; there is a considerable degree of paralWlism

in the answers to these two questions.
.

.

. ,

Direct outcomes of instructioni including tmprOved_academi skills.and
,

earning a high school credential; constituted th'e"most important benefit
. \-:.,:::

',i.4. :



of participation for aupr:-,ximately half of th,4T sample. _However; while
nearly a_quarter of.therespondents ,eporte earning a GED or adult high
school diploma; of ly 10% stated that tiz,rning a diploma Was the single most
important benefit of participatton. an the face of it; this discrepancy
appPrs puzzling in'the extreme. Bd't is it reallya- puzzle? Would middle -
class educators.orresearcherc be surprised if a survey revealed- that
earning a degree was not mentioned-by the majority as the single most
important benefit of attending colege? If'there is a puzzle; it lies in
our perceptions; or misperceptions; of the motives and needs of: undereducated
adult learners.
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CHAPTER VI

OUTCOMES AND IMPACT FINDINGS:
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Introduction

The fOcut of this chapter it on the meaningand import of the findings
from the two follow,up surveys._ What are participants and_graduates telling.

us-__aboit the nature and value oftheir experiences in adult education programs?
How do the findings of this study compare with those of_other large-scale
followup surveys? Are the participant perspectives and outcomes congruent
with the stated pprposes of the Adult Education Act and_state-level program
priorities? What_.can.we conclude about program "impact" on individuals and

society? These-arethe principal;questions addressed in the 'present chapter.

What Are Partisalostslelling1211

As noted in previbus Chapters, a distinctive feature of-the telephone

survey yas'its extensive use of open-ended questions-in -order to give

respondents full opportunity to "have their own say'.!' They told_us-_a great.

deal, including many things that surprised us. This section emphasizes the
important general messages, not the statistical/specifies.

Reasons for Participation

Very few participants volunteereeOnly/oni.! reason for participating in
ABE. Mott mentioned several goals or possible benefits, which indicatet that

they perceived 'the program as educational ih the general sense of the word,

not simply as a means to some pragmatic end such as a better job or. GED

diploma. To illustrate, when forced to give their single "most important
reason" for enrolling, parcicipant:Y responses split evenly between obtaining

a job or better job and Improving heir academic skills. For'. many, of

course, obtaining a diploma or "finilFiing school" was a paramountobjetil;

The geieral message seems to be that'indivduais enroll in ABE for a ta y

of reasons, some narroilly utilizarian aid some not. It is',hard to see any

fundamental differences betwGen the I,totv7itions of this population and those

of more advantaged adults who return tc' college. t",

Employment-Related Outcomes.

Those respondents who were unemployed and seeking employment appeared.

to have benefitted from their participation in AbE, The data need tc be,

interpreted cautiously, however, since gains in this area cannot be confidently

attributed solely to the_pr_;ogram. The net in emploYment for the telephone

survey sample, three- fourths of whom d:hot_earned a diploma in the seven-month
interval between enrollment ,.,)d follow-cp, was 16%; In contrast, the L.:A

gain for GED andAeult high school graduates 12 to 18 months after earning

their diplomas was 44%. Altnough the time differential and thp_persistence/
abil'ty, factor almost_ertainly contributed to the graduates' greYYe gltrs,

the c1--rence is so largo that WQ a:' 'led to conniude that the "credential

effect" is a rea. one. The magnitude: of the effect, howc-er, cannot be

!ncer,,..'ned from the avai?..:..le data.

Other work-relar.ed outcomes. such as prono-jons, imprur,ed "S

(1,;14,nced job pe-forman.:. exhiteri sim4lar witi g"'at''] tes

mrre than non-grEALmtes. Perhars th,. most c.onv4..;:nq ev.,
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-program impact_is the fact.that:roughly two-thirds of the telephone sample
and three-fourths of the graduatesreported_improvement in their job performance.
For the.--former group especially, it is difficult to see how this effect could
be due to factors other than program participation.

Overall; then; the message seems to be_that pa,t.!,.:!intion in ABE pays
Off; albeit sometimes, modestly; _in the_domain of emp!oy,!lent and work. Ih

addition; a closely related positive effect_was.a substantial decline in
dependence on public assistance. Finally; it seems reasonable to.infer that
work-related_gains and einaination from_public_assistance are likely to
affedtjand be affected_kf; indirect effectSi such as enhanced
self-confidence and self-.7ter,..

Academic Outcomes

Notsurprisingly;the'great majority of participants reported that Ap,
helped them to improve their reading, writing, and. mat:- skills. Perhaps.
more=importan for many was the fact that they applied their newly gained
skills to the demands and tasks. of everyday'life. This was particuarly true
for reading;which,probably reflects both the emphasis on reading in the
curriculum and the ubiquity of reading-tasks and opportunities in the world
outside' the classroom:. Particularly significant; in Ourivie4;-is the-nature
of "other things learned" Volunteered)oy half of the sample. In addition to
theexpected (science; social studies);'more than,a tOrd indicated they had
learned to communicate with or relate better.to others; that they had learned_
how, to learn (enhanced their.study skills; self-discipline; self-di rectedness);,
or they had grown as persons through.self-discovery,orgaining'COnfidence'or
self-esteem; It is particularly noteworthy that:theseother learnings" were
volunteered by .the respondent; not checked off,in response, to.predetermined
categories. 4n conclusion; the respondents, told us that they were acquiring
and applying, three R''; and that many of them were developing in other
important ways not directly related to the formal curriculum;

Affective Outcomes

As noted above; learning in ABE is not confined to the'corx: academic
subjects inthe formal curriculum. Although titled "affective outcomes;"
this section also deals withlearning: Broadly defjnedi leam:Ag.means
change in behavior; including-not only, observable skills and kn!edge
acquisitinn but change in attitudes; values; and self-corcept; .!A&ing in
this br:-ader sense was truly impssive among ABE part-icipants; &nth in 4.'-s
scope 6 significance: More than nine out of ten respondents emorted that
they fe'.- bet' er about themselves as a direct 'result ofparticiOting in '

ABE. Wheri astred 'Nhy; about two-fifths cited: a. sense of person?,1 accomplish-
ment and a fovrth said they had gained greater.selt-confidenc or self-esteem;
Another fourth said that LlprOvement An their:atedemic skills was the principal
factor in thel: feeling better about themselves; As noted in:Chapter 5; in
view of the generally low levels of self -Iteem and self-confidence among.
this pnpulation; these affective outcomes xe of major. Significance. Not.

Only are they tmpnrtant as ends'in thernlves; but they are requisites for
continuing_personiJ growth and accomplisnment both in he classroom and the
world outside.,

93.
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Principal Benefit Gained from Participation

The validiaimd_significance of the findings on affective outcomes
are strongly supported by 'participants' perceptions of the "one most
important benefit ". they gained from participation; As notied Chapter 5;
the roost striking /finding was the large number who repted i:Jdirect; affective
outcomes telated_tc self7.confidence_or self-esteem. Almott as many students
(roughly a_third). specified_ enhanced self-confidence or self-esteem as. the
major benefit ofparticipation,as specified 4mprovement'in academic skills;
Moreoveri_despite the fact that approximately a fourth of the respondents
had earned a high schoOLdiOloma;_only 10 percent mentioned the diploma as
the most important benefit of participation.

What are the respondents telling us? Basically, it seems, two things.
First that a great 4any_lack self-confidence_and/orself-esteem and, that _for
varying_ reasons; Participation in ABE has helped enhance their self-confidence
and self-esteem. Second; they are voicing_their belief in the importance to
_them of improving their basic_academic skills and affirming that indeed they
have improved the.' basic'skills proficiencies.

Other Outcomes

As previously stated; basic. skills students enroll. for a variety of
reasonsi.not all of whi&!_directly_correspond to the .official_goals of the
instructional program; Those reasons that do,mat cart be considered ultimate
ends for participation that are facilitated' by,theacguisition of reading,
writing; ane computation skills.

Personal Goal Attainment. Whether directly or_indirectly related to
instructional objectives; individual goals for participation_are clearly of
paramount importance; In this regard; the message from participants it
resoundingly positive; Roughly one in seven reported_that their goa3(s).for
enrolling had been "tota)ly' reached; with another half responAing that ABE
had helped Oriy about one in eightindicated minimal progress
toward their goal(s);

The most frequently stated personal goal was to obtain a GED or adult
high school diploma. After only seven mc,,ths in the prograu nearly a fourth
cf the participants had ohtained this obje'ctive. Thus the "herd eviden:e"",

lends support to th crudibility of nighlyencouraging data on

personal goal attainment;

Fdrther.Educat',cn and Trairaftg; An importantoffictal (7)a.l_of_ABE is i".-0

prep'r participantl for further education and training. particularly training
for specific jobs. Interestingly; only about a foUrtLor_the teleptionc survey
respondents said that further educatInn or training; getting a job or
better job, was their principal reaior for.r enrolling. However; more than_ ,

three-fifths indicated, in response to a subsequentquestion; that they planned

to enroll in postsecondary edtication or training programs within a year
Most, as expected, planned to study- -sub- professional vocational subjects at
community colleges or publicly supported votational-techn'cal schools.. -.
follow-up survey of GED and .adult high schooligraduates fund that-three,
fifths of the sample actually did continue their educatio; thus lending

credibility to the "plan to" data; at least for tho'e who oarn a diplowa.
: '
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Children in School. There is little doubt that participation by parents
in ABE has significant indirect effects on (1) their interactions with their
children regarding school and (2) -their children's attitudes and performance
in'school. These findings were discussed and interpreted in some detail in
Chapter 5. Consequently; all that will be said here is that they underscore
the general pattern of significant outcomes that are in no way directly related
either to stated curriculum objectives or to the officially articulated purposes
and priorities of the Adult Education Act. Put simply, many of_the most
important positive outcomes of ABE Are_indirect effects of participation rather
than direct effects of formal instruction.

Comparisons with other Follow =U Studies

Only rough comparisons can be made with the findings of other la.rge-
scale impact studies because of.difference_, in sample characteristics, time
frames, response rates, and a number :of oV,Pr such factors. In addition,
previous studies_asiced!!relatively few comparable_questions, as. well as fewer
questions generally, and utilized fixed-arwerrather;than open-ended formats.
Despite these_caveats, some useful comparisons are possible: Significantly;
the relevant findings of past research to be roughly in accord with our
own. For comparison purposes, differenc,,t., between our findings and those of
past studles of plus or minus 10 percent cyr less can be considered
inconsequential.

Outcomes for GED_Sraduates_
. .

The only comparable follow -up study of adults -who earned a high school
credenti- was that recently conducted by Cervero (1983). ,A national sample.
f GED graduates_was,surveyed 18 months after earning their diplomas (our
,-;efr.1..was 12 to la months); Cervero focused on 'ob-related outcomes and

:2articipiztion in further education and training. Tab 6.-1 contrasts Cervero's
rindings with. our own.

Table 6-1

t)lpriton of,Pres9nt Study's Findings with Cervero's Fol of GED
Graduates; in Percentage -

Outcome Precent Study Cervero

Obtained Job 45 52

Job Iromotion \ . 29 20.

*Enrolled in Job Training
Program or Technical SchoOl 31 24

**Enrolled in College 51

*Cervero "admitted7to job-trailing pl.ogram"_.
**Cervero item: "admitted to educational institution"
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As Table ';:':shows, Cervero's outcome findingsmere_quite simAlar_to
our own. Two of.hts original items, "keep jobs" and "salary increase,'
were omitted from the table because of significant differences betwpen his
wording of the items and ours._

Employont and Further Education Findings

Two major stildies_that were not,I.,QEDfollow-ups,_but more comparableto.
our telephone survey of enr011ed.students, reporied_figures on_employment_ _

ry gains and further education and training',1Boggsi 1979; :Kent, 19731.__A-third
study also addressed the latter outcome (Development_Associates, 1980).
Regarding_net_employmeht gains, Kent reporte'd_a 12% .increase and Boggs a 50%
:increase (including. "got'a better job"). We -found a net job gain. of 16 %. In

ddition* 61% of those who chan.7d reported obtaining a "better job."
On the whole, the finding,. from the three studies seem to be fairly;consistent.
Conderning plans for furl ,!., eduation and training, Kent reported a figure
roughly comparable to ot.. t (about two-thirds) and Development Associates
reported a figure of 58%. "or all practical purposes, these findings are
identical.

r

Acquisition of Basie Skills Findings

1)e findings on self-reported improvement in basic proficiencies-
are only crudely comparable because of differences in questionswordirtg. 7;Kent's
figures are prob.ply depressed because he used rating scale with a positive'
anchor of "very much" improved. In contrast,00ur Study id Development
Associates' asked simply if ABE had helped :the respondent improve his or her
skills. Keeping in mihd that Kent reported percentages. based on "very much"
improvement, it'seems reasonable to conclude that the following findings are

7
pretty much comparable:

A

(1) Improved Reading Skills. Kent, 50%;'DemelOpment Associates, 75%;
Present studY.j33%.
(2) imrcived Ke9t, 33%; Development ASsociates, 66%:-
Present Study, 63%.
(3) Improved Math_Skills. Kent, 46%; Development AssociiateS, 69%;
Present study, 58%.

Only one of the major prior outcome studies inquiyed about application
Of basic skills proficiencies. Boggs_1979) rpport,pei_that 57% of his
respondents -adid'that ,:hey more' and lettvs more often."
The correspondingjigures for the present ;5% a,-id 49% respectively.
The 20% differential in application of writi,:: ght ba attributed to
Boggs specifying_ 'letters," whe-easour respori yt e'pOt"_-_cor.istrainedbY
the wording of_the_guestion. 1-Wnine percent differenial,for application
of reading ,skills it.iocunseguential.

Other Findings

POblic Assistance _

In addition to the present_studyi. only one investigator examined thit
outcome. Kent reported that 26%_of.his.sampie werejnitially_receiving
welfare be refits. At the tine of follow-0 a.year later the figure
Al insignificant decrease... :The proport. thn.of our sample initially receiving
public assistance was nearly identitical to Kent's (27%).__Afteu.seyn
months, 1.8% reported a decrease: in public-assistance and 15% said tHey were
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receiving no assistance at all. The discrepancy between our findings

and Kent's appears to be. significant. HoweVer, possible differences in

labor market conditions and eligibility requirements could account for

some or moat of the difference.

Goal Attainment

Development Associates reported that 47% of their responfients had

"successfully reached" their- goals, with 32% "partially reacKing" them. Our

findings, on the vurface at least, seem less encouraging. In response to

the question; "thinking back to your reasons or goals for enrolling in the

adult education class, has the class helped you reach them totally, a lot,

some, a little, or not at all?" Thirteen percent said "totally," 49% "a

lct," 26% "someit' and the remainder "little" or "not at all." There is

reason to believe, aside from differences in the wording of the question,

that the apparent-discrepancy in goal attainment is questionable. One

factor is the lowresponse rate of the earlier study, which probably

introduceda selective, positive bate. The other is tne large differential

in the follow-up time parameters. It is hardly reasonable to expect total

or successful goal attainment for ,large numbers of participants when the

average elapsed time from enrollment to follow-up is only seven months.

Children and School

Both Boggt.and_Kent asked parent if they helped their children.with_

schoolwork as a result of:participating ih ABE. Of Kent's respondents";.55%

replied affirmatively._ The corresponding figure for the Boggs study was_79%;

and for thepresentstudy 75%. Boggs alt-6 asked -his parent_respondents_if

the "attended meetings at school more often." A considerably lower -38% H
retpOnded:affirmatively; as was_the cate with a-comparable question included

in our own survey_(50%)..Clearly; Boggs' findings are consistent .with our

own. Kent's finding regarding helo_withSChool work:is, inconsistent; although

not grossly so, with ours and Boggs'. why this is so is.not clear.

Affective Outcomes

_ Of -the three principal prior stUdiet; only that conducted by DevelopMent

probed_ affective outcollies and reported them in.percentage

dittribUtiOns. In response to an open -ended question, 84% of the respondent

said-that th.ey thought better of: themselVet_as a result of participation

in ABE. In the-- present .study; in response to a similar question, 92% reported

"feeling- better" about themselves. :The Credibility of these findings is

suppOrted=by another study of program impact in.Maryland (Walker; Ewert; and -

Whaplet,_ 1981). The research focused on_tnanges in people's lives that could

be attributed to participation in ABE. The results indicated that the major.

change was in self-concept: 89% of respondent reported "feeling different_

about 'themselves' as a_result of participation. In sum;_our finding that the

overwhelMing majority of _participants gained telfconfidence or
self-esteem

is consistent with the data "-reported in prior Studies.

Conclusion

Comparisons of outcome findings of the present research with th6se of

past itudies reveal a surprisingly high degree of consistency. This consistency

not only supports the.validity of the findings of the present study, b suggests
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that at 'east certain outcomes of participation in ABE may not be much
different for New Jersey than for Ohio or Maryland or, indeed, for the
entire nation. It is important; of.course.to underScore the words "certain
outcomes." Owing to differencds among studies in outcome measures,
comparisons were limited to a handful of somewhat general findings.

Polity Implications

The findings of this study have implications for federal and_state
policies and program priorities. In New Jersey, and most other states, the
major sources of funding for adult basic skills education are appropriations
authorized by the Adult Education Act of 1966., As Mezirow, Darkenwald and
Knox (1975) note.:

_ The focus of the Act is 'education for_adults whose
inability to speak; read_or write the English language
constitutes a substantial impairment of_theit ability to
get or retain employment commensurate withtheir_real
ability.' By legal definition, ABE means education _

designed to: (1) 'help eliminate such inability "...'; _

(2)' 'raise the level of education of such individuals ....1;
(3) 'improve their ability to bene it from occupational
training and otherwise increase their opportunities for
more productive and profitable empl ment'; and_(4) 'make
them better able to meet their adult'responsibilitiet.'
(00. 2 - 4)

As the above summary of the Adult Education Act makes clear; its official
goals_are narrowly utilitarian: The bottom line is employment and_adUlt _ _

education is seen not.as a right or end in itself; but'as_a means for training
adults to get and keep jobs.' Despite the Act's_vocational training emphasis;
most states; as well as the U.S. Department of Education; haileconstrued its
mandate very broadlY; emphasizing the "raise the level of education" clause.
Nevertheless; particuarly in recent years; the'political climate has_been
such as to encourage more emphasis on vocationalisM. This emphasis is most
clearly. evident in federal and state policies calling for closer linkages
between ABE and federalliy-fundedjob training programs; .

.

A potential counterweight to the stress on vocationalism is President_ - --
Reagan's new "national literacy initiative." But the emphasis of the. initiativei
seems to be on private sector voluntary action in the form of one-on-one
tutoring for total or near-total illiterates; It is- likely that programs
funded under;the Adult Education AWW11 play a marginal role in whatever
comes of the,"initiative." In any event; to date the President has failed to
match his rhetorical commitment with'Sdditional funding for adult basic
education.

The findings of this study; and of similar studies; reveal a certain
degree of incongruence between the stated goals of the Adult Education Act
and the goals artitunted by program participants; Naturally; any lack of
congruence in goals.will result in a corresponding lack of congruence between
intended and actual program outcomes.
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The present study found that fewer_than 20% of ABE participants enrolled
primarily to get a job or better job. Approximately -26% did get a 'job or
better job, but this outcome cannot be attribuIed solely to program effects.
To prepare for further-education or training was mentioned by 9% of
participants as their primary reason for enrolling. However; despite the
secondary status of preparatiOnfor further education-as an initial goal,
nearly two-thirds of the telephone survey sample stated that they planned to
enroll in some kind of postsecondary education or training program, and indeed
a roughly equal proportion of GED_and adult high school graduates actually
did so. Presumably, a majority of those who enter training or eduCational
programs eventually obtain a job or better job. Consequently, in respett to
employment, the indirect, ultimate outcomes of participation seem to partially
fulfill the intent of the Adult Education Act -- at least for those participants
wha have any ;need or interest with "respect to .obtaining a job or better job;

Where, then, lies the latk of congruence between policy and program
reality? First, and most_obvious, is the fact that getting a job or better
job is not_a relevant goal for a :large proportion of program participants;

, particularly mature adults as opposed to recent school dropouts; Second;
most -of the important outcomes or benefits of participation in ABE have
little \or nothing -to do with employment. Finally; the accelerating trgnd
toward linking ABE directly with job training programs poses a threat to-the
fundamentally educational nature'of mpst programs as they are presently
constituted in New Jersey and the majority of other states; To the extent
that ABE becomes the handMaiden of vocational training; it will (1) no .

longer meet the needs of large numbers of undereducated adults; (2) its
impact on_the general quality.of people's lives will be limited; and (3), as
Smith (1984) suggests; it will increasingly become an alternative to completing
secondary school, thereby attracting large numbers of alienated adolescent
dropouts. These observations should in no way be construed as denigrating
the importance of closer links between ABE and vocational training. The
need is obvious, indeed urgent; The point is that policymakers should be
alert to the potentially dysfunctional consequences of placing excessive
emphasis on coupling ABE with job training;

Impact- ofAritatAiasic_Educat_tan

Our findings suggest that the impact of'adult basic eddCafion in New
Jersey is substantial; both for individual participants and for the larger
society; For the majority of individuals; the direct and indirect outcomes
of participation are numerous and significant; The'direct effects; that is;
thpse linked closely to general curriculUm objectives; include not only
enhanced proficiency in the basic academic skills; but the application of these
newly acquired abilities to the' functional demandSof;everyday life; Also of
importance are the "other learnings" that in general are less closely tied
to formal curriculumoriorities; These include enhanced interpersonal skills, -
"learning to learn" (manifest in greater self-directednets; improved study
skills; and enhanced self-discipline or planfulness), and personal development
in the form of self - discovery; greater self-confidence; and enhanced self-
esteem;

Indirect effects are much more varied and egually_if not more consequential.
They include gains in employment; earnings, and job performance, reduced
dependence odopublic assistance, and participation in further education and
and training; Just as significant, in our view, are the less pragmatic indirect
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outcomes: marked gains in self-confidence and self=esteem for virtually all

participants and, in the case of parents, increased concern for their

children's school succets, accompanied by actual improvement in their children's

. attitudes toward school and school performance.

The'impact.on_the larger society of the beneficial outcomes described_.

above_iS not hard to discern. Immediate gains in employment and reductions

in public assistance obviously contribute directly to the economic Well -being

of the state. Probably more important in the long run is the aconomicAtivaet

of the--thousands of undereducated adults who each year continue,to_develop

their "huMatt capital" by enrolling in postsecondary education_and,trajning

programs. The great majority prepare for service or technical occupations
where the demand for skilled labor is high and likely_to remain so. It_might

also be noted that the continuing i'nflux of former ABE participants contributes

in no small Way_to maintaining a cost-effective, publicly supported system

of community colleges and postsecondary -vocational - technical schOO1S. Finally,

the:larger_SOCiety_is bound to benefit from the indirect' effects of. parent'

participation in ABE on their children's school adjustment and performance.

In short, the stakes are indeed high in_this "last gamble on education," but

for most of "the players the payoff is;substantial:
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CHAPTER VII

A MODEL FOR STATEWIDE STUDENT FOLLOW-OP

Need

Statewide planning and long-term program improvement have been
handicapped by insufficient information on the outcomes Of -adult basic
skilli%education in New Jersey. At present, local programs lack the
resources (including validated data collection instruments and procedures).
for "tracki-ng" their basic skills students to determine program impact.
As a result, program improvement efforts have been hampered by inadequate
outcome data; so, too, has local level accountability for state and ,

federal funds. At the state level, the situation is similar. ParticulaNy
distressing, accordinq to Division of Adult Education staff, is that
incomplete outcome data lead- to state accountability reports that severely
understate the impact of adult basic skills education. Furthermore,
sketchy data on the economic benefits gained by GED and adult- high school
graduates makes it- difficult to conduct cost /benefit analyses,that
accurately reflect the ratio of benefits to costs. Inadequate student
outcome data also creates a problem for state-level decision makers who
need to determine how programmatic_characteristics affect student achieve--
ment and cost effeativeness. Finally, there is the need to develop
feasible and uniform statewide criteria and procedures for collecting
student outcome data on an ongoing.basis.

Alternative Approaches

Three approaches for developing an ongoing statewide system for
student follow-up were identified and their feasibility assessed. _These
approaches were labelled the "Decentralized Model," tile "Contract for
Services Model," and the, "Centralized Model." This seZtion briefly'
describes the advantages and disadvantages of each, emphasizing the
criteria of feasiblity and cost.

The Decentralized Moglel

In brief, the decentralized model assigns responsfdlity_for the
collection, analysis, and reporting of follow-up data to local adult
basic skills programs. Although, in principle, it can he argued that
local programs should assume these responsibilitiesin actuality -we have
found that the great majority cannot and will not. The root problem is
that they lack the personnel and fiscal resources (e.g., for-postage) to
bear the burden Of data collection and reporting. Not only did our _

advisory board of local practitioners.strongly concur with this conclusion,
but so too did a small sample of local directors interviewed by phone. In

fact, the directors indicated that they were already overwhelmed with
"paperwork" requirements. Several stated they` would discontinue-their
basic skills programs rather than accept the added burden of_collecting
student follow-up data; Consequently, in our judgment,the Decentralized
Model is simply not feasible.

TheContract_for_Services Mo61

The State Education Dpartment could utilize an outside contractor,
such as a university or survey research organization, to collect, analyze,
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and_report student follow=up data.. The advantages to such an arrangement

include acquisition of high4level technical expertise in sampling design and

data analysis and the freeing of ldcal program and State Education

Department personnel from the time and human-resource consuming costs of

conducting stnent follow-up.

The principal disadvantages relate to total cost and cost in relation

to benefits. A major factor contributing to relatively high total costs
is the need for the contractor to utilize field personnel to work with

local programs in order to secure lists_ of eligible'students for sampling

purposes; Our estimate of total _-costs to the state range from $25,000 for

a contract with Rutgers to $40,000 if a survey research firm is engaged.

In regard to cost-benefit considerations, technical expertise may be

desirable but it is not necessary given the routine nature of the task now

that the follow-up instrument has been developed and validated. A

further consideration that militates against the Contract for Services
Mddel is the lack of assurance, that the state will have the necessary_
financial resources to engage the services of an outSide'coritractor on

a continuing basis; Finally; and perhaps most important, this model:is
predicated on the assumption that a relatively small numberof programs

would, be sampled; Consequently, it would preclude feedback on local

outcomes for the great majority of programs. The above considerations

lead us toconclude that the Contract for Servicet Model is probably

not feasible or cost-effective;

.The Centralized Model

The basic feature of the Centralized Model is that it iS designed

to integrate student follow-up with the Division of Adult EduCation's
existing data collection and analysis system. Itt implementation would

require very little additional staff time or cost. at-the local program

level. At the state leVel, implementation would involve some additional

staff time and cost. However, both staff and fiscal costs Would be minimal

because student.follow7up would "piggy-back" on the computerized data

collection and analysis procedures already in place. We believe this

alternative to be both feasible and cost-effective. Its principal features,

are outlined in more detail below.

Basi-c-Features ntralized;Follow=Up Model .

/
.

Basically, the Centralized Model would involve utilizing the existing

Student Record Form in conjunction- with an additional form and,a mailer

to be processed routinely at intake by the local program. The'second form

Would b6 a brief, selfadministered folrOw-up questionnaire which would

not identify the student, but only the "case" by code number as is now done

with the Record Form. Of course, the questionnaire would_not be filled=out
at time of enrollment. Instead, it would be inserted into the mailer

which Would come with an address label bn which the student's name and

address would be entered. Finally, a-business -reply envelope addressed to

the Division of Adult Education would be inserted into the mailer along

with the questionnaire. The mailer would be set aside for local mailout
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on a predetermined statewide "Follow-Up,Day" approximately seven months
after the fall registration period. The follow -up questionnairei would be
keypunched at the Division's processing_4cility.along with the Student
Record Form data and the results tabulated statewide and for each local
program, which would receive a confidential student follow-up report.

Such_a system would place minimal demands on the local program._ For
the Division, any additional work would be largely clerical and would not
place an undue burden on the professional staff. Furthermorei_the_system
would allow for the use of existing computer capabilities and involve little
in the way of added processing costs.

Operational Alternatives

To implement -the proposed_follow-up model requires that_decislions be
made-regarding (1) frequency of follow-up activities (annually; biannually:
'etc.); (2) sampling design and procedures; and (3) reporting policies and
procedures.

Frequency

Ideally; statewide student follow_Tup should be.conducted on a
continuing annual basis; _Timely feedback is important for program _

improvement and accountability purposes; both at the state and local
levels; However; the advantages of timeliness must be weighed in
relatiJn to other important factors; prinCipally cost and effort.
ObviouSly; an annual student follow-up would be twice as costly as a

__ biannual follow-up and three times as costly as a triannual follow-up;
Although_we would eXclude the triannual=optionon:the grounds that the
-data_ would be unacceptably untimely, we believe that a biannual schedule
'-isIthe preferred alternative beCause the,cost of an annual follow-up
may not justify its benefits;

In reaching this conclusion; a major-consideration in addition to cost
and,effort was purpose and utility.' The primary reason for conducting a
student follow-up on an ongoing basis -is to provide, feedback for program
improvement efforts. If programs-Xi Y and Z are identified in the
initial follow-up as less successsful'than comparable programs in
'facilitating; for examplei'applicatiOn of baSic skills, then X, Y and Z
must 'diagnose and remediate their deficiencies.. In all probability;
howeveri, the results of such program improvement efforts are not likely
to be observable over a one-year or 1-ess time framer But they should be
observable; and therefore useful; within two years' time. All things
considered; then; we recommend that statewide follow-up be conducted on
a biannual schedule.

Sampling Design and Procedures

The most fundamental issue; technically speaking; is not "sampling
design" but whether the total population of programs br a sample should
be utilized inimpleme'nting the proposed follow-up model;

The advantages and disadvantages of utilizing the total population
of programs (and thus students) are fairly obvious;. The advantages include:
(1) simplicity; (2) reduction of sampling error or'bias; (3) biannual feed-
back that can be provided to every program in the state; Among the
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disadvantages are: (1) significantly greater cost; (2).th"e need for all

local programs to expend some effort in the biannual follow -up process; arid

(3) redundancy:",there is. no need to survey the entire population of roughly

30,000 students when satisfactory estimates of statewide outcomes can be

secured with a smaller random sample. - 0

The crux of the decision lies in the trade-Off between vastly reduced

cots on the one hand and,lack-of timely feedback to all local programs on

the other. Should the entire Population be surveyed, tie costtof postage

alone would be approximately_$12,000 (assuming a return rate of 50% based

on our experience wit-u the GED/AHS follow-up survey). Additional costs

(envelopes, reproduction of forms, keypunching and computer time) are

estimated at $6,000 to $8,000 roughly. Whether or not to spend about

$20,000 biannualy tR survey the.entire_population is a decision-that can

only Pe made by the Division of,Adult Education.

In order to examine another option, let us assume that the cost of

surveying the entire population is deemed unacceptable. Let us also assume

that it iS_considered :essential that every program in the state receive

ffollow-up feedback once every two years: The following sampling procedures

would then obtain:

) The entire population of adult basic skills programs would be

listed (N.- approximately 130). A 50% sample would be randomly

selected using a table of random numbers. This sample would be

designated "Sample A." The remaining- 50% of the programs would

be designated "Sample B.v-

(2) Programs established after the selection of the initial samples--

would be randomly assigned to "A" or "B" (a coin toss would suffic4.

(3) .The follow -up sample for yearsone would be "A." In ,year two

the follow=up sample would be "B.' In ear three "A" would

again constitute the follow-up sampl , with this sequence

repeated indefinitely..

Reporting .

/

It is recommended that_aggregate'statewide findings, beginning With

Ithe_yea7. one "benchmark" follow-up, be reported to all programs in the ,

sfifeln addition, those programs constituting the sample should receive

a brealcatwn of findings for their own students so that they can compare

their outcomes with statewide norms. However, tolavoid invidious and

perhaps misleading comparisons and to mitigate the general level of .

threat; individual programs shobld be guaranteed that their outcome data

will belheld 'in strict confidence. In other words, they should be' assured

that only authorized officials of the State Education Department will -have

access to individual program data.

11) 4
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Instqumentation

'A student follow -up questionnaire was designed in acebrdance_with
the following criteria._ First,tO ensure a maximum return rate; it had-
to be short -- one sheet,printed on both sides, -Second, items had to be
clearly'worded in simple language; complex "skip to" questions could not
be included. _Third; the_majdritY of-items_should_address tangible outcomes
rather than attitudes an. pinions. ,Fourth, the items should of of utility
both for program i _ vement and accountability purposes,' Fifth, the
questionnaire should be as comprehensive as possible, including items
addressed -to human capital, investmentiepersonal development and economic
outcomes and both the direct and 'indirect effects of participation;
Finally, the qaestionnaireshouldconsist of the most "workable" acid
significant measures of program outcomes as determined-by the results of,
the present research.

In constructing the questionnaire; the only criterion listed above
that presented difficulties was the second; Although it was deemed
desirable to.utilize all itemsAn their original form, some appeared pot
to 4e worded or:formatted as simply as possibley should be recalled

rithat the original data were ebtainedby telephon . .The qUestiars were
read to the respondents and repeated or:clarified as the need arose. A
self-administered:questionnaire, howeVer4 requires:that respondents be able
to read and complete all items without assistance;

To address this latter issue, two forms of a prototype._ instrument
were developed and fieldtested with 24 adult basic ski4lsstudents.
One'form consisted of ttems."lifted" frbm the telephone_turvey initrument.
The second. comprised "simple language" items designed to elicit comparable
data. The second form was foUnd to: beihrarkedly superior: only a few.
low-level readers had any difficulty'readin§ and completing it. These . .

peSons were subsequently interviewed to pinpoint the sources of difficulty,
t which were mostly_ unfamiliar wordt or terms, such As "employment.status."-

These and other minor problems were easily rectified. The final version
of the Statewide Student: Follow -Up Questionnaire is reproduced in.
Appendix D: mit;

Data Processing Procedures

It is essential that the same,five-digit student or "case" number .

currently,imprinted on the Student Record form also be imprinted or ivritten=
in on the Student Follow-Up Questionnaire. This also applies to the six=digit
county and district (program) code. Unless this is done, it will not be
possible to mitch-up the student data from the two forms to permit
comprehensive analyses relating student and program characteristics to
student outcome findings.

The. Student Follow4p Questionnaire was designed to be "Self=c6tained."
That is it contains all the information needed-to generate comprehensive
outcome data without recourse to additional data from the Student Record
Form. However, because of space limitations, the Follow=Up Questionnaire does
not provide the foljowing Information which is provid4d_onthe Student

,Record Form: .(1) age, (2) sex, .(3)-presence7f a handicap, (4) citizenship,
(5I -race or ethnic group, (6) reading IeVel; (7) inttructional programh(ESL,
bilingual basic skills, etc.), (8) hourly attendance by month, and (9) reasons
for discontinuing participation.
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For certain purposes, the Division of Adult Education may ,wish to

crosstabulate background data from-the Record Form with outcome data from

the Folhw-Up Questionnaire. For example,,it may be uteful to determine if
outcomes differ by geographical region or by program characterittics, such

as size, student composition, average hours of attendance, etc. Hence

the importance of matching student and program (district).codetior the

two inttruments. To reiterate, unless this is done it will not be possible

to examine outcomes in relation to student background and program.

characteristics.

Conauling_Note_

If the necessary human and fiscal resources ace available, local adult -

.basic skills programs can utilise theappended Student Follow-U0 Questionnaire
whethen.or, not a statewide follow -up system is implemented. We believe, too,

that the.Follow.Up Questionnaire items are sufficiently generic to:warrant

the use of the instrument by lodal.programs in states other than NeWJertey,
Benchmark data for judging and interpreting local outcomes can -be obiaped

from the statewide norms reported for the relevant items in Chapter 5 of this

monograph Of doursei_since the norms were established for prOgrams in

New Jersey.they shouldbe viewed as only rough benchmarks for interpreting

outcomes in other states.
--
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Interviewer

nate Completed

Start Time

Finish Time

102

Rutgers Uni rsity
Center for Ad' nevelopment

ADULT__MHCATTfiNFOLLOW-HP SURvEY:

R. Hello; may I speak to

Respondent's Name in#

)
Telephone Number

:Program Name

Program Address

)

.-

67
Irrr (

R s Sex

(IF CONNECTION IS MADE), Go to:B WOW.
(IF NOT HOME), Ask when to call again or how else'to reach respondent.

Enter Response Below.
(NOTE; If asked to identify yburself; give your name and

say: mIlm_from Rutgers University_and ; wanted
to ask him/her some questions about edueation."

R. This is from Rutgers_Univesity. We are conduc-

ting a study to help schools improve thein adult-education classes,.
is one of- the programs we're workin g with. I'm

calling to ask if you would help by answering a few questions. We're asking
the same questions of other students from
Your answers are very important and completely confidential. All answers will

be used without names:

Section I

1;,Ficst; we are interested in AndWing_the reasons people enroll_
in adult education_clastet fOr_readino and math skills. Think

back to when you firtt carolled in the program (PAUSE); What

1-----we-re---youtreaSons or goals fOr enrolling'? (PROBE: ;Were there others?) -
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Which one of these reasons was the most important to, you..

_

why did you enroll_at that particular time? Was there something
happening in your life that made you decide to enroll?

Once you enrolled, was the adult education cgurse what you had expected
it to be like or was it, different?

1 EXPECTED
(IF DIFFERENT), How was it different? EPRORE: Were 2 DIFFERENT

there things you didn't like?1 3 UNCERTAIN

Thinking back to your reasons or goals for_enrolling_in the adult-
education class, has the class helped you to reach them:.

1 "VITALLY
(IF.NOT AT ALL), Why do you think the class 2A or

hasn't helped you? 3 SOME__
4 A_LITTLE__
5 MOT AT ALL

Now I'd like to ask you about some problems adults often erience_
in going to classes. After I read each statement, please to e if it
is very true, somewhat true, or not true.

Very Some Not
a. You didn't feel you were making enough

progress rd goals 3 9 1

. You didn't receive enough help or
attention in class

:. The classwork was harder than you
expected

3 2 1

3 7. l -

J. You .didn 't _get_ support _or _encourage-
ment from family or friends 3 2

?. You had trouble attending class due
to job or,family responsibilities 3

an you think of any other important problems you had, things you
lidn't like or that made it hard to attend class?

109
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411

S. Of all the problems mentioned, which was the most serious or

difficult for you?

`s

9. Are you still attending the adult education Class or:have you
stopped attending? ;

1 STILL

(IF STOPPED).; Why did you stop attending? 2 STOPPED

(IF STOPPED); no you plan to start class -again
later this spring or next fall?

Section 2 .

1 YES

2 -NO
3 uNCERTAIg

Now I would like to ask you about some of the benefits you might.

have gained from going to the adult education class.

10. Were you employed at the time you first entered the

adult education program?

IF NO, GO TO OUESTIDN 11

,(IF YES); Do_ybu have the same job now; did you change

jobs; or did you recently become unemployed?

(IF SAME); GO TO OUESTION 12

(IF UNEMPLOYED); GO TO QUESTION 13

(IF CHANGE)', Compared with your last job, is
the job yoti now have

(IF RETTER JOB), Did,the adult
education grogram help
you in any way to get

;

the job you now have?

(IF NO oR UNCERTAIN); GO TO QUESTION 12

(IF YES); Row did it help?

GO TO QUESTION 12

I lid

1 YES

2. NO

1 SAME
2 CHANGE_
1 IINEMPLnYpn

1 A RFTTFP
2 AROUI THE SAME
3 A WORSE dnR

1 YES
2 ma
3 MICERTAfm
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I1. Are you employed now?

IF' ND, GO TO OUESTION 13

(IF YES), Be-fore you got your job, had you been
receiving Unemployment benefits?_

-(IF YES), Did the adult education program help,you
in any way to get the job you now haVe?

(IF,YES); How did it help.

2. Regarding your present job, ,in the last six months

a. Do you feel you,are doing your job better?

(IF YES), Has the adult education class
helped? How?

b. Did you get a raise?

(IF_ YES)4___Did-the adult education class
help? How?

1 YES
2 NO

1 YES
2 Nn

. 1 YES
2 NO
3 UNCERTAIN'

1 YES
2 No
3 UNCERTAIN

1 YES
2 NO

t, Did you get a promotion? 1 YES
2 No

(IF YES), Did the adult *education class
help? How?

d. Do you think you're more likely to keep your job?

(IF YES), Did the adult education class
help? How?

GO TO QUESTION 14

3. Are you currently looking for employment?

(IF YES), Do you think the Adult education
class might help you get a job?

(IF YES), How do you think i ight help?

1 YES
2 NO
1 UNCERTAIN

I YES
2 No

1 YES
2 No
3 IINCFRTAIN
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14. Has the adult education class helped you heconie
a better reader? .1 YFS

2 NO
15. Since enrolling in the class 4aVe you used your

reading tkillt outSido of the classroom to do 1 YES
something you couldn't do before or to do it better? 2 MO

(IF YES), What,are some_things you have done or can now
do with your improved reading skills? [PROBE:
4ead recipesi_ want ads, the mail, magazines,
things like. that]

16; Has the adult education clats helped yOU to write better?

17. Sin e enrolling in the class have you used your
wr ting skills outside of the classroom to do
something you couldn't do before or to do it better?

(IF YES), What are some things You have done2or can -do__
noviwith.yoUrAmproved writing s)cills? [ PROBE:

fill out forms, write letters otnates,
things like that]

1 YES
2 Nn

1 YES

2 Pin_

18. Has the adult education class helped you improve your math
skills? 1' YES

2 Nn

19Since enrolling in the class haveYou used-your
math skills outside the classroom to do something
you,couldn't do before or to .do it better?

(IF YES),, what are some things you have done or can do now
.-with your improved math skills? 1PROBEI...::___
balance 0.,check---book;-0-rePare a tax iturn,
compare prices, things like that]

I

2n. Aside from reading, writing, and math, were there any
other` things you learned in the adult education class?

(IF YES), What,other thinls?

112

1 YES
2 NO

1 1ES
2 mn
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21. Did the class help you pass-the-GEO exam or earn
an adult high school diploma?

(IF YES), Did completing high school
enable you to get a license or
certificate or in some other
way help you to qualify for a
specific job or trade?

(IF YES), What license did you obtain or
what trade or j'obidid you
qualify fof.?

22. Do, you have any school-aged children or
teenagers living with you at home?

(IF YES), Has yo0. participation in the adult
education class resulted in any of
thefollowing changes?

a. Do you help the children with their schoolwork
more than you used to?

b. Do you talk with them more than you used to
about schbol?

c. Have they developed a better attitude
toward school?

d. Are they now getting better grades?

1 YES
2 NO

1 YES
2 Nn

1 YES
2 Nn

1 YES
st2 NO

1 YES
2 NO

1 YES-.--

2 NO

1 YES
2 mn

e. Ha've you become more involved with the schOol, for
example by attending meetings or other activities, -1 YES

or ta/lking with teachers? :.,.. _2AJO_:
___

23; In general, do you feel better about yourself;
the same Or worse as a re TUTE of attending
the adult education program? 1 BETTER

2 SAME
(IF BETTER), Why or .in what way do you feel' 3 WORSE

better about yourself?

(IF WORSE), Why or in what way do you feel worse
about yourself?

24. Aside feom the class we've been talking about, are
you currently enrolled in any loiRd'of training or
education program? 1 YE$

113 2 mn
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(IF No), GO TO GUEST ION 25

(IF YES), (a) 'Oat are you studying?

(b) Where are you studying it?
(name of school, college, agency)

(c) Did the adult education clasi help you
get into, prepa_re for, or find out about
this program? 1 YES;

2 NO

25. Do you plan to enroll in any kind of trai.ning or education
program in the near futuresay within 6 njonths
or a year? 1 YES

2 Nn

(IF YES) , (a) What do you plan.to study? 3 UNCERTAIN

(b) Where do you plan to.study it?
(PROBE: college, employer .0

vocational-technical school, trade
school)

26. Many people these days are receiving'public assistance,
such as ADC or food stampsT___Have_you recetved such
assistance at any time doring the past year? 1 YES

2 NO

(IF YES), Since October has the amountsof assistance
decreased, remained about the same, or been 1 SAME
totally eliminated? 2 DECREASED

3 ELIMINATED
(IF DECREASED OR ELIMINATED), Vas the reduction in public

.assistance due to your getting a
job, your making more money, or
to something else? 1 GETTING,JOR

2 MOPE MONEY
3 SOMETHING FLSF

27. One final question._ Taking everything into account, what is the one
violist important benefi4 you gained from participating in the adult
education class?

114
'THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP.

2
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ADULT EDUCATION STUDY

THANK YOU FOR ANSWERING THESE QUESTIONS. YOUR ANSWERS ARE TOTALLY CONFIDENTIAL.
NO ONE WILL KNOW YOUR NAME;

A., This section asks about changes that might have-occurred in your life since
earning your high school diploma. Please circle either Yes or No.

1. Since earning your high school diploma:

Have you enrolled in college? Yes No

b. Have you participated in a job training program? . . Yes No

c. Have you enrolled in a trade or technical schoo1? . Yes No

Do you feel you set a better e!(Triple-ftir your children? . Yes N6

e. Did you improve your readi-ng or writing or mathskillt? Yet No

f. Do you know more abobt how the government workt? Yet -.No

g: Do you feel better about yourself? Yet NO

h. Are yog now able to do your job better? Yes NO

i. Are you now more likely to keep your job ''f6t NO

. _
_

j. Did you get a better job? Yet No °.

k. Did you get a pay increase? Yet Ab.

1 Did you get a job promotion? Yes No

af

This section asks questions concerning employment and your opinions about
adult education.

. At the time you officially received your diploma, were.you employed
(Check one):

/ __/ Full -time? / /* Part-time? 1 1 Not at all?.

2. Are you currently employed (Check one):

/ Full-time? / / Part-time? / / Not at all?,

. If you are unemployed, are you seeking employment now? Yes No

. In the year (12 months) before you earned your diploma, how many months
were you employed, if any?

Number.of Months

5. In the .year (12 months) after you earned yoUr diplomai'how many months
were you employed, if \

.Number'of Months
11#
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9

6. If currently emplAyed, is your take-home pay higher now than when you
officially received your diploma? Yes No

9. If your take -home pay is higher now, about how much more per week are you
making? $

Many people these days are-receiving unemploynient benefits or some formof
public assistanCe, such' as Food.Stamps or-ADC.

a. Before you earned, your high school diploma, were you receiving:

/ Unemployment benefits? / / Public assistance? / [Neither?
,*

b. Are you currently receiving:
. ,

/ / Unemployment benefits? / / PubliC assistance? / / Neither?

.9.. Please,ciecle the respimse'that best describes your opinion concerning the

following statements:'

a. The adult high school
my diploma.

attended was very helpful in preparing me to'earn

I .

Strongly Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree. Disagree
.. _

. If the.adult high school was not available.to me; I would not have earned
a diploma.

Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree'

- Strongly
Disagree

c. This section asks some questions about you_self. Please circle or enter the

correct response.

1. What is your sex?

2. What is your age?

Male. FeMale.

- Age

3. Do you have any children 18 years old or younger?. Yes

.

If you would like to make any comments or suggestions, please do so in the space

below.
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STUDENT FOLLOW= !FORM

We like io_keep in touch with °dr students after they leave the program.
Sometimes we call them up -or write to them, just to ask questiontilout what.
they are doing. We also like to ask them how they liked our program. Some-
times they give us valuable suggestions about how we can make .our program
better..

Pleate take
where to reach

ew minutes to fill in this form, so that we will knowminutes
in the future.

YOUR NAME

YOUR ADDRESS

first last

street apartment number \

city state zip code

YOUR ITELEPHONE NUMBER

Sometimes our students move. Then when we try to get in touch with
them, we can't find them. Please give us the name and telephone number of
two people who know you very well. These people will probably know how we
can get In touch with you if you move.

PERSON #1 NAME

TELEPHONE NUMBER

HoW do you know *his," person? (circle one) friend
realative
other

PERSON #2 NAME
.

'TELEPHONE NUMBER
.____,.- .,__

HOw do you know this person? circle one) friend'
relative
other

hIL
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ADULT EDUCATION QUESTIONNAIRE \-

DIRECTIONS: We want to improve NewAersey's adult education programs; and
we need your help. Would you please take a few minutes to complete this -

questionnaire and return. it in the enclosed envelope? Yodr opinions are
very important and your answers are'completely confidential -- nollody will
Know who:filled out this questionnaire. Thank you for your help!_

CIRCLE ONLY ONE NUMBER FCR EACH QUESTION.

1. Think about your reaspns or goals for going to the adult education class.
How much has the class helped you to reach your goals? -(Circle one number.)

-17ATot--
2 Some
.3 A little
4 Not at all

2. In general, has the adult education class made you feel better about
yourself, the same, or worse?

1 Better
2 Same
3 Worse

3. 'Did yoy earn a GED or adult high .'school diploma?
1 Yes
2 No

If you answered YES to Question 3:
a What kind of diploma did you receive? 1 GED diploma

2 Adult high school diploma

4. Since enrolling in the class, have you used your reading
skills outside the classroom to do something you couldn't
do before or to do it better.? 1 Yes 2 No

5. Have you used your math skills outside theclassroom to do
something you couldPI7do before or to do it better? . . 1 Yes 2 No

6. Have you used your writing skills outside-the_classroom to
do something you couldn t do before or to do it better? . 4 1 Yes 2 NO

7. Do you have school-aged children living with you at home?. . 1 Yes 2 No

If Au answered YES to Question 7:
a) Since enrolling in the class, do you help the children

with their schoolwork more than you used to? . . . 1 Yes 2 No

-b) Do you talk with them more. than you used to about.
school' 1 Yet 2 NO

c)' Do they have a better attitude toward school? 1 Yes 2 No

d) Are they now getting better grades? ...... 1 Yes 2 NO

PLEASE -TURN. OVER_ AND COMPLETE THE OTHER SIDE

121,
1

For Office
Use Only

Di strict
1-4 ( )

SRFf
5-9 ( )

Ql

10 (

Q2

__Q3 .

12 ( .

CPA
13 (

Q4
14 (

_Q5
15 (

_0
161444,

Q7
17

Q7A
18 (

19 (' )

_Q7C
20 C. )

.Q70

21 ( . )
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:When you first started the adult education class, were you

receiving public,assistance (for example, AFDC, Food Stamps)?

9. Are you now ceiving public assistance ?.
IF

When you fi tarted the adult edikation class were you:

11. Are you noW:.

1 EmplOYed
2 UnemOloyed
,3 Unemployed

1 Employed
2 Unemployed
3 Unemployed

1 Yes' 2 No

1 Yes 2 No

and looking for work
and not looking for work

Ak

and looking for work
and not looking for work

Answer only i0 f you are NOW EMPLOYED:.

a) Since starting the adult education class,

did you get a better job?
1 Yes 2 No

b) Didiyou get a raise or promotion? 1- Yes 2 No

412)

c) Do you feel. you are doing your job better? . . 1 Yes 2 No

12. Are you 'still attendingthe adult education class 7 l'Yes: 2 No
_

If you amswered_NOto Question_121-

a) Are you now attending-A college, a job training

program, or someOther educational program? 'I Yes 2 No

13. SometimeS adults have problems going to
classes: Did ta, have these

problemS?

A) Trouble_attending clatt because of job or family

responsibilities

b) Not enough help or 'attention from the teacher

c) Trouble learning things even though the teacher

tried to help

1 Yes 2 No

1 Yes 2 No

1 Yes 2 No

14. Taking everything, into account, what was the one most important benefit you

gained from attending the adult education class? (circle one).

1 Greater self-confidence or feeling better about yourself

2 Improved basic skills (reading, math,-writing, itc.)

3 A high school diploma or certificate

4 A job or 'better job
5 Preparation for colleg4, a job training program, or some other

edUcational program 7
6 Other benefit (please describe)

THANK YOU -FOR TAKING THE TIME ro_compLug THISQUESTIONNAIRE. HAVE YOU

'AN5WEREU EVERY QUESTION? YOUR OPINIONS ARE. VERY IMPORTANT!

. Q8

2 (

Q9
23 ( ,)

Q10
24 '( )

Q11A

26 ( _)

Q11B

27
Q11C

28 ( )

Q12
29 ( )

Qi2A
30:(. )

33
Q13C
( )

Q14
34( )


